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INTRODUCTION

The proposed Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to the United States Consti-

tution would provide the following:

Sec. 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied

or abridged by the United States or by any State on

account of sex.

Sec. 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by

appropriate legislation, the provisions of this

article.

Sec. 3. This amendment shall take effect two years after

the date of ratification.

The ERA was first introduced in 1923, and passed the 92nd Congress

(H.J. Res. 208) in 1972. The House of Representatives approved the measure

on October 12, 1971, and the Senate, passed the ERA on March 22, 1972. During

the two days previous to the final vote of the Senate, extensive debate on the

measure took place on the Senate floor. Senator Sam Ervin introduced a total

of ten amendments to the ERA during this debate in an effort to modify its

application. Nine of these amendments were defeated by wide margins in roll

call votes, and one amendment was withdrawn.

These amendments take on more than mere historical interest in several

ways. First, excerpts from the debate on the proposed amendments to the ERA

provide an excellent summary of the objections to, and support of, the equal

rights amendment. By defining his objections in the form of individual amend-

ments, Senator Ervin made it possible to easily identify pro and con summaries

of the various issues suggested by the proposed constitutional amendment. For

example, one of the best sources available 'for information about the possible

effects of the ERA on women and the draft would be the pro and con debate on

proposed Amendment no. 1065, to exempt women from compulsory military service.

_ 'Irv "zSs; . -"- - 7- . '. ' .1 .} E. .,,," t
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Further, the Congressional Record debate on the amendments to the ERA,

with the final vote tallies, may be used as evidence of legislative intent.

Legislative intent is also indicated by the majority and minority reports of

the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, excerpts from which are included in this

report.

The equal rights amendment must be ratified by three-fourths (38) of

the states, and must then wait a provisional two year period before taking effect.

It is difficult to predict the actual implications and effects that this measure

would have on our society if it were fully ratified. Ultimately, the final

interpretation of the ERA would necessarily await determination by the courts.

However, by presenting a summary of the final debate *on the ERA and on suggested

amendments which identify some objections to the measure, an indication of its

implications and intent can be ascertained.

The text has been edited to provide the best summaries of each issue,

as the debate in its original form is lengthy and somewhat repetitive.

MH:dcb
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S 4372 #433 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -- SENATE
--- RisNDMrxre s0. 1053 of the Michigan Law School, and Prof. me f

Mr ERVIN. Mr. President, I call UP Thomas Emerson of Yale Law School, Mr
Amendment No. 1058 and ask that it be who take the position that if the equal the S
stated. - rights amendment becomes law, it will Mr

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The invalidate laws prohibiting homosexual- want
amendment will be stated. ity and laws which permit marriages be- ciate

Thp legislative clerk read the amend- tween men and women. chan
ment as follows: The constitutional amendment whikh study

On page 1. line 12, after the period insert the Senator from Indiana is proposing the
the following: "This article shall not apply states that: to m
to any law prohibiting sexual activity be- Equality of rights under the law shall not Mr
tween persons of the same sex or the mar- be denied or abridged by the United States some
riage of persons of the same sex.". or by any State on account of sex. here,

On page 2, line 3, strike "amendment" and there
insert "article". Professor Freund of the Harvard Law menti

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the Wall School and Professor White of the Uni- subJec
Street Journal for August 13, 1970, pub- versity of Michigan Law School have rea- amen
lashed an editorial entitled "The Ladies soned that the ERA will mean that ac- could
and the Constitution." I read that tivities which are permitted between Mr.
editorial: members of different sexes cannot be to me

That COnstitutional Amendment liberat- the basis of criminal prosecution against a Sta
ig women broke on the public consciousness members of the same sex. Thus, State law-
so kly no one's quite sure what its real criminal aws relating to sexual conduct Mr.
eqf i would be. between members of the same sex will Unlik

"quality of rights under the a shalt be unconstitutional under the ERA be- relatinot be denied or abridged by the United cause it denies them equality of rights
States or by any state on account at sx," because of their sex. Marriage laws, in distini
is what it says. Sn ods n, at least unti the the same way under the ERA, could not a rule
lawyers and courts get at it, but ft's been be restricted to members of different Ity tlanguishing in Congress since 1923. Lately sexes. In other words, the professors rea- tweenCongressman Cllr, who's against it, has snta asadatvte hc r rkept it bttled up without even committee son that laws and activities which are Mr.
hearings. But when Congeswoman Orifths allowed to members of different sexes Mr.
strong-armed it out on the oior with a will have to be extended to members of times
discharge petition, it whirsed through the the same sex or they will be denied their tween
House by 346 to 15. - "equality of rights" . . . on account of Mr.

The upshot is that it was passed with their sex, as the. ERA states. .. by theonly an hour of debate, which wasn't exactly In the hearings before the Senate Ju- ator ftime enough to clear up all the little haxyareas. Everyone seems to think it would dicary Committee last year, Prof. James questil
finally Implement that nnamlable princi- White of the Michigan Law School men- that n
ple that women ought to get the same pay tioned these bizarre results which would have t
as men for the same work, but -Someone flow from passage of the ERA. Professor Mr.
ought to take time to notice the words do White said: diana
not mention private employers. We were as- With the exception of Illinois and per- ator frsured that it wouldn't affect such things as haps a few other states, there are laws on the timaternity benefits or rape laws, somehow. the books which make it a crime kto engage plain tAnd what with a volunteer army almost here in certain kinds of homosexual activity. Rst lan
we don't need to worry about its Implications of all, I suppose the amendment would bring the la
for the draft. in question all that law . . . I think the the su

Well, we're al for the ladies, but even so, question is, is this the way we should do what
before we write some new words into the away with it or should we allow the states lawyer
Constitution it'd be nice to know what they to.control this themselves? Harva
real-do mean. . Prof. Paul Freund of the Harvard Law of Y aFrankly, Mr. President, I do not know School also testified during the Judiciary out
what the ERA means in one aspect. Committee hearings that: about
Therefore, I have offered the following Indeed, if the law must be as undiscrim- the ge
amendment which would amend the Joint inating concerning sex as it is toward race.marria
resolution proposing an amendment to it would follow that laws outlawing wedlock Mr.]
the Constitution of the United States re- between members of the same sex would be to per
late to equal rights for women for man as invalid as laws forbidding miscegenation. he has
and'women, as follows: Whether the proponents of the amendment Mr.

On page 1, line 12, after the period stshrink from these implications is not clear. educat
the following: '"This article shall not apply Prof. Thomas Emerson of the Yale Indian
to say law prohibiting sexual activity be- Law School mentioned in an article in laws o
tween persons of the same sex or the mar-g persons of the am h rthe Yale Law ,Journal that: sexual

Courts will most likely invalidate sodomy tudino
Now, Mr. President, the idea that this or adultery laws that contain sex discrimina- subcom

law would legalize sexual activities be- tory provisions, instead of solving the con- Senate
tween persons of the same sex or the stitutional problems by extending them to Mr.:
marriage of persons of the same sex did cover men and women alike, would-
not originate with me. I do not know I do not agree with these results and Mr.
what effect the amendment will have on franklyI do not feel the Members of the membe
laws which make homosexuality a crime Senate intend the results which Profes- sodom
or on -laws which restrict the right of a sor Freund of the Harvard Law School that w
min to marry another man or the right Professor White of the Michigan I au' from t
of a woman to marry a woman or which School, and Professor Emerson of the Mr.
reatrcts the right of a woman to marry a Yale Law School say will flow from the argumman. But. there are some very knowl- Passage of the ERA regarding homo- points
edgeable persons in the field of constitu- sexual activity. time 0
tional law.a webas Prof. Paul Preund of Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the relevant
Howard Law Schuol, Prof. James White Senator from North Carona yield to questio

lina w

March 21, 1972
or a question, please?
. ERVIN. I will be glad to yield to
enator from Indiana for a question.
. BAYH. That is exactly what I
ed to ask the Senator, and I appre-
his courtesy. I have not had a

ce to give a great deal of lengthy
to homosexuality, but I would ask

Senator, is homosexuality limited
en or to women?
ERVIN. Some forms of it are and
are not. But if there is a problem
as these legal scholars say, perhaps ;Senator's Constitutional Amend-
s Subcommittee should study the
ct before we pass a constitutional
dment which legal scholars say
effect this area of the law.

BAYH. Is homosexuality limited
n or to women? In other words, if
te legislature says it is against the

ERVIN. They make a distinction.
e this amendment, the phraseology
ag to that matter does make a
action between'mnen and women, as
. It applies the term "homosexual-
o abnormal sexual activities be-
men--
BAYH. But, is..--
ERVIN (continuing). And some-
to abnormal sexual activities be-
women.
BAYH. How is this term defined
statutes which concern the Sen-

rom North Carolina? I ask this
on not to get involved in anything
night be embarrassing, but we do
o be specific here.
ERVIN. The Senator from In-

is asking a question, but the Ben-
om North Carolina would not have
ne, if he had the learning, to ex-
to the Senator from Indiana wat
ws of the 50 States have to say on
beot. But, I will tell the Senator
some very smart costitutional
s, including Prof. Paul Feund of
rd, Prof. James White of Michigan
chool, and Prof. Thomas Emerson
le Law School, have had to say
the effect of this amendment in
neral field of sexual activity and
ge relations.

BAYH. The Senator has been kind
mit me to ask the question which
not yet answered.
ERVIN. I profess my inability to
e the distinguished Senator from
a on the phraseology of all the
f the 50 States which make homo-
ity a crime, but they are multi-
us, and perhaps there should be a
amittee study of them before the
acts. .

BAYH. The Senator from Indiana

ERVIN. If the Senator will re-
r his Bible, he will recollect that

y was practiced in Nineveh and
as the reason Nineveh was wiped
he face of the earth.
BAYH. Let me suggest that the
ent the Senator proposes at this
might have been relevant at the
f Nineveh, but it does not seem
t today. I refer to the original
n the Senator from North Caro-
as considerate enough to accept

W4 -
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from the Senator from Indiana. That. Mr. BAYH. I have read about it. How- Mr. BAYH. The Senator knows that is

I 4donot think. has been answered. I ever, I have not had any expertise in that not the intention of the Senator from
think it is possible to make a real dis- area.-IndnaE
tinction between the sexuality o a man Mr. RVN.vem otimplying that Mr. ERVIN. The Senator from In-
or woman and various acts they prac- the Senator had and neither have I diana will not permit the enator from
twice. There are, of course. very real OFFC (Mr.OAK- North Carolina--,and-Ibate to say it,
physical differences between men and DRELL). The Senators will suspend until but the truth compels me to say so--
women d the galleries come to order. There will to proceed for a minute without an inter-

Mr. ERVtN. But the act says that be no demonstrations n the gallery t eruption. And when the Senator .from

there are referee to what Is plae on e North Carolina yields for a question, the
Mr. BATH. Mr. President, I asked the . an my time, and I tor from Indiana makes a speech

Senator- inonw MroERVI. Tis sa n my time , th an- on the time of ;the Senator from Noahi
Mr--- heeator ospeapreferko na on my time. Let.the Ben-

propounding a question. sator from Indiana speak on his time. en from Indiana thinks
Mr. BAYH. Yes I am. I am now trying Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, may I yield that the Senator from North Carolina

to redefine it so that the Senator might myself 2 mnutites? ought not to be permitted to express his
finally answer it. He has not yet an- Mr. ERVIN. No; I have the floor. The views on this matter uninterruptedly, the
swered. I asked the question whether the Senator from Indiana can have the floor Senator ;rom Indiana can continue to
word 'homosexualty." or act of homo- after I have had a chance to speak. I do engage in this heckling. But the Senator
sexuality, or statutes prohibiting homo- not mind the questions, but I do mind be- from North Carolina,- in order that he
sexuality are confined to men or women. ing heckled. not be impeded too much and In order

Mr. ERVIN. It depends on the phrase- Mr. BAYH. Was the Senator from that he may be privileged to restime this
oor.y of the statute. North Carolina being heckled? discus won at a $lme when the Senator

Mr. BAyTH. I wish the Senator would Mr. ERVIN. Yes the Senate from from 'InDana and the Senator from

describe a homosexual act. Indianahishn r ukldng the Senator from North Carolina will have had an oppor-

Mr. ERVIN. I am not going to de- North Carolina and trying to impede the tunity to read the statutes of some of
Senator from North Carolina in his effort the States, the Senator from North Caro-

scribe homosexual acts on the floor of to explain the thoughts of Professor Tina will temporarily withdraww the
the Senate. Freund of Harvard, Professor White of amendment.

Mr. BAYH. The Senator from Indi- Michigan Law School and Professor The IAnG OFFICER (Mr. G1-
anH itntwntt mbrasanyone.
However Iatrying to get embarrass the d-. Emerson of the Yale Law School who saysRELL). The.amendment is withdrawn.
fervent definitions of homosexuality. The that laws dealing with homosexual actlv-
Senator described various capacities ity will be-unconstitutional after passage
that men or women have. of this amendment.

Mr. ERVIN. The Yale Review article Mr. BATH. Would the Senator from
by a great student of constitutional law. North Carolina permit me to strike my
Thomas Emerson. who Senator Bras has questions from the RcoRD?
deemed a great legal scholar, says that The PRESIDING OFFICE:R. Will the
this constitutional amendment would in- Senator from North Carolina yield to the
validate every statute which makes Senator from Indiana? The Senator from
homosexuality or lesbian activity de- North Carolina has the floor.
pendent on the sex of the participant. Mr. ERVIN. No; I do not yield.

Mr. BAYH. Would it be possible for a Mr. BATH. May I ask unanimous con-
State legislature, after the passage of sent?
this amendment, to enact a statute say- Mr. ERVIN. I do not yield for that pur-
Ing that it shall be unlawful under the Pose.
laws and statutes of State x to partic- ator m North Carolina Coa declined
Ipate in any type of homosexuality what- to yield, and the Senator from North
sovep-e-r--o-dCarolina has the floor.Mr. ERVIN. If the Senator had studied Mr. BATH. May I propound s parlia-
a little anatomy as well as a little law, mentary inquiry?
he would find that there are some of- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
fenses which go under the general te Senator from North Carolina yield for a
of homosexuality which only men canpla tary Inquiry?
commit. And that is true with respect to Mr. BAH. Is not a parliamentary
discrimination against se being wiped inquiry appropriate at any time? I mere-
out. This act of sexuality would be made ly want to find a way to remove whatever
lawful Instead of unlawful inder the remarks I made that might cause my
amendment and I am against this result. good friend to think that I.was heckling

Mr. BATH. Mr. President, we have im
time, and 1 would like to get the Ben- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
ator's opinion. If he does not want to give has ruled that the Senator from North
It. that Is all right. However. he has sig- Carolina has the floor. No parliamentary
nificant Constitlonal expertise. We inquiry may be made without the per-
might differ as to the wording of differ- mission of the senator from North Caro-
ent statutes. However, the question I fins
propowid is whether it wold be postle M. BATH Will te Senator from
for b h a State statute tb beenated.North Caroliaai nit me to maketpar-
The Senator from Indiana is not an ex- lment izquiu?
pert on anatomy. mue er, he is an ex- ir tWIN. *e -ot know why the
pert ocahsI own anamy Senatgt from am wants to heckle

Mr. ERVIN. That ought to be enough the Senato rfran -3o and
to apprise o n6ator f Indiana with prevent the 5 fner'-e ar Car-
the fact that there are certain asts of ains from telling the Senate what thers
homosexuality that only men can com- legal scholars think.
alt.
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AMENDMErr NO. o06 equal treatment of all persons in this
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I call up country, including: The 14th amendment
AmementN. 106. s , u to the United States Constitution, assur-

Amendment No. 1065. ing equal protection of the laws to all

amendment will be stated. persons; the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, with its 1966 amendments per-

The legislative clerk read as follows: taining to women; the Equal Pay Act of
At the end of secton 1 add the following 1963, explicitly requiring equal pay for

sentence: > equal work regardless of sex; Title VII of
This article shall not impair, however, the the 1964 Civil Rights Act specifically pro-

validity of any laws of the United States or thbiting employment discrimination
any state which exempts women fron based on sex; and numerous executive

orders of Presidents Kennedy, Johnson,
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I yield to and Nixon.

the distinguished Chairman of the Com- In light of this large body of Federal
mittee on Armed Services, who is as law already abolishing employment dis-
knowledgeable a man as this country has ' crimination against women which s-o
on the subject of recruitment of person- Crr hatinol agan woen, which so
nel for our Armed Forces, for such time is clear that the need is not forfurther
as he may desire to use on the amend- laws or constitutional amendments, but
ment. for solid enforcement of the laws already

Mr. STENNIS. I thank the Senator on the books. What we in Congress must
from North Carolina very much. not do is merely appear to favor the

Mr. President, will the Cha callto legal rights of women by voting for this
my attention when 20 minutes have ex- resolution In this election year when Its
pired? actual effect will be to destroy many use-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ful laws favoring women which most men
ator will be recognized for 20 minutes. and women would wish to see preserved.

The real effect of the There is the key to the major part of
Mr. STENNIS. the rguentI tinkabot ths mtte

women's rights resolution, Mar. President, the argument, I think, about this matter
is a very serious proposed constitutional and resolution. e i
amendment and it proposes a very grave Although I feel sure that this resolu-
question from the standpoint of national tion is offered in good faith and with high

{ security as well as the treatment of; hopes that it will .actually benefit the
womanhood. women of this Nation, I deeply fear that

First I want to address myself briefly its actual effects will do much harm and
to the overall import of the proposed little good for our country and for the
teolteiovwomen of our country. That is why I am
resolution, speaking out in favor of the amendments

The resolution purports to be a fair to the resolution offered by Senator
and evenhanded measure giving the ERvxN. If those amendments are added to
women of this Nation equal legal rights, the present resolution, I will gladly sup-
and if it were, it would be something that rte it.
every Member of the Congress could As I see it, Mr. President, the basic flaw
readily accept and cosponsor. In past of the resolution as it now stands is that
years I have cosponsored amendments It legislates and requires absto ute same-
requiring equal rights for women myself. ness as to men and women rather than
But, Mr. President, the joint resolution legal equality. Only Senator ERvi's
now before us needs the changes pro- amendments exempting women from the

psedbythoue eatormfrm ort h ar military draft and allowing legal dis-
almost certainly be very harmful to the actions between men and women basedsality andrfaines of urhamanto hon physiological and functional differ-
stability and fairness of our laws and to ences can cure the defects of the resolu-
the very fabric of our social system. I tioa.
am prepared to vote for any bill or con-
stitutional amendment which would real- . I would like to explain, with some spe-
ly give equal rights to the women of this cific examples from the laws of Congress
country and always have been but the and of my own State, what would be some
resolution now before us, as it will prob- of the negative effects of this resolution
ably be interpreted by the courts, has If it were enacted Into law.
far more bad effects on both men and I know that each Senator has heard
women than it has good. or read some of the objections which

It is my firm belief that the over- have been raised against this resolution
whelming majority of women in this as it now stands, but unfortunately there
country seek equality of the sexes under seems to be a kind of apathy about it,
the law and not absolute sameness. The bred perhaps by a fear of appearing to

basic concern which most women have oppose equal rights for women. I strongly
expressed to me about this resolution is urge every Senator to seriously consider
its effect on the right of women to re- the adverse effects of adopting this res-
ceive equal pay for eual work and to olution without the Ervin amendments.
have equal job opportunities with men. Under the resolution as it now stands
In studying this problem over the past no man in the United States could be
few years it has become clear to me that drafted into the Army less women were
women in this country generally do not equally subject to the draft. The only way
receive jobs or pay'on a par with men. we could continue a military draft to
This situation continues to exist in spite provide for the defense of our country
of numerous laws on the books requiring and to meet our treaty commitments

s4L37 m - S 4375
March 21, 1972
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would be to draft young women on ex-
actly the same basis as men. How many
Senators would want to see the young'
women of this country, many of them
the mothers of small children, living in
barracks, wearing combat boots, carrying

--M-16 rifles and hand grenades, driving
-tanks, going through boot camp and be-
ing taken prisoner in the jungles of Viet-
nam. Mr. President, if we adopt the reso-
lution without amendment, that is what
it will require, because the U.S. Army
would not be allowed to exclude women
from combat or other hazardous duty on
the basis of sex, since that would dis-
criminate against men, and the present
resolution requires absolute sameness of
treatment regardless of sex.

That might be a point that has been
overlooked to a large degree. This amend-
ment, as drawn, requires absolute same-
ness, and that means that unless we do
draft women and put them in hazardous
perviee where they are physically able,
then the man or men drafted into the
Army could absolutely put a stop to all
draft calls, as far as they were concerned,
on a claim, which could reasonably be
interpreted as valid, that the men were

being discriminated against, that they
were not being treated in the same way,
that they were being drafted and were
being put in the hazardous places be-
cause they were men, and to that extent
this amendment was being violated.

I do not think there Is any duobt about
the seriousness of.that claim, and we had
a complete and extended debate here last
summer in which every conceivable phase
of the application of the law that was
finally passed, for a 2-year period at
least, was considered, and every Senator
already is familiar with the problems
that go with the enforcement of that
legislation. The final decision of the Con-
gress was that it was necessary to have
a military draft, and that we were going
to try to carry along with it a volunteer
system, at least on a trial basis.

Now we are trying this voluntary sys-
tem and proceeding as rapidly as reason-
ably possible, with very close care being
given, though, to getting the quality men,
the quality personnel that can fill all
these assignments, hazardous or not. It
is a vrey serious experiment, very difficult
to carry out, and the results are far from
known.

My opinion is that we will have to con-
tinue the draft In some form for a con-
siderable number of years to come. So we
will be back here next year in all proba-
bility, for renewal in some form of the
draft act. If we adopt the present wo-
men's rights resolution now, It will be
hanging fire before the country, and
there will be a question as to whether
or not it will be adopted, and there will
be great doubt, confusion, and even chaos
as to just what this resolution means
with reference to forced military service
by women in this country.

I wish to emphasize that I do not for a
moment doubt the courage or dedication
of the Women of this country who have
served so unselashly both in uniform and
Is civilians during past wars and now in
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V ietnam. and I remind tnose women wno
have served and now serve in the WAC's
and WAVE's that those forces would also
be effectively abolished by the proposed
resolution.

Evc-y Senator who seriously considers
the picture of our young women being
taken prisoner in combat will know that
we could not and will not subject them to
military service on the same basis as men.
It is unthinkable. Since the present res-
olution would require sameness of treat-
ment of men and women under the draft
law and in the military generally, the ob-
vious effect of adopting the resolution
would be to abolish indirectly the draft,
little more than a year after the Senate
adopted the draft bill following lengthy
debate. Although I recognize and share
the current feelings of concern about the
war in Vietnam, the way to deal with
military problems is by full debate on
military bills, as I have urged, and not by
the back-door method of a measure pur-
porting to grant equal rights to women.
The Senate should remember that this
resolution. unamended, would be in effect
not only until the end of the war in Viet-
nam, but forever, and could seriously af-
fect and impair the operation of our
Army in operating efficiently to defend
our own country. I strongly object to such
an illogical and unreasoned result.

The organizations. with our military,
have rendered tremendous service and
have filled in and carried out in a fine
way some of the bravest and most high-
ly important assignments to be found
anywhere in the military. There is no
question about their dedication, but this
is a question here of sameness and the
treatment of the sexes alike, and in try-
ing to get apparent equality we are go-
Ina to destroy. I think, our ability to deal
effectively with the men in our armed
forces which is absolutely essential to
carrying out military assignments.

Mr President. I have another thing in
mind. I have visited in countries where
I saw gangs of women laborers out there
in the street with pick and shovel, re-
pairing the streets, with blacktop, hot,
boiling, creosote material, laboring hour
upon hour. With all deference to those
countries, we do not have anything like
that in mind for our womanhood. We
donot want that. We want the very op-
posite. and it is in the opposite direction,
as pointed out by State laws, that we
have been traveling for many years and
decades now. This amendment in its
present form would wipe out those laws
at the State level and at the Federal
level This is traveling in exactly the op-
posite direction from what we have beeii
doing as a matter of policy and as a
matter of legal requirement both in in-
dustry and at other levels, for many,
many decades.

I do not have to picture our young
women being taken prisoners in combat
and going into the unthinkable conse-
quences of those situations. It is possible
perhaps even now that some could be
captured in performing ome of their
very line present srvcs, but that Is
a wholly different ntttion and on a
far smaller scale from what we would
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have here if the proposal now before us fronted our country tnroumout most ot
should be adopted without the Ervin its history: namely, we will no longer
amendments. have a war; thus, we will no longer have

The only fair, sensible, and practical a draft. And, if there is no war and no
answer to this dilemma is to amend the draft, there are not going to be any
resolution by c I exem tin wo women, mothers, whoever they may be,
from the draft tin le al dis- whatever their capacity in life, either r
t nc tnween men and women under being drafted or sent into combat.
the resolution, - Second, given a situation. of a con-
o national differences sh tinuation of hostilities-which I hope

for will not be long, but given a situation in
c a military, As I say which we have sent citizens of this coun-

tha sane and sensible ap- try into battle, to perhaps give their
proach to this matter. I think we are lives-there has been a great move in
going off chasing a theory, and we would this' body to increase the number in the
bring great difficult, chaos, and bitter military, if not all members of the mili-
disappointment to the womanhood. of tary, to be a part of a volunteer service.
this Nation, who have had their expec- Then the question has to be asked, well,
tations raised so high with respect to this if a woman wants to volunteer, should
resolution, she be treated differently from a man?

The unamended resolution would also By the words spoken by the Senator
require women to serve in the National from Mississippi a while ago in his re-
Guard of each State on the same basis marks, he suggested that WACS and
as men. In Mississippi the State consti- WAVES and nurses that are now in the
tution, article 8, section 214, makes all military are subjected to the hazards of
males aged 18 to 45 subject'to State mil- actual combat, but that that is a differ-
itary duty; so does section 8519 of the ent situation from actually drafting
Mississippi Code. Both these provisions, women against their normal will and
approved by the people of our State' forcing them into the military.
would be abolished if the present resolu- Let us look more specifically at the
tion becomes an effective constitutional draft. No peace exists. A combat stua-
amendment, and the people of Missis- tion exists where we are not able to
sippi, even if they opposed the consti- supply the manpower needs-and I use
tutional amendment, would be forced to the word "manpower" advisedly-by
either disband the National Guard or voluntary means. What wuld be the

role of the women of this country?
make women subject to the same mill- First of all, I think the role of the
tary service duties as men. women of this country would be the same

as the role of the men of this country
( V traditionally throughout the years, in-

Mr. BAYH. I thank the Chair. asmuch as Congress has traditionally es-
Mr.BAY. Itablished and " allowed a number of

In the judgment or the enator from exemptions in which, if a man qualifies,
Indiana, who has been involved in the he can claim that exemption and he does
equal rights debate for a long, long time, not have to go.
the issue which is now joined is one of The equal rights amendment requires
the most difficult with which to deal. I that those exemptions would have to be
must say I share the concern of every sex-neutral exemptions rather than
Member of this body that the impact of those that apply to one sex.
this amendment and its relationship to What type of exemptions are you
the military will not be the kind of im- talking about, Senator BAYH? Well, it is
pact that will turn mothers away from entirely possible that Congress would
their children or irreparably damage establish an exemption in which any
lives or home life. I can see how Members parent could be exempted from the draft.
of this body can have a different opinion Ridiculous, you say? Well, throughout
on this amendment. But I think it is im- most of the 1950's and 1960's this is ex-
portant for us to consider its impact; or actly an exemption that applied to mnen
perhaps I should say the impact of the and women-it did not apply to women,
equal rights amendment on women in because they were not subject to the
the military on the basis of the facts as draft, but it did apply to every man. Any
they are now and as they are liable to be father was exempted. So that exemption
reasonably in the future, and not permit could exist under the equal rights
us to be deterred from a study of the amendment. Any parent, mother or
facts by establishing straw men, by father, could claim that exemption and
which we are led to believe that, U this not be subjected to the draft.
equal rights amendment passes, every Congress could also provide that the
mother is going to be dragged, kicking parent who has the primary duty of rear-
and screaming from the cradle of her ing the children or caring for the home
child. would be exempt. In the judgment of the

This assertion, in the judgment of the Senator from Indiana, this would be per-
Senator from Indiana, is a bit far- feetly constitutional under the equal
fetched. to be kind. rights amendment. Congress would be

Let us look at the entire picture of the excluding the parent there, whether it be
mil3jry in the involvement of women mother or father; but, indeed, we can
and In thIe involvement of women if the look around at most of the homes around
equal rights amendment pine . Fhst of the comst ,,MIn a homes,
all, in the very near future, we are gong
to be facing that type of military situa-
tion. I hope and pray, that has con-
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wage earner and the mother nas tne pn- I want to suggest that I hope the time
mary responsibility for rearing the chil- will not come when we have women a high school diploma. That is not true
dren and taking care of the house, and drafted and sent into combat. I hope - for a man. So the first impact of this
she could claim this sex-neutral exemp- the time will not come when they are equal rights amendment as far as the
tion. drafted, very frankly. But I suggest that military services are concerned would

Congress could take a further look right now we have a significant number be to say that any woman who wants
provide that no more than one parent n of women in all of our military services to serve her country will have the same
any family would be subject to conscrip- - who are serving with distinction, and opportunity to do so, and will be either
tion. many of them are serving in combat admitted or denied admission on the ba-

Then, let us move past the exemptions, zones. You ask a nurse serving in an :.s of the same grounds used to admit
Let us look at those who are not able to Army' hospital in Danang whether she .r deny men.
claim an exemption and those who are is in a combat zone or not, and whether I den m kh.
subject to the draft. What size burden are she might be spirited away or detained I want to look at what this means,
we really talking about? Does every 17, by the V.C, and I am sure she will tell because there are significant benefits
18-. or 19-, or 22-year-Old woman feel y tht V.C. andetinagsi she wil tellgh 'hat are denied to women of this couon
that s ign o eafed YOU that is something she has thought ry because of the way that they are

Let us look at the facts as they are to- about. denied equal access to the military serv-
Leda as okth farsmnaeconcerned. Let us If we look at the kind of confrontation Ices, either voluntarily or by conscrip-day as far as men are concernal . thtms srcet which may develop, God forbid, if we ever tion.take the 1971 draft ca,in 91 os recent get involved in a nuclear exchange, then te GI educational bill which has pro-draft call. There were, eligible for the find me a noncombat zone, for I think vided the greatest reservoir of talent that

da m505 pernt er half of those that Is where most of us would want tO this country has ever known, is the first
draf; 5.5 pecn o ver *n ra be. example that comes to mind. This talent
were rejected for induction for one rea I think the experience of other nations has been primarily limited to men, be-
son or another; 24.9 percent were re{ which have conscripted women might be cause the services have been prmaril
jected at induction. ;o epi u eieain nti u-cuetesrie aebe rmrl

So when we get right down to it less of help in our deliberations on this sub- limited to men. I wonder how many
than 25 percent of the men of this coun- ject. I have looked at this situation in young women would make the same
try were ever subjected to the draft in the Israel. I am sure many people may feel choice that the Senator from Indiana
first place. That number was between that Israeli women, having been con- and many other young men made. When
400,000 and 500.000. Of this almost 500,- scripted, are sent into combat. That is trying to weigh whether I should volun-
000-man pool of men subjected to the really not the case. Women who are con- teer or not, one of the things I consid-
draft after the various rejections, only scripted are given combat training, and ered was not only what I could do in the
98.000 were ever called, and only 94,000 why should they not be. in the event their Army, but' that if I went in the Army
of those were ever inducted. position Is attacked. But those women are and served my country for a certain pe-

In other words, 5 percent of the eligible not sent into combat areas, and the Sen- riod of time, it would permit me, on my
males in the country were inducted into ator from Indiana suggests that with own self-relance, to provide an edu-
the Army last year. Less than 15 per- very few exceptions that would be the cational opportunity for myself. Most
cent-and I wish the Senator from Mis- case here if the equal rights amendment young women in this country do not have
sissippi were here to verify this, because Passes' that choice today. This amendment
we are concerned about combat-out of At this time, I ask unanimous consent would give them that choice.
that pool of 5 percent out of almost 2 have printed in the RacoRD a letter It would also give them the benefit of
million men were assigned to combat addressed to me from Col. Stella GI loans for homes, farms, and busi-
branches. That means that less than 1 Levy, a military attache to the Israeli nesses. There are hundreds of thou-
percent of the eligible males in the whole Embassy, describing in more detail the sands, in fact millions of our citizens to-
country that were ever assigned to a condition which actually exists with re- day who fnance the purchasing of a

ombat unit. spect to women in the armed services of. farm, a home, or a business, not because
It might be fair to say that is about Israel. they have any unique talent, but because

the same risk women would be subjected * they have had the opportunity to serve in
to, except it would be fairer to assume Mr. BAYH. I suggest we are not talk- the U.S. Armed Forces. We do not make
that the sex-neutral standards that ing about just a one-way street. In pass- this financial capacity available to young
would be established by the Armed Forces ing an equal rights amendment and Women who may want to take advantage
on the basis of physical competence thus raising the possibility that some 01 ie well.
would exclude an even greater percent- of the women of this country are going GI life insurance is another benefit
age of women because of the ordinary to be drafted into the armed services, we that is gained if you serve in the Armed
physical standards required, such as are not just talking about a pure sacri- Forces. We 'would make the same bene-
pushups, chins, running, and other phy-, flee on the part of the women. We are fit available to women. Veterans' mort-
sical and combat characteristics that ale l talking about a sacrifice; yes. We are gage insurance, up to a $30,000 guar-
necessary for any member of the armed talking about a responsibility; yes. But antee on a mortgage, would be made
services, we are also talking about a significant available to young women as well as

'Now, of this less than I percent-and benefit to be derived as a result of this young men, as would nonservice-con-
if you look at all of the physical rejec- service for the country nected death benefits.
tions that could occur, you would get Perhaps the most insidious type ofdown to significantly less than 1 percent I suggest that right now we are op- discrimination that results because of the
of all the women in the pool who would rating under a very unfortunate dual way our Army is treated today is in the
be drafted in the first place-would they system, in which everyone admits that employment area. If you are a veteran,
be assigned to combat duty? women volunteer and no one can deny the Veterans' Administration seeks to as-

Admittedly, there is no way we can that numbers of them now serve in com- sist you in seeking employment. There
guarantee they would not be, but in the bat zones but the quality and the er- are a number of job opportunities, on-
judgment of the Senator from Indiana, teria that must be met by a woman to the-job aprenti tri and one
they would be assigned to duty as their gain admission to the armed services - tools provided. We know that there are
commanders thought they were qualified are different than those for a man. Even certain types of employment by our
to serve. Just as 85 percent of those who if a woman wants to volunteer today, U.S Government where, if you are a man
are now in the armed services and who she has to meet a higher standard, and you have been in the military, you get
are men are not assigned to combat We permit ien to volunteer at age X nWnber of points added to your score,
duties, so the commander would not need 17. A woman cannot volunteer until she to get the job over someone who may be
to send a woman into the front trenches reaches 18, despite the fact that most a woman and has never been a veteran,
If he felt that it would not be in the best people believe that a woman matures even if that woman is smarter than you
Interests of the combat unit to make such significantly in advance of a man, Y
an assignment. A woman, bef&e she is even corid-

eyed in our services today, must have
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are and gets a higher score on the intel-
lectual part of the test. By the time you
add those points for service to your coun-
try, the woman goes to the bottom of the
list.

What we are saying is not that this
is bad. If persons sera their country,
i e them the extra pdinto. They earnedthem. But make this opportunity avail-able on an equal basis to the young

women of this country. To suggest thatthis is all a one-way street. I think, is tosuggest something that really is notborne out by the facts .

*e 0

T hbe PREID NO OFFICER. All time '
-an the amendment has expired. The yeas
and nays have been ordered, and the
clerk will cal the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. LONG (after having voted in the

amrmaiLve ) . Mr. President, on this vote
1 have a pair with the Senator from Min-
nesota (Mr. HUXPnismY). If he were pres-
ent and voting, he would vole "nay." If
I were at liberty to vote. I would vote
"yea." Therefore. I withdraw my vote.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
nounce that the Senator from Indiana(Mr. Hgrs,, the Senator from Minne-
sota lr. Huxwxarr), the Senator from
Arkansas (Mr. McCLSLLAx). the Senator
from New Hampshire (Mr. McINTYas),
the Senator from Maine (Mr. Musxris).
the Senator from Alabama (Mr. BlANK-
NAM ). and the Senator from Washington
(Mr. JAcxsox) are neienarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Washing-
ton (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from
Alabama (Mr. SPARXMAN) , the Senator
from Maine (Mr. Mus at) and the Sen-
ator from New Hampshire (Mr. Mc-
IiiYRE) would each vote "nay."

Mr. ORIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
Muror) is absent because of illness.

The result was announced-yeas 18,
nays 73. as follows:

Bennett
. Buckley

Byrd. Va.
Byrd. W. Va.
Cooper
DomITiek

Aiken
Allen
Allott
Anderson
Baker

B1minon
Dent-e

Bible
Sam.
Bewek

INo. 113 lag.
YEAS-.lS

Aiassland Hnll'ngs1vln Millpr
Pannin Saxbe
Pong Stennis
Goldwater Talmadge .
Hansen Thurmond

NATS-73
Brooke Elender
Burdlck Pulbriaht
Cannon Gambreu
Cass Gravel
Chues Ortmfn
Church Owney
Cook Harris
Cotton Hart
Cranston Hatfield

angssem Erusanowm3-b
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Javits
Jordan. N.C.
Jordan. Idaho
Kennedy
Magnuson
Mansfield
MathiaS
Mic~ee
McGovern
Metealtf
Mandale
Montoya
moss

Nelson
Packwood
Pastor
Pearon
PeU
Percy

Riblooff
Roth
Schwelker
Soott
Smith

8pong
8tafford
Stevens
StVgleon

Tan
TowW
Tanner
Weicksr
Willams
Young

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-i

Long. for.
NOT VOTING-8

Hartke McClellan Muskie
Humphrey McIntyre SparsMan
Jackson Mundt

So Mr. Eavmm's amendment (No. 1065)
was rejected.
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AMENDMNT No. 1066

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I call up
" my amendment No. 10366.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
At the end of section 1 add the following

sentence: "This article shall not impair the
validity, however, of any laws at the United
States or any State which exempt women
from service in combat units of the Armed
lboes.".

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I yield
myself such time on the amendment as
I may use.

I am sure that the fathers and mothers
of America are delighted to know that
the Senate of the United States has voted
72 to 18 to draft their daughters into the
military service of the country. But I
can assure my colleagues that I still
expect to be guided by the second verse
of the 23d chap vof Exodus, which says:

Thou shalt not llow a multitude to do
evil.

Mr. President, while sufficient Senators
are in the Chamber, I ask for the yeas
and nays on this amendment.

The yeas pnd nays were ordered.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, this

amendment is designed to prevent the
conversion of Annapolis and West Point
and the Air Force Academy and the other
service academies into coeducational war
colleges. It is also designed to prevent
sending the daughters of America into
combat, to be slaughtered or maimed
by the bayonets, the bombs, the bullets,
the grenades, the mines, the napalm, the
poison gas, and the shells of the eneziy.

Mr. FONG. Mr. ent, the balance~
of the replies I received , my inquiry as
to the effect House Joint Resolutioi
208 would have on legislation adminis-
tered by a department or agency in-
volved replies from the Department of
Defense, covering service in the Army,
Navy, and Air Force; the Selective Serv-
ice System, involving the draft; the De-
partment of Transportation, coverng
the Coast Guard; the Department of
Commerce, involving the merchant ma-.
rine; and the Veterans' Administration,
involving veterans' benefits.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

In answer to my request for a list of
laws administered by the Department
which might be affected by House Joint
Resolution 208, the Department sent me
a printout of the Federal statutes-I
have it here. It is, as you can see, on
sheets approximately 15 by 12 inches
and is 1 % inches thick-a total of 1,285
documents.

Neither the Department of Defense nor
I have as yet been able to analyze thisinformation, Accordingly, I al . t at
this time insert it in the Rao

Nor, in their letter of Febrhry 24,
1972, cOnld the Department of Defese

ueinnne the precise effect of the

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SENA

amendment on individual statute. In
lieu thereof, they sent me a copy of a
letter of like date to Senator BATH in
answer to his inquiry.

While endorsing the equal rights
amendment, that letter states:

we, like the Department of justice, be-
lieve it important that full consideration be
given to the complications and litigation
that might result should the amendment be
adopted.

Depending on how the amendment was 
interpreted, the Department of Defense feels'
that two basic types of problems might
arlse-(1) those related to a requrement for
assigning women to all types of duty, in-
cluding combat duty, and (2) those related
to whether or not separate facilities would
be allowable and/or feasible to protect the
privacy of both men and women.

At the request of the House Subcommittee
Chairman, Mr. Rehnquist sent a letter dated
May 7, 1971 to the Subcommittee detailing
the effect of the enactment of the Equal
Eights Amendment on several areas of law
including the military draft..With respect to
the draft, the letter stated:

"The question here is whether Congress
would be required either to draft, both men
and women or to draft no one. A closely re-
lated question is whether Congress must
permit women to volunteer on an equal
basis for all sorts of military service, includ-
ing combat duty. We believe that the likely
result of passage of the equal rights amend-
ment is to require both of those results. As
has been pointed out by many of the amend-
ment's supporters that would not require or
permit women any more than men to under-
take duties for which they are physically
unqualified under some generally applied
standard.

"To .what extent such integration of the
services would extend to living conditions
and training and working units is uncer-
tain. Proponents have indicated that some
segregation would be permissible."

Further, there is the possibility that as-
signing men and women together in the field
in direct combat roles might adversely affect

.the efficiency and discipline of our forces.
On the other hand, if women were not

assigned to duty in the field, overseas, or on
board ships, but were entering the armed
forces in large numbers, this might result in
a disproportionate number of men serving

.mare time in the field and on br rd . .

because of a reduced number of positions
available for their reassignment.

If this amendment allowed no dscimina-
tion on the basis of sex even for the sake
of privacy, we believe that the resulting shar-
ing of facilities and living quarters would be
contrary to prevailing American standards.

Even if segregation of living quarters and
facilities were allowed under the amend-
ment, during combat duty in the field there
are often, in effect, no facilities at all, and
privacy for both sexes might be impossible
to provide or enforced.

CONCLUSION: WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?

Mr. FONG. In my opinion, with this
Background we are ready to face, and
I trust solve, the real problems which
will face us on passage of this equalrights amendment.

'As. reezo 7 4l1ators, we must re-
'wer onrso that women are

A d nii' d 'becaueof eax
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However, it is my firm conviction that
the great majority of American women
do not wish to be drafted to serve in our
Armed Forces or to perform combat
duty. I, for one, am not ready to compel
them to be drafted and to force them to
become combatants. With this reserva-
tion, whether this amendment passes in
its present form or not, I am preparing
to introduce extensive amendments to
our prent laws, so that women will be
treated equally under Federal law. I urge
may colleagues to join as cosponsors of
such legislation.

We can do no less-our Nation, our
conscience demands that so that each
woman is enabled to use her full abilities,
training, and talents for the benefit of
this Nation and-all its people.

Each State must do the same-each
State legislature must also review and

' revise its laws so that archaic detrimen-
tal provisions are eliminated and laws
which benefit its citizens pre extended to
encompass both men; aa5'women. re-
gardless of sex.''

Mr. COOK. Mr.. Pres1 ent, amend-
ment No. 1066 reads:

This article shall not impair the validity,
however, of any laws of the United States
or any State which exempt women from serv-
ice in combat units of the Armed Forces.

Thank goodness, Mr. President, that
Joan of Arc did not .know she could be
exempt from the draft when she decided
to take the French people and beat the
English in the 100 Years War and win
the Battle of Orleans. And thank good-
ness that no soldiers in the two respective
campaigns thought that there would be
some inconvenience in the battlefield be-
cause men and women would be together.

I am delighted that they did not un-
derstand the problems they would have,
because somehow or other, they had to
win the war.

And thank goodness that out in Fred-
erick. Md., one of the ladies of -history,
Barbara Fritchie, did not know. she would
have some exemption under the Consti-
tution and did not have to enter com-
bat when she said, "Shoot, if you must,
this old gray head." She did not mind
that she was going to be shot. She just
did not want anybody fooling with the
American flag.

Is it not amazing, Mr. President, that
there would be placed in the Constitu-
tion something which states in essence
that this is the way our country shall be
based and that this is the right that you
shall have under this Constitution, that
somehow or other, by some stretch of the
imagination, 53 percent of the population
of this Nation, if this country were in-
vaded, do not have any responsibility to
defend it? I cannot imagine by the
farthest stretch of my Imagination that
that is what you would want to say.

But let us look at modern warfare. The
Senator from Hawaii had us in the fields
in France and marching across the fields
of Germany, but look at what combat
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means today, and see 11it might not be
a little different.

Combat today may be a lady sitting at
a computer at a missile site in North
Dakota. Does that mean that when it
says she does not have to be in combat
that she can get up and walk out?>

I suggest it might be wise for us to
understand and realize that there are
many, many nurses today in Southeast
Asia that dre in combat zones and who
are being paid combat pay. I would only
suggest that this is another means by
which somehow or other we want to clut-
ter up one of the most remarkable docu-
ments in the world, the Constitution of
the United States.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield before he goes ahead? I do
not want to interrupt the Senator.

Mr. COOK. I yield to the Senator from
Indiana.

Mr. BAYH. With respect to the point
the Senator just made, there are also
WACS. WAVES, and WAFS in combat
service, and the position taken by the
distinguished chairman of the Commit-
tee on Armed Services earlier was that
they were different than men who might
otherwise be conscripted. If that is the
case, that is not the way we have been
training men.

I notice the Department of Defense re-
port which I have before me shows the
draftees comprise 88 percent of the in-
fatry flemen in ground combat Units,
and thus tmU aZny rate is higher for
them tw gfw~ss f*LOf course, with
respect to i t Is our expectation
that few ify in combat.

I think the Sen r is very much on
the mark to point out that there are
women there right now.

Mr. COOK. Not only that but let me
say something that is a little more seri-
ous. This Senator has four daughters. My
oldest daughter ventured into a new life
for her, I guess. on Saturday when she
was married. I would hate to have some-
thing in the Constitution that she might
tell her children that if they happened to
be female they do not have to ever worry.
because they will not have to defend their
country, that they can depend on all their
brothers to defend it; and if the per-
centage goes from 53 percent female'
which it is now, to perhaps, 60 or 65 per-
cent female, they do not have to worry
about it. because they will not have to
do their part if their country gets into a
military conflict.

This kind of follows the pattern that
men have had themselves involved in
wars throughout history. we they ran
across the coamtryside, and the women
grabbed the children and tried to find a
basement In which to hide. They did not
know if they would have a place to sleep,
but the soldier did. There was a kitchen
for him when he fin, 'shed combt that
night, and a tent which would be waiting
for him or which he could put op himself,
but the lady who had been bombed out
had nothing to do but to kp gotng and
to beg sammasnu down the s to 0 wher
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something to eat and a place to sleep.
But we do not have those kinds of wars
any more in our part of the world. In
other parts of the world unfortunately
they do and women are subject to combat.

I will refer Senators to the country of
Israel where they do draft women and
they are subject to military service. I do
not think many people in Israel are with-
out complete and absolute pride in their
country, as they should have. We had
many women who fought in our Civil
War, and many women were involved in
the underground in World War In in
every country in Europe. It is a good
thing their Constitution did not exempt
them, because maybe they would have
gotten used to the idea while they were
growing up that they did not have a
basic responsbility to their Nation.

I can only say to you, Mr. President,
with respect to this business of talking
about irrational and arbitrary laws, what
is irrational and what is arbitrary about
the necessity, if it should happen, and
God forbid, I hope it never does, that all
people of this Nation have to defend it?
Are we then to say that, because my four
daughters happen to be daughters and
not sons that they have no responsibility
to defend their country?

Mr. President, would you really write
into the Constitution that this provision
would apply not only to the Federal Gov-
ernment, but also to any laws of the
States? Imagine the situation if there
was an invasion of the United States
which came through Texas from Mexico,
and all of a sudden we said. "Do not
worry about the Federal Constitution, be-
cause the Texas constitution says that

women do not have to enter into combat, to the fact that I am glad that Jan .
so do not worry about it." We are not A and Barbara Fritchle did not ha
really trying to fight that constitutional an oprtunry to be dlatoy, that the
question on the floor of the Senate. As a were responsive citizens of their respect
matter of fact, what we are really trying we nations, that they understood t 
to do with simplistic and sound language' ob .nd r tponsibity they had at th
Is to do something that should have been jbadrsosblt hyhda h

done 200 years ago, and that is to provide time and in that place in history, and

that everybody in this Nation was created that they took it. They assumed it and

equal under the Constitution. they did not ask anylbody-they asked
The Senator from Indiana and I have no man--to Make one slightest difer-

wondered for a long, long time about the ence, because they were women One of
laws we talked about in committee and them was willing to give up her life, and
the laws we talked about in earlier de- the other did, and they went down in
bate that a woman could not hold a job history as 'pretty remarkable people in
that required her to lift over is pounds. their countries.
My wife is a pretty strong gal. She does
not weigh a great deal, but she has raised 0five children and Mr. P dent, I will. Mr. President, it is appar-tell you that at a certain stage in life M.nRhat smr.ofPresidpentIs of th-
she lifted and carried rp i house m ent that some of the opponents of this
a whale of a lot more than 15 pounds. amendment do not understand what It

utwe-ae going to protect, mTat .says. It does not proibt sendn woen
Bwet asW are trying to protect tir hti nto combat; It merely says that the

wht the s.e eaet: y dio no ct power of the Congress either to send or
tocthese thans, ell, thy o ottyan to rofutse to send women into combat
it every tme thn rasWe a chd. Amrctd- shallnot be destroyed by the equal rights
tug to some of the azw owe tlaw inamnit.ea Senate we n ms pawve If mny amnsdment were adopted adteSortewe are to aIJoan of Arc and Barbara Pritchbi couldt hat r ght. h be isTrrected from the tan d=

Ba hw e are t gt M ois eleto e e[ ie dtIn which aoan a sea ,wes s s w o 1w M ' a m atthe United
Stt 6s per a r pmuiding thatboul Darhem P i and Jean of Aft
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Constitution when it was written, a flaw
that said, in fact, all men shall be
created equal and that "men" meant
everyone. But it has been interpreted
they did not mean everyone, all of us,
that it only meant men, us, and that was
a defect and that defect has to be cor-
rected. Anybody who lives in this Nation,
in the freest nation in the worlc, under
our constitutional form of government,
shall not be -discriminated against.

Use whatever term you want--whether
for "Miss" or "Mrs." we have to use
"Ms." which no longer becomes mate-
rial--a constitutional form of govern-

ment applies to everyone. If any of my
daughters want to go to law school and
graduate, it means that the large law
firms in the United States cannot come
to that school in the senior year and in-
terview only the men. By the way, of the
717,000 veterans in the United States,
all of whom happen to be in the category
commonly referred to as females, as'vet-
erans, they do not receive the same bene-
fits under the GI Bill of Rights as men.
That is what we are talking about.

So I would suggest to remember what
combat used to be like, but remember
what it is like today.

Remember that combat may mean Zhe
availability to punch only one button.
and that the one button to make that
missile go somewhere to solve a problem
to avoid a holocaust for this country may
be a button that is going to be pushed
by a woman, and if you are going to ex-
clude her from combat, perhaps you have
lost before you have started.

So I would only suggest that we have
many dilatory amendments, but I re-
fr at the beginning of my remarks
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could still be sent into combat.

All this amendment would do would
merely be to say that Congress could
be authorized to continue to legislate, in
as intelligent a fashion as Congress is
capable of legislating. It merely says that
if Congress in its deretion refuses to
send Joan of Arc and Barbara Fritchie,
or their reincarnations, into combat, that
power of Congress would not be stricken
down by the equal rights amendment.

I do not know why my friends would
want to put Congress in a straitjacket
and compel it to send women into combat
if there are plenty of men to make it
unnecessary to send women into combat.

Furthermore, I do not know of any
State in the Union that has a law which
prohibits women from lifting more than
15 pounds. The Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts, to my recollection, once had
such a law-I do not know whether it is
still in force or not, but I submit if it is
it would be invalidated by the equal pro-
tection clause of the 14th amendment.

My friend from. Kentucky said that
war is not quite as brutal as it used to be
when men had nothing but sticks and
rocks for weapons. It strikes me that war
is far more brutal, because they have
lethal weapons like poison gas that can
consume a person's lungs and deprive,
them of the capacity to live..They have
artillery that can blow their bodies into
50,000 pieces.

I would like to say the following words
to every Senator who believes that Con-
gress should be compelled in time of war
to place the same obligations on women,
as it does on men. Those who believe
Congress ought not to have the power to
wage war unless it sends the daughters
of America into combat along with the
boys of America, and who believes that
women should suffer the same hazards
as men, and who believe that Congress
of the United States shall not have the
power to exempt the daughters of
America from being sent into battle to
be slaughtered or maimed by bayonets,
bombs, bullets, grenades, mines, napalm,

poison gas, and shells of the enemy,
ought to vote for this amendment, and
then they ought to go around to the
fathers and mothers of America and say
that "I voted to compel Congress, when
it sends American boys into battle, to
send American girls alongside them,
whether there is any necessity for so
doing or not."

Mr. President, I believe the yeas and
nays hege already been ordered, and for
that reason I yield the floor and am ready
to vote.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield back
the remainder of my time.

The PRFL ING OFFICER (Mr.
Tr). All remaining time having been
yielded back, the question Ia on agreeing
to the amendment No 10 0 of the 80%-&
br from North Carolixa. On this qes--
tion, theh eas and OW have ben or..
dered and th cledark wil m other i.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia (when his

name was called). Mr. President, on this
vote I have a pair with the distinguished
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. Hu-
mRnry). If he were present and voting,
he would vote "nay." If I were at liberty
to vote, I would vote "yea." Therefore, I
withhold my vote.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
nounce that the Senator from Indiana
(Mr. HARTKR), the Senator from Minne-
sota (Mr. HuMPHREY), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. JAcKsON), the Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN), the
Senator from New Hampshire (Mr. Mc-
INTYRS), the Senator from Maine (Mr.
Musirs), and the Senator from Alabama
(Mr. SPARKiAW) are necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting the Senator from Washing-
ton (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from
Alabama (Mr. SPARKMAN), the Senator
from Maine (Mr. MusE), the Senator
from New Hampshire (Mr. McITwTry),
and the Senator from Washington (Mr.
JACKSON) would each vote "nay."

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. MUNDT)
is absent because of illness.

The Senator from Massachusetts (Mr.
Bboas) and the Senator from Arizona
(Mr. OLDWATX) are necessarily absent.

If present and voting, the Senator
fromMausachusetts (Mr. BROOKE) would
vote "nay."

The rult was announced-yeas 18,
nays 71, as follows:

[No. 114 JAg.)
YEAS-18

Bennett
Buckley
Byrd, Va.
cooper
Eastland e
Ervin

Aiken
Allen
Alott
Anderson
Baker
Bayb
Beall
BeUmon
Bentsen
Bible

Brck
Burdick
Cannon
Case

Montoya
Moss
Nelson
Packwood
Pastore
Pearson
Pell
Percy
Proxmire

Pannin Long
long Miller
Gambrels Saxhe
Grifmn Stennis
Hansen Talmadge
Hollings Thurmond

NAYS-71
Chiles Hatfield
Church Hruka
Cook Hughes
Cotton Inouye
Cranston Javits
Curtis a Jordan, N.C.
Dole Jordan. Idaho
Dominick Kennedy
Eagleton Magnuso
Eflender Mansfie d '
Fuibright Mathias
Gravel - McGee
Gurney MoOer
Harris Metcalf
Hart Mondale

Randolph Stevenson
Ribicof Symington
Roth Taft

Schweiker Tower
Scott Tunney
Smith weickr
Song Williams
Stafford Young
Stevens

So Mr. EavIN's amendment (No. 1066)
was rejected.W. ERVIN. Mr. President, I am glad
that most Senators are too old tQ be sent
into combat.

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR, AS
PREVIOU LY RECORDED-1

$yrd o Virginia, tar.
NOT VOTIN-O

*rook. J Km ue
Qoldwa MaCMden I ait an
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Mr. Preddent, I call up Ame.etiint
No. 167 and ask that it be staled.

The p amnU OFFICUI. The
aammet will be stated.

The asemtent l"eaMve clerk Mead as
foilews:

At the eand t ct a 1 add Ue fenewis
ss .,sse: Th sastse shaM not Iw te
valIdity. nssr, of say laws f the United
states er any swans whesh estend PetFoas
or eemsptw te worn.".

Mr. E3YIN. Mr. Predent, I ask for
the yeas end nays on this amenrlent.

The ya and nays were ordered.
Mr. VIN. Mr. Preddet, there are

32,975.000 wernt of the age of 16 years
and up in the United States who are
either employed or seeking employment
outside their homes. A very small per-
centage of these women are business and
professional women.

I am told that this amendment Is
bicked by biess and profeonal
women. From my wociation with o-
en in North Carolina. I confes that I
am of the opinion that only a relatively
small percentage of business and profes-
sional women favor this amendment.

The Senator from North Carolina real-
izes that society imposes discrimination
in employment upon many women, both
in respect to the compensation they re-
ceive and their promotional opportu-
nities. These discriminations which are
imposed upon women in this respect by
the traditional customs and usages of
society are not discriminations created by
law and, for this reason, the equal, rights
amendment will not abolish discrimina-
tions of that character.

All of us who are familiar with the leg-
islative action of the Congress and of the
States in recent years know that Con-
gress and the States have enacted much
enlightened legislation which puts an
end, if such legislation is property in-
voked and enforced. to many of the dis-
criminations against women in employ-
ment.

Moreover, the President of the United
States and every department and agency
of the Federal Govenment, and many
of the executive agencies and depart-
ments of many States, have issued
regulations prohibiting discrimination
against women In employment In Federal
and State services. '

There is one group of women, how-
ever. who need no laws and need no regu-
lations to abolish legally imposed dis-
criminations against them.

That group is composed of business
and professional women. Insofar as th
law Itself is concerned, business and pro-
fessional women have the absolute legal
right at the present moment, and with,.,
out the equal righ amenment, to cm-
pete with men In all of the businm ers
ommercial act tlm of life. I wish I -
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say, as I said in my opening remarks,
that the submission of the equal rights
amendment by Congress to the States
and the ratification of the equal rights
amendment by 38 States will not add
one jot or title to the position of busi-
ness and professional women insofar as
their legal rights to engage in business
or commercial enterprises is concerned.

You know, Mr. President, the Amer-
ican people have a simplistic faith in
law. Our great national delusion is based
on the fact that we have a childlike faith
that anything wrong in our civilization
can be abolished by law and that all of
life's problems lend themselves to legal
solutions. It is doubtful whether many
of the.people who are in custody in insti-
tutions for the mentally ill in our land
suffer under a greater delusion than
that.

If this amendment is submitted by
Congress to the States and is ratified by
35 States and made a part of the Consti-
tution, all of the problems which life
presents to women will remain. New
problems will undoubtedly be presented
to women from time to time by life. The
chief effect of the equal rights amend-
ment will be to handicap Congress and
the legislatures of the 50 States in their
efforts to solve the problems because the
equal rights amendment says to the
,Congress and to the States that they
wtust ignore the existence of sex when
they attempt to solve the problems of
women as well as when they undertake
to solve the problems of men.

The most important fact in life is sex.
No greater folly could be perpetrated
than to place in the Constitution of the
United States an amendment which says
that Congress and the 50 States must
absolutely ignore the existence of sex
when they fashion the laws to solve the
problems of men and women, all of
whom belong to a sex.

As I stated in my opening remarks,
borrowing the words of Omar Khayyam,
the equal rights amendment will certain-
ly shatter into bits what its militant sup-
porters deem to be this sorry mess, this
scheme of things in power, but it will not
do anything to remold it nearer to their
heart's desire.

One of the strange things about the
solicitude which the proponents of the
amendment profess to have for the vast
majority of the 32,975.000 women who
work or seek work outside of their homes,
is that they seek to rob these women who
do perform labor, other than intellectual
labor, of all of the protections and all
of the exempons which those really con-
erned about them have fought for a cen-
tiny to secure for them..

A great many of these women belong

to unions which are allated with the
APL-CIO. Hold in my hand a newspaper
clipping from the Washingtaon 0w flar
Augwt31, W170'

S 4409
At that time the~ aueo equal rights

?mendment,-which would be far better
designated as the unequal wrongs
*mendment-was under consideration
and was exciting much comment. This
newspaper clipping states the follow-
ing:

APL-CIO President George Meany says the
Labor Federation opposes the women's libera-
tion movement for absolute equality because
millions of women union members don't want
to give up the job protections they have won
in federal and state laws.woe

There are laws in some states that women
cannot wrk in coal mines, Meany said. Most
women don't want to win the right to mine
coal or to do other dangerous work, he said.
For that reason, Meany said, AFL-CIO won't
support the amendment to give women
equality which was passed by the House and
is pending in the Senate.

This amendment has been flitting
around the alls of Congress since 1923.
Some years ago it came before the Sen-
ate. One of the wisest men that ever sat
in this body, former Senator Carl Hay-
den, the distinguished Senator from Ari-
zona, told me that he was sitting in the
Senate when the equal rights amend-
ment came up for consideration and that
he thought of a law that they had in
Arizona which forbade employers to em-
ploy women to descend into the bowels
of the earth in the copper mines of Ari-
zona and mine copper.

I think that most people, except some
of the business and professional women
who work in offices, think that was a
pretty good law. But they think that law
should be nullified by a constitutional
amendment. And that is one of the ob-
jectives of the amendment, to nullify
that law.

The significant thing in this connec-
tion is that the women who are protected
by laws of this kind are opposed to this
amendment. One of the most knowledge-
able women in this field and one of the
wisest women I have ever had the privi-
lege of knowing is Mrs. Myra K. Wolf-
gang, one of the chief officers of fhe Ho-
tel and Restaurant Employees Union.

Mrs. Wolfgang knows whereof she
speaks. She is a citizen. She is a woman.
She is a widow. She is a mother..She is
a worker. And she is a union official. She
is an adamant and implacable foe of the
equal rights amendment.

When the amendment was under con-
sideration in 1970, the New York Times
in its issue of September 10, 1970, made
some comments concerning Mrs. Wolf-
gang's views. These comments were as
follows:

A representative of working-class women
told Congress today that the proposed equal
rights amendment to the Constitution would
bring to women such as herself only "an
equality of mistreatment" by employers.

Myra K. Wolfgang, vice president of the
Not and Dlestaurant Srnploy s and Bartend-
ers International '7n1on, mdse the statement
before the danerte :UktTtRmmittee.

The committee ineewt ' today on
the mendmeat, w h passed the house last
month. The ineat wdt4 prohibit any
gowusrmnt, nerIa, Stote or local, from
denying any Igt to any indivdual because
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of sex. If the amendment were passed. Mrs.
Wolfgang said, all state laws establishing
maximum hours of work for women would
be invalidated.

The result, she said, would be that many
employers would force women to work longer
hours than they wish to and longer hours
than they are able to work while still taking
care of their household responsibilities.

CONTRAST IN POSITONS

Unrestricted hours of work "may be fine
for lady lawyers" and other members of the
National Federation of Business and Profes-
sional Women's Clubs, which is supporting
the amendment, she said. "But it isn't fine
for women working in the laundries, in the
hotels and restaurants, on the assembly
lines."

Mrs. Wolfgang argued that all overtime
work should be optional for both men and
women, as it is now under many union
contracts.

But until it is, she said, hours-limitation
laws for women "provide them with a shield
against obligatory overtime to permit them to
carry on their life at home as wives and
mothers."

Mrs. Wolfgang cited case after case of
women in Michigan who were forced against
their will to work more than 60 hours a week
during the three-month period in 1967-68
when that state's maximum hours law was
declared invalid. She named names of spe-
cic companies where she said this had oc-
curred including, in particular, the Chrys-
ler Corporation

President Nixon's advisory council on the
status of women endorsed the equal rights
amendment, Mrs. Wolfgang noted. She said
the reason was that, unlike similar commit.
tees of the Johnson and Kennedy Adminis-
tration, "it had no representation of work-
ing women but was made up of business and
professional women. The Kennedy and
Johnson groups opposed the amendment.

The members of Mr. Nixon's group, she
said, "are totally unaware of what real work-
ing women and housewives of America really
want."

"The business and professional women of
America don't bake the bread for America,
nor package the meat, nor clean the hotel
rooms, nor wipe the noses, nor change the
diapers, nor man the production lines, nor
ring up your retail purchases," she said,

Prof. Paul A. Freund of the Harvard Uni-
versity Law School the day's other witness,
argued that adoption of the amendment

would bring about vast changes that Con-
gress had not adequately considered,

For example, he noted that most of the
amendment's advocates say that it would
make women subject to being drafted if men
were being drafted.

I digress to say so far as it lies within
its pdcwers the United States has done
exactly that today, but I hope When Sen-
ators return to their home States they
will tell the fathers and mothers of the
daughters of America how they voted on
that issue.

I continue to read from the article
which appeared in the New York Times:

" If Congress really wants to draft women,
he said, it can pass a law that would do so.

The reference there is to Professor
Freund.

I digress to say it does riot need any
congressional amendment to give it that
power, but this constitutional amend-
ment takes power away from Congress
in respect of the recruitment of peron-
nel of the Arm PtFrom, It pcs Cm-
p255s In a StaM kwh~e It cannot
legislate on this jeet unless it place
both men and wonn draftees under e:-
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actly the same conditions and converts lem, but very sew. if legal scholars were
men and women both into combat asked to comment on tree matter by anyone.
soldiers. In the hearings called this month by the

I continue to read from the statement: Senate Judiciary Committee to look into the

But a policy change of such importance "is problems posed by this amendment, Profes-

customarily the subject of full and informed sor Freund has been finally asked to bring

hearings before appropriate committees and his views on this matter up to date. I recom-

is voted on after well-focused debate. mend Professor Freund's statement to all

"It may or may not be a desirable change Senators. He is an outstanding constitutional

to make, but in other circumstances it would scholar, and he has explored in detail for the
surely be thought irresponsible to impose committee the chaotic legal conditions which
such a reform almost without attention, as a will exist if this amendment passes. He real-

half-hidden implication of a motto. a izes the dangers of dealing with the complex .

Professor Freund also expressed the view legal relationships between men and women
that adoption of the amendment could wipe by the simplistic approach taken by the
out laws requiring men to support their wives House-passed amendment. On this point Pro-
and children. fessor Fretind said :

Cand itde.dt"The truth is that a motto of four words,"Can it be said that the favorable treat- however noble in purpose is hopelessly inept
ment everywhere accorded to wives in re- torsle l h dies'suso lsii
spect to support is a manifestation of male tro bosexall the diverse issues of tassihCn-
oppression or chauvinism or domination?" stitution declared "all power to the people."he asked,

He criticized the women's groups that and left it at that."
have focused their energies on adoption of The equal rights for women amendment
the equal rights amendment instead of is receiving in the Senate Judiciary Commit.
bringing court cases under the 14th Amend- tee the first thorough analysis it has received
ment that, in his opinion, would have re- in 25 years. It is no compliment to the con-
sulted in the invalidation of many discrimi- cept of equal rights for women that the ad-
natory laws. vocates of this amendment are demanding

Old Supreme Court cases denying women that it should pass without adequate con-
the protections of the 14th Amendment are sideration. If any Senator doubts the seri-
"museum pieces" and would not be decided ousness of the charges which the equal rights
that way today, he said. for women amendment would bring about

He also challenged Congress to enact, as it and the need for adequate cnideration, I
could by simple majority vote, laws against suggest he read Professor Preund's statement
discrimination against women in public edu- teer.7nate Judiciary Oommttes on Sep-
cational institutions, in public accommo-
dations and other fields. 0 * *0

Professor Freund had other things to M. ERVI. Mr. President, the AFI-
say on this subject. He testified before CIO's executive council has studied thethe Committee on the Judiciary in Sep- equal rights amendment and has con-
tember 1970, and he testified again before demned it as repugnant to the best In-the Judiciary Committee of the House terests and the welfare of the workingin February of this year, as I recall. He women of America.
made some very wise observations con- I ask unanimous consent that a copycerning the effects of the so-called equal of the report of the executive council ofrights Upon the social structure of this the AFL.-CIO on this point and certain
country and concerning the chaos which comments I made thereon be printed at
it will provoke in constitutional and legal thinpoint in the body of the Rcoan.fields. There being no objection, the state-I 'ask unanimous consent that the met was ordered to be printed In the
statement of Prof. Paul J. Freund,'made RpCoj, as follows:
in September 1970, before the Committee
on the Judiciary and certain comments [from the CoktoxzsssONAL RECOaD, Feb. 16,
which I made thereon, at that time, be 19721
printed in the RcoRD. AFL-CIO Orrosm EQUAL. Rox'rs onS Wo xs

There being no objection, the material Asxacswxrr
was ordered to be printed in the Ricoa, Mr. EavIN. Mr. President, the largest ,labor
as follows: organiation in the country, the AFL-CIO,
(From the CONGREssIONAL, REcoRD, Proceed- ha recommended that Congress not pass the

ings and Debates of the 91st Congress, equal rights amendment. In its resolution
Second Session, Washington, Thursday, No. 122, the organization stated:Sept. 30, 1970"We continue opposition to the socaed

STATEMENT o PO. PAUL J. FREUND OTHE equal rights amendment as an unnecessary
HATVANT LA P O P BEFORE THE SENATE addition to the Constitution, ultimately
JUvIC awY COMMITTEE IN OPPOsITION TO more harmful than helpful to the legal rights
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 61, THE EQUA of women."
RIGHTs FOR WOMEN AMENDMENT Prior to the adoption of the resolution, theRIGHS re WOEN MENDENTexecutive council of the AFL-CIO, in a re.
Mr. ERvIN. Mr. President, there is no doubt port to its convention, said:

that the equal rights for women amend- "We have opposed the equal rights amend-
ment has been subjected to very little analy- ment to the Constitution because of its po-sis. In fact, the House of Representatives did tentially destructive impact on State labor
not hold any hearings on this proposal, and legislation for women workers,"
the Senate hearings made no attempt to in- Before the Senate votes on this important
vestigate the effects of such a constitutional measure, I hope each Senator will ponderamendment on the myriad State and Federal these words of the AFL-CIO's report, It says:laws which make distinctions between men 'he proposed equal rights amendmentand women. It is a very real testament to the would render all protective labor laws forlack of cosideration given to this matter Women work., unconstitutional, as well asthat the definitive r:tsl legal statement any other laws treating the sexes differently.we written in l46r-d6 years ago-by Prof. . Such laws, for example, Include marriage lawsFreund of the Harvard Law School. Not only whiots plac primary responsiblity for family
was Professor Preund not asked to bring his pwsa prir respon4father."
statement up to date by the House or the S hsPresdt,, all laws which treat en
Senate subcommittee considering this prob- and women differently, no matter how ren-

sonable, will be unconsttutonal. I hope this

s~y1 i, ry "'Y~sT +., ~:. ' i.. ,.! a K K 2 .Ks ? K y,. _. t, _ * .. w ' t i .. .. . - ': ,.... . :1 : F .,. . . ._ .,:J:sL.J' ,, vr: .i. . . .ki "' .Ti -:. .'
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, mten.rci l h:tie it is the etsence of nil

i,: p->.ton to the amendment
I he AFL- C10 realized the significant nt-

p the p is'age of the amendment could
h.ie when it mentioned that "laws which
p1 i prim.rv responsibility for family sup-
tort n hu'hnnds and fathers" will be held
tincnsttttilonal. Prof. Jonathan H. Pincus
ol the Yale University School of Medicine has
cr lied this awnect of the equal rights amend-
ment the "Tonkin OGlf resolution of the
Amerien social structure."

Mr President. I ask unanimous consent
t, tlhie n'rtion on the equal rights amend.
'en of the AFL-CIO's executive council

Iinn No 122 be printed in the Rcoan.
to-'n No. 122 he printed in the REcoso.

Wosir.x Worlxaas
('tn r ihe past two years the issue of dis-

crminat ion on the basis of sex has come to
t he fore. Numerous- women's groups have

been formed to monitor and influencethe
ciii reinent of such anti-discrimination
legislation as the Equal Pay Act and the sex
divrinination provisions of the Equal Em-
plnyment Opportunity section of the 1964
f'ivil Rights Act (Title VI). to seek elimi-
natcn of sex discrimination by government
contractors. to obtain the same coverage for
women under general civil rights statutes as
for racial, national and religious m:rorties,
and to promote the so-called e ,a! rights
amendment to the Constitution

The labor movement has traditionally sip-
parted measures to eliminate diser.mination
:ivanst women. But it has often disagreed
wit h particular recommendation promoted
by some non-labor groups. Especiall'. we
have opposed the equal rights amendments
to the Constitution because of its potentially
destructive impact on state labor legislation
u or women workers.

Much of such state protective labor legi.-
littsin has been eliminated or weakened by
i tie federal courts and state legislatures ott
Ihe rontttd that it interferes with equal op-
pirt unity for women to work. Experience, to
date. shows that "equalty" has been used to
remove labor la protections for women.
rallier than to extend them or adapt them to
men The proposed equal rights amendment
would render all protective labor laws for
women workers unconstitutional, as well as
any other laws treating the sexes differently.

Such law for example. include marriage
nws. which place primary responsibility for

tnily support on husbands anti fathers.
Labor continues to voice its opposition to

ihe proposed equal rights amendment. ,The
,t h Amendmrent to the Constitution guar-
-no-eas 'egtal protection" to citizens. There
-( federal statutes against discriminatory

t'r'lclires. The legal remedy against dis-
rimtinatnry practices lies In enforcement of

4", .ang statutes and in new legislation
r 'her than by constitutional amendment.

COUNCIL aEcOiStMNATION
I he labor movement seeks to be increas-

incly responsive to the needs and wishes of
i women members. within the context of
overall trade union objectives. These include
economic security for all workers, the exten-
Mon of minimum wage and other labor stand-

ards legislation, provision of day care cen-
ters. maternity leave and beneits, access to
education and training, equal pay for equal
work, and elimination of discriminatory em-
ployment practices based on sex.

The AFL-CIO affirms its commitment to
non-discrlmlnatlol on the basis of sex. We
seek to honor this commitment in collective
bargaining egrecaheat, Ia the c03t of
union madi, aM W tasstatI enactUnst-
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We continue opposition to the so-called That's true 'for legislation, too.
equal rights amendment as an unnecessary The Equal Rights Amendment to the Con-
addition to the Constitution. ultimately more stitutlon, for instance, sounds great .. . like
harmful than helpful to the legal rights of the end of sex discrimination.
women. Bounds easy. . . . But most sex discrimi-

nation is a matter of private practice, not of
® * ®* "*public law, and will not be affected by the

Amendment.
Mr. ERV1N. While this amendment And laws that treat wolen differently are

was pending before the 91st Congress, not necessarily "discriminatory" or unfair.

the representatives of many organiza- That's why many women's organizations,
lions representing workinywomegand - trade unions'and individuals with long ax-
tions representing working women sand perience in human and industrial relations
many individuals made a statement to problems., urge rejection of the Equal Rights
the 91st Congress in opposition to this Amendment,
amendment. The statement was entitled Let's keep the good laws we've won and see
."The 'Equal Rights' Amendment . . . that they're enforced. Let's repeal or amend
An attractive slogan . . . but is it good the bad laws . . . . and go on from there to

law?" achieve real equality for every American.

Among those who endorsed the state- I have said that the statement con-
ment were the following: tains two general warnings in addition

Chauncey Alexander, Executive Director, to a few thoughtful questions and their
National Association of Social Workers. answers. One of these warnings is en-

Joseph A. Beirne President, Communica- titled "Some Real Worries." It states this
lions Workers of America.unethteaig

MargaretrBerry. Executive Director, Na- under that heading:
tional Federation of Settlements, and Neigh- Nobody knows for sure what results the

boyhood Centers . Equal Rights Amendment would bring. But
here are some "real worries" you ought to

Mary E. .Callahan, Former Member, Presi- think about:
dent'a Commission on the Status of Women Many state laws enacted to prevent harsh
Citizens' Advisory Council on the Status of industrial or commercial exploitation of

esanr Chavez. Director,. -United Farm working women are likely to go out the win-

Workers Organizing Committee. dow-whether women want them to or not.

Patrick E. Gorman, Secretary-Treasurer. The "equality" arguments can be turned

Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher right around by powerful employer interests
Workmen who don't want any of their workers pro-

Dorothy Height, President, National Coun- tected by labor laws-either men or women.

cil of Negro Women. If the courts don't throw out the wen's

Dolores Huerta. Vice President, United labor laws right away, the legislatures can
Farm Workers Organizing Commttee. be pressured into quick repeal.

Paul Jennings. President, International Divorced, separated, and deserted wives

Union of Electrical Radio and Machine Work- struggling to support themselves, and their

era children through whatever work they can get

Mary Dublin Keyserling, Former Director may find their claims to support from the

Women's Bureau-U.S. Department of Labor. father even harder to enforce than they do
Margaret Mealey. Executive Director, Na- right now.

tional Council of Catholic Women. For many American women, particularly
Ruth Miller, Former Chairman, California those in the lower income brackets, that's a

Advisory Commission on the Status of heavy price to pay for a theory of equality.
Women. Wives and mothers who are not In the

Sarah Newman. General Secretary, Na- labor force-and they are a substantial ma-

tional Consumers League. jority-may find they can no longer choose

William Pollock President, Textile Work- to stay at home to care for their families.

era Unio of America. Under the Equal Rights Amendment, they
Jacob S. Potofaky President. Amagamated may become obligated for furnishing half the

Clothing Workers of America. family support. The right of choice for these
Louis Stulberg. President, International women should be protected.

Ladies' Garment Worers Union. I digress from the reading of the state-
Mary E. Switzer. Former Administrator ment to say that I agreio t hat last

Social and Rehabilitation Service, U.S. D-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. statement, that the right of choice for

Dr. Cynthia Wedei,Forrmer Member,Presi- these women should be protected, and
dent's Commission on the Status of Women. that is precisely what I am trying to do

Elizabeth Wickenden, Professor of Urban in pointing out the hazards which the
Studies. City University of New York; Former equal rights amendment poses for the
Member Citizens' Advisory Council on the social structure of America, and in offer-
Status of Women. ls mnmnst rgretepoe

Myra Wolfgang. Vice President, Hotel and -ng amendments o preserve the protec-

Restaurant Employees' and Bartenders' In- tions and exemptions which Federal and
international Union. State laws now give to women who work

Te isatatemUnon strein fields which are not entirely intel-
This statement contains th hou ght-lectual in nature,

assertions in addition to a few G This statement, made on behalf of
ful questions which It asks and we. organiaons representing the working
The statement Warns Amdez'W.n women of America and many individuals
in these words: such as Mrs. Mary Dublin Keyserling

Don't buy a gold brick! pes this general question:

Here is what the statement says under What does equality mean under the Equal
that heading:

Amnerica's women are naresacngly espesrt
consumetS.

They'v earned the herd way that yoe
an't aiwaw trust the Iangisge n the labe . .or extravait adisertb ge wuy.
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Then it asks three thoughtful ques- meant which would clarify and make cer
tions. Moreover, it gives answers to those taro what the proposal they are advocat-
three thoughtful questions. ing would do.

The first question is this: The third thoughtful question -asked

Does the Equal Rights amendment cre55Ce by this statement is this:
new rights for women? Is this constitutional amendment really

The answers: needed to achieve women's rights?

No, it does not. In fact, the amendment The answer:
No.

Does not require equal pay for equal work. The answer is "No" because the state-
better or "decision-making" Jobs. ment asserts what the greatest legal

Does ot provide free 24-hourommunIty- luminaries in the United States have
controlled children's day care oentsa mer tesifed to be true-namely, that the
working mothers.. Constitution already protects the rights

Does not elect more women to puis omos' of women, particularly under the fifth
Does not abolish abortion laws o r mak and 14th amendments.

avaoable nc birth control devices. p The statement says that "no" is the
with Doesnot convince they should hp answer for the additional reason that

and, furthermore, does not put a woman unfair or discriminatory laws can be
astronaut into spce l repealed by. legislatures or challenged in

The second of the thoughtful questions 'the courts under these amendments.
which the statement asks and answers That has already been done successfully
is this: sin many cases.

theEqalR: me Then it says that the answer to the
Could the Equal Rights amendment de- third question is "no" for an additional

stroy some important women's rights?- ly that new rights and

The answer: freedoms for women will come from en-
Yes, it could destroy rights and cause new actment of new laws and the effective

problems . . . by enforcement of existing ones, not from
Creating new obligations for women to sup- a new constitutional amendment.

port their husbands and children. What are the protections which exist-
Weakening men's duty to support their log laws throw around working women

wives and children.
Wiping out laws axing such benefits as and which would be abolished by the.

minimum wages. maximum hours, and safety equal rights amendment?
standards for women, simply because many of They are such laws as provide that an
these laws don't apply to men. employer must furnish separate rest-

Drafting women into military service, rooms and separate dressing rooms for
Weakening the legal preumpAon that a men and women employees.

woman should keep custody of her children They are laws which provide for min-
and should receive anancial support in the imum wages for women in States which
event of a divorce.

Endangering the tax-exempt states of non- have no other laws of that character for
profit "women only" institutions, such as the protection of the economic interests
the YWCA and Girl Scouts. of working women.-

Destroying laws that require separate rest They are laws which provide maximum
rooms and dressing rooms for women worker hours of employment for women who are

Mr. President, I would like to empha- obligated not only to earn livelihoods for
size that these representatives of work- themselves and their families but also to
log women and these individuals who discharge the duties of mothers in their
joined in this statement stated that the homes.
equal rights amendment could destroy They are laws which place upon hus-
the laws that require separate restrooms bands the primary responsibility for
and dressing rooms for women workers. furnishing reasonable support of wives
Now, some of the proponents of the and children.
amendment- claim that is not so. Well, They are laws which entitle a woman
these representatives of the working who is divorced by her husband to call
women and these individuals interested upon her husband for alimony, not only
in their behalf think that it is'so, and I to assist in her support but also in the
agree with them. But whether hey ar support of the children which he has
right or whether I am right, or whether begotten upon her body.
the proponents of this proposal are right I respectfully submit that in passing
an abundance of caution on this point upon the amendment which is now pend-
ought to inspire the proponents o hi. ing before the Senate, Senators ought to
measure to accept an amendment which pay heed to the representatives of the
I shall offer later expressly providing women and to the women who have
that this article does not invalidate any studied this problem and to the women
laws of the United States or any State whose work is not entirely intellectual.
which secure privacy to men and women rather than to a few business and pro-
t boys and gl . fessional women who already are ab-
Tbe proponents of this amenmet aremsolutely free under the law to compete

the first people Ihave eoo red in my with men and who am not confronted by
plc life-which bega wen I was jt any of the problems, which conront
a small boy in the North Caroina Logis- working wO fn.A
latwm, and 3~a 'a seesnemt This euul rights amendment would
me t to 15 yurs t S Ywc rime tc us. practicallydestroy the ocal structure
Seawt--wa m smoked to a mn oti - AOn preylus c odaso during this de-
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bate, I have referred to the article writ-
ten by Prof. Thomas Emerson and three
young Yale women law graduates.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The60
minutes of- the Senator have expired

Mr. ERVIN. I yield such additional
time as I may use on the bill.

I am constrained to deduce that a
very distinguished member of the medi-
cal faculty at Yale University read that
article. After he did so, he wrote a letter
to the editor of the New York Times
which bore the heading "Rights Amend-
ment: Is It Constructive?" This is the
letter:'

If family stability plays'an important role
In the well-being of our nation, it is hard
to envision the Equal Rights amendment
just passed by the House of Representatives
as a constructive act. The bill seems not to
have been discussed adequately or maturely
but rather shouted through under pressure
from a relatively small band of zealots. It
seems to me that the removal of legal re-
sponsibility from a man for supporting a
family, giving the family a name and protect-
ing his daughters from the sort of influences
the U.S. Army might have in store for them
before marriage is likely to have some effect
on the manner in which men relate to their
wives and children and vice versa: those
traditional ties will be weakened.

One must agree with women's liberation
groups that the liberating effect of Equal
Rights will apply to men as well as to women.
What they are both.being liberated from is
nothing les than the restrictions of tradi-
tional roles in a family structure. One has
the right, indeed the duty, to ask. "Is this
good?" Marriage has received some rather
bad publicity of late: it is considered a
breeding ground of neurosis, a prelude to
divorce in more than 30 of 100 cases and a
burden to the free spirit seeking 'self-fulill-
ment. Day care, communal living arrange-
ments and release 'of women and men from
domestic duties are the modern vogue.

Despite this, and supported by my ob--
servations as a physician, I am convinced
that that solid, happy family life is the
foundation of mental health and happiness.
Basic to a healthy family is the conept of
role: husband and father, wife and mother,
an or daughter. With the restrictions and
discipline which stem from these roles, al-
lowing for individual variations, one has the
caonnt which binds a family for life.

Perhaps I am unduly cynical about the
ability of people liberated from their respop-
sibilities to make wise choices concerning
the path to happiness and contentment; but
I would predict that the Equal Rights
amendment and many of the other goals of
Its proponents will bring social disruption,
unhappiness and Increasing rates of divorce
and desertion. Weakening of family ties may
also lead to increased rates of alcoholism,
suicide and, possibly, sexual deviation. Cop-
cevably this is merely a theoretical parade
of horribles. There are genuine questions
which should be asked and discussed before
our Constitution is amended for the purpose
of producing social orange. There is no evi-
dence that such deliberations have' been
made or planned. Is the Equal Rights amend-

t to be the Tonkn Gulf Resolution of
the American soal structures

Mr. President, that is the question
posed by Jonathan H. Pincus, associate
professor, Neurology Yale University
School of MYIdacne.

As I say, I deduce that he wrote the
letter to the ailtor of the New York
1mes after he had read the article in
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the Yale Law Journal which depicted the minutes after 5 p.m., that we enter into Church Man.Aield Stevens

unhappy consequences which the equal a unanimous-consent agreement at this cook MaUthias Stevenson
rights amendment will produce in our time to vote on this particular amend- cotton Mre Symington
society, mens, without further debate. immedi- Curtis Metcalf T rmaft

mnwtutCrts Mtaf Thurmuofd
Mr. President. I yield the floor. ately after the end of the morning hour Doe Miller Tower

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President.I yield my- tomorrow. Doinick Mondale runney

self such time as I may require. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Ziender Montoys WeickerEilnder Moss Wilams

The amendment of my distinguished BENTSN . Is there objection to the re Tong Nelson Young

friend and colleague from North Caro- quest of the Senator from North Caro- NOT VOTINO-14 *
lina (Mr. Eavix) which reads: lina?As Humphrey Mundt

'Thls a ale shall not impair the validity. Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I object. A3ot 9hJackson Mukie

however, of any lawe of the Unitedstatey. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection Brooke Javits Sparkman

or any state which extend protections or is heard. oldwatOr McClellan Talmadge

euemptions to woman". All time having been yielded back, the HaNMcIntyre

Isaswell-intentioned addition to the question is on agreeing to the amend- So Mr. Esvn 's amendment (No. 1067)
Equal Rights Amendment. ment No. 1067 of the Senator from North was rejected.

I know that the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. Evinth.
Carolina does not desire to discriminate On this question the yeas and nays

agaist ome. tat e des esie ~have been ordered, and the clerk will
against women, that he does desire to t-all the roll.
provide for their special protection. But The legislative clerk called the roll.
the unfortunate fact of life is that many Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-ad
of these well-intentioned amendments Mr.c BYRD ohe esatr VirginIan-
which were originally designed in a by- Mr. HARTt ), the Senator from Minne-
gone era to provide special protection for ota Mr. H um EY), the Senator fro m
women now. indeed, instead, impose spe- Washigton (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator
cial penalties. rom Arkansas (Mr. McCLeAN), the

The best example of this is a statute Eenator from New HamphirLe (Mr
which existed in the Stste of Michigan McINTYREI, the Senator from Maine
which that State thought would be bene- s Mr. MUsKIE), the Senator from Al-
ficial to its women, which prohibited bama (Mr. SPARKMAN), and the Senator
them from serving as bartenders, feel- from Georgia (Mr. TALMADG), are nec-
ing that this would protect them essarily absent.
from some of the atmosphere that I further announce that, if present and
might exist in a place where bartenders voting, the Senator from Alabama (Mr.
labor. Well, the practical effect of this SPARKMAN), the Senator from Maine
was that women were denied the higher iMr. MusKie), the Senator from Wash-
paying jobs as bartenders behind the lington (Mr. JACKsoN), and the Senator
bar, where they are protected by the from Minnesota (Mr. HUMPHRET), would
hardware of the bar from whatever idio- each vote "DAY."
syncrasies might exist among those who Mr otRna. I announce that the
frequent bars; and yet the State law did Menator romFouthDaota (Mr. MUnc T)
not really provide for the protection of Sent Suth ota (r.
women as it denied the employment, is absent because of illness.
insofar ' as serving alcoholic beverages The Senator from Delaware (Mr.
was concerned, on the other side of the Boocs), the Senator from Massachusetts
bar where the customers were in much (Mr. BaooKx), the Senator from Ari-

zona (Mr. GOLDWATEa) and the Senator
closer prn'dmity to the frail young things from New York (Mr. JAVrrs) are IeM -
serving tie alcoholic beverages. sarily absent.

The discriminatory impact of this leg- The Senator from Colorado (Mr.
Islatlon is obvious. The same is true of Te Setr om oload (Mr.
the 40-hour limitation, the weight lBil ALLO'r) is detained on official business,
station laws. and other similar laws. These and if present and voting, would vote
tre discussed in. detail on pages 8 and 0 "nay."
of the Senate committee report. We If present and voting, the Senator
quote there the guidelines of the Equal from Delaware (Mr. Boos) and the
Employment Opportunities Commission Senator from Massachusetts (Mr
relative to sex discrimination: Baooxu) would each vote "nay."

The Commission has found that such laws The result was announced-yeas1
and regulations do not take into accot nays75.rcfollows:
the capacitesNo preferences and abiiiee of - NO. 115 Leg.I
andividual females and tend to discrmimate YEAS--ll
rather than protect. Child support laws and Deu- ii estland Hullings
alimony laws. and pensions for police Bucki'v Ervin Long
a idows, and the like will simply become Byrd. Va. Tannin Stennis
non-ex . discriminatory after the amend- Cooper Hansen
meant. ftk*ividual restrooms are an entirely- NAYS-76
different matter-the justifleatlon for which Aiken Tulbrght PadkwoSt
. i the right to privry. Aen Camibe Pasor

I have discussed these points at length Anders ' Gravel PaaTeor.Baker Oriffn Tll
earlier in the day, so that I see no reason aDyh journey Fory

furlher to impose my temperate logic eaMrt
on my colleagues. Therefore,- Mr. Presi- sna Hari 1 3labii(
dent. I yield back the remainder of myBible 3011

nor" re5 5 no"

. ERVIN. Mr. President, I would w. v$.m. . a.o. se
sunset to the singui.shed .ator ao... m.a... .a
from Indiana. inasmueh as It is now S a c. ' re SpaaI

as s -sees. '***ss"
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The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- that men and women complement each mo
pore. The pending amendment is amend- other in the relationships and under- the
meant No. 1068. offered by the Senator takings on which the existence and de- ibi
from North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN). Time development of the race depend.cove
is limited to 2 hours, equally divided be- The physiological and functional dif- -co
tween the proponent of the amendment ferences between men and women hav
and the manager of the bill. Who yields empower men to beget and women to Yal
time? bear children, who enter life in a state a

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- of utter helplessness and ignorance, and vie
ident, I suggest the absence of a quorum, who must receive nurture, care, and s n
and I ask unanimous consent that the training at the hands of adults through-. rela

time not be charged against either side. out their early years if they and the race dut
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- are to survive, and if they are to grow A

pore. Is there objection? The Chair hears mentally and spiritually. From time cap
none, and it is so ordered. " whereof the memory of mankind run- tUp

The clerk will call the roll. neth not to the contrary, custom and law was
The second assistant legislative clerk have imposed upon men the primary re- ter

proceeded to call the roll. sponsibility for providing a habitation eta
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- and a livelihood for their wives and chil- and

ident, I ask unanimous consent that the dren to enable their wives to make the fra
order for the quorum call be rescinded. habitations homes, and to furnish tine

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- nurture, care, and training to their chil- mid
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered. dren during their early years. dis

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the pend- In this respect, custom and law reflect sat
ing amendment reads as follows: the wisdom embodied in the ancient pro

At the end of section 1 add the following Yiddish poverb that God could not be wo
sentence: "This article shall not impair the everywhere, so he made mothers. The an

valdi-y, however, of ay law. of the United physiological and functional differences sam
States or any State which extend protection. between men and women constitute the the

or exemption. to women..h most important reality. Without them te* * * *human life could not exist.
For this reason, any country which ab

Mr. President, in appraising the o- ignores these differences when it fash- an
Jectives of the militants, we are con- ions its institutions and makes its laws.sul
fronted by the question whether there is is woefully lacking in rationality. ha
any rational basis for reasonable distinc- The common law and statutory law of I

tions between men and women in any of the various States recognize the reality no
the relationships or undertakings of life. that many women are homemaker and

We find in chapter 1. verse 27, of the mothers, and by reason of the duties sio
Book of Genesis this statement which all imposed upon them in these capacities' wi
of us know to be true: are largely precluded from pursuing sa

God created man in His own image. In the gainful occupations or making any pro- M
image of God, created He him. Male and vision for their financial security during ha
female, created He them. their declining years. To enable women

For this reason Ishaecompletelythe!to do these things and thereby make the

recent observation of a legal scholar, Mr. existence and development of the race

Bernard Schwartz of the New York Unil- possible, these State laws impose upon

versity Law School: husbands the primary responsibility to p

e tLawnan attempt provide homes and livelihoods for their ne
Use of the law, in a tep to conjure wives and children, and make them ou

wy 11 the differences which do exist be ie.ndciden n ak hm o
away criminally responsible to society and c
tween the sexes, is both an insult to the lawcsibl to their wives if they si
itself and a complete disregard of fact., civilly response t

fail to perform this primary responi- se
While I believe that any laws making bility. Moreover, these State laws se- i

unfair or unreasonable distinctions cure to wives dower and other rights in to
against women should be repealed by the property left by their husbands in in
legislative bodies, or judicially annulled the event their husbands predecease p
by courts under the provisions of the them in order that they may have some b
14th and 15th amendments, I have an means of support in their declining d
abiding conviction that the law should years.a
make such distinctions between tien and If the equal rights amendment should

- women as are fairly or reasonably neces- be interpreted by the Supreme Court to
scary for the protection of women and the forbid any legal distinctions between m
existence and development of the race. men and women, it would nullify all ex- p

When He created them, God made voting and all future laws of this kind. c
physiological and functional differences The purpose of my amendment is to to

between men and women. These differ- prevent the equal rights amendment cE
ences confer upon men a greater ca- from nullifying all existing laws and dis- w
paucity to perform arduous and hazardous ailing Congress and the 50 State legisla- d

'physical taaks. Some wise people even abrn n onean te 50 State gra- d

.profess the belief that there may be tures to enact future laws which grant
Mcological differences between men prtcin owvs n ohr n

and women. To justify their belief, they widows.-t
assert that women possess an intuitive As appears from pages 936 to 954 of the
power to distinguish between wisdom and Yale Law Journal, the equal rights a
folly, good and evil, amendment is expressly designed to nul- sa

Tosaythesethingistoimplythat the State laws which give these tb

either sex is superior to the other. It is eer ie andMsoialpotections to wives a
simply to state the llu-important truth w

U

others, and widows and to provide in

ir stead that the rights and repon-
lities of men and women in the areas
'ered by these laws shall be absolutely
equal. To sustain the assertion which I

e just made. I wish to read what the
e Law Journal says on this subject:
lven the traditional social and economic
w that woman's place was in the home. it
,ot surprising that laws affecting domestic
tionshave defined women's rights and
,us wih great specificity.
't common law, a woman who married be-
a. a legal non-person- femme couvere.
mn marriage, she lost virtually all legal
us as an individual human being and
regarded by the law almost entirely in

ns of her relationship with her husband.
tutory developments in the nineteenth
I early twentieth centuries tended to
us a more dignified but nevertheleindis-
t and circumscribed legal status for mar-
I women. At the present time domestic
tions law is based on a network of legal
abilities for women, supposedly compen-
ed by a corresponding network of legal
tections. The law in this area treats
men, by turns, as mental incompetents
d as more mature persons than mn of the
ie age; as valuable domestic servants of
ir husbands and as economic incompe-
is; as needing protection from their hus-
ds' economic selfishness and as needing
protection from their husbands' physeal
usiveness. In many respects, such as name
d domicile, the law continues overtly to
bordinate a woman's identity to her
band's.
Imr. President, I digress to assert that
ne of these so-called disabilities are
posed upon the business or profess
nal women who elect not to become
ves or mothers. I also take the risk of
ying that this paragraph which I have
t read is written by young ladies who

ive never been married.

0.0" *
I resume reading:
This is not to say that the law does not
ay an important role in shaping and chan-
Ung these other forces, but rather to point
it that a change in the law-insftar as the
ange leaves room for choice, as do the pos-
bilities suggested below--will not result in
mediate widespread change in what are es-
ntially social customs. Furthermore, it is .
iportant to remember that the impot of .
as marriage and divorce laws varies acord-
ig to the economic class of the family. In
preparing this section, we have been limited
y the dearth of academic research about the
ifferential impact of domestic relations law
cording to economic class.

. LAWS AFFECTING THE ACT OF MARIAGE
The statutory requirements for a lawful
arriage are generally very simple. They in-
ude in most states a valid license, a waiting
period before issuance of the license, a medi-
al certificate, proof of age, parental consent
r parties below the age of consent, and a
ceremony of solemnization. Of these, only
ge requirements for marriage with and
ithout parental consent involve widespread
iscrimination on the basis of sex. A 1967
survey of statenmarriage laws by the United
tates Department of Labor showed that only
en states set the same minimum age for
marriage (age below which marriage, even
ith parental consent, is prohibited) for men
nd women. Only eighteen states set the
am age of consent (age at which marriage

permitted without parental consent) for
oth men and women. In every state with-an
ge differential, the minimum age for men
as one to three years higher than the mini-
sum age for women.
Since the minimum marriage age in all

?c
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%tite i now well above the normal age of
p ii)er%. physical capacity to bear children
can no longer justify a different statutory
mirrige age for men and women. Instead,
there ieem to be two current rationales for
the hither marriage age for men. One is
that, mentally and emotionally, women ma-
t ire earlier than men. Maturity is such a
relative and subjective concept th:t a court
could never use it as a test for an inborn
characteristic distinguishing all women from
all men Furthermore, mere estimates of emo-tional preparedness founded on impressions
about the "normal" adolescent boy and girl
are based on the kind of averaging which
the Equal Rights Amendment forbids. The
other rationale for the age difference his that
men should not be distracted during adoles-
cence from education and other preparation
for earning a living. This rationale is obvi-
ously untenable: the law should give as
much encouragement to women to prepare
themselves to earn a living as it gives to men.

Under the Equal Rights Amendment, a
court challenge to the age differential would
most likely be made by a man suing to re-
quire issuance of a license to him at the
lower women's age. Paced with such a chal-
lenge to the state law a court would have to
find, for the reasons just discussed, that the
marriage age differential did not meet the
strict criteria of the unique physical char-
acteristics tests required by the Equal
Rights Amendment. Once it had concluded
that a state could not constitutionally et

one marriage age for men, and one for
women, a court would be able to increase the
marriage age for women upward to match
the age for men. on the theory that the state
should be equally solicitous of a woman's
training as a man's. Or a court might find
that the legislature had pegged the age for
men unreasonably high and revise the mar-
riage age for men downward to correspond
to the marriage age for women. A legislature
reconsidering laws about the minimum age
for marriage, either before or after a court
challenge. would have to set a single age for
meli ai.d onirn after weighing the policy
considernsais underlying the age limit.
These conslderations might indicate the
higher age. the l',wer age, or an age in be-
tween the two

I digress to observe that if this be a
correct interpretation of the equal rights
amendment. the courts are to have the
powers to make laws rather than the
power to interpret laws. I base that on the
statement of the authors that under the
equal richs amendment a court could
lower the marriageable age of men down
to the nnrriageable age of women, or
raise the marriageable age of women up
to tife marriageable age of men. Person-
ally. I think courts have enough jobs to
do when they stick to their judicial knit-
ting and leave the making of the laws to
legislative bodies.
2 liti.ni. Or il WOMEN'S LZGASL IDENTITY

" INTO HE HUSaND's
a Naves Change. The requirement that a

wom.u an-ilme her husband's name at the
time she marries him is based on long-stand-
ing American social custom. It is also firmly
entrenched in statutory and case law. In
some states statutes indicate that a married
woman must not only take but keep her hus-
band's name. Women who continue to use
their maiden names after marriage may en-
counter resistance from the Internal Revenue
Service. voting registrars, motor vehicles de-
partments or any number of non-govern-

mental suee.
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I emphasize the following sentence: I yield the floor.
The Equal Rights Amendment would not Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield my-

permit a legal requirement, or even a legal self as much time as might be required.
presumption, that a woman takes her hus- The Senator from Indiana will be
band's name .at the time of marriage. In a brief, inasmuch as much of this subjectcase where a married woman wished to e- matter was discussed at some lengthtain or regain her maiden name or take some
new name, a court would have to permit her yesterday, and he sees no reason to be-
to do so if it would permit a man in a similar labor further the Senate with his coun-
situation to keep the name he had before terargument to thatof the Senator from
marriage or change to a new name. Thus, North Carolina. I think the Senator
common law and statfitory rules requiring raises a legitimate concern. I am con-
name change for the married woman would vinced he is sincere in his beliefs, but I
become legal nullities. A man and woman think the strong weight of opinion wouldwould still be free to adopt the same name,"'rove that the effec of this amendmentand most couples would probably dodforwud tcteefetofth ihamedetreasons of identification, social custom, per- would be contrary to that which he has
sonal preference, or consistency in naming outlined.
children. Insofar as the protection of wives and

However, the legal barriers would have mothers, as far as alimony and children
been removed for a woman who wanted to and dower rights and all other rights
use a name that was not her husband's. are concerned, what we are suggesting.

Some state legislatures might decide there is that, rather than wipe out all these
was a governmental interest, such as Iden- rights, we are going to say to a woman
tifcation, in requiring spouses to have the and to a man that each will be treated
same last ine. The states couldcnr equally under the law, both men andto the Equal Rights Amendment by requir- oe;tatbt.ubadadwf
tog couples to pick the same last name, but women; that both husband and wife
Sallowing selection of the name enaer will be treated equally; that if a father
spoue, or of a third name satisfactory to and husband has certain rights, a wife
both. and mother should have the same rights;

I digress to say it would be a terrible that if a husband or widower has certain
thing ifr te san aWd wife courid notrights then the wife or widow should

thing if the husband and wife could not have them. It seems to me that is what
agree on the last name under the equal equality is all about.
rights amendment. That is one cause of Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
friction which does not exist now, but Senator yield?
would arise under the equal rights Mr. BAYH. I yield.
amendment. Mr. COOK. May I say I would like

I resume reading: to be associated with the remarks of
Similarly, statutes which now permit the the Senator from Indiana. It bothers me

judge in a divorce case to use discretion in thet mn m ay
determining whether to allow a woman to tbrate Wonbl Cs marry and have rightsresume her maiden name or to take a new , d responsibilities taken away frun
name would be extended under the Equal her, and then, if her husband dies andRights Amendment to cover all men, or at she becomes a widow, she immediately isleast men who had changed their names at emancipated, and then if she remarries,marriage. Moreover, any state coercion re- she goes back into the state she was ingard.ing an individual's choice of name might before.still be open to attack under developing con- It seems to me rather odd that, some-suttutional principles of due process and pri- Io or t we shod m hat -

vacy. howor other, we should make a chat-
In a state where both spouses were re- tel out of a particular individual under

quired to have the same last name, the chi- a constitutional form of government.dren would simply take their parent.' name. It also bothers .me, relative to theIf the state had no requirement' that hus- statement that the Creator made this
band and wife take the same name, it could great distinction between men andeither require that parents choose one of wren, tato e te iteems
their names for their children, or it could women, that, somehow or other, it seems
decide to have no rule at all. The Amend- to me what in effect has been said Is thatment would only prohibit the states from re- *hen the Creator made that dtinction,
quiring that a child's last name be the same God said to man, "You make all the laws
as his or her father's, or from requiring that and make them restrictive on woman."a child's last name be the same as his or bee All I can say Is that is it not fortunatemother's. that woman did not take the bell first

and legislate against us, because, if thatb" were the case, we would be here now
4.5^TRTARYchallenging all these things. We would

The present legal structure of domteretrying to say that, under a
relations represents the incorporation lato constitutional form of government, welaw of social and religious views of the prop- should be equal. But instead, today, weer roles for men and women with respect live within the framework of the great
to family life. Changing social attitudesrad document and tinder, frankly, the freesteconomic experiences are already breastag system Of society in the world, save as itdown those rigid stereotypes. me 3 applies to ee particular segment of o'Rights Amendment. continuing this traced society, 53 cent of our society, thewould prohibit dictating different rmos for female individual in this Nation.
men and women within the family on the nero.
basis oftheir sex. the remainder of* Mr. President, have the yeas and nays.

I digress to observe that is a rather, been a hysdted?
remarkable statement. The equal sights The 0 OFFICE. No; they
amendment would prohibit dictating di. have not,
ferent roles for men and women within
the family on the basis of their sex.
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Mr. COOK. Mr. President, we yield
back our time.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were not ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield my-

self whatever time I may need, pending
the arrival of one of our brethren.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

TUNNEY). The question is on agreeing to
the amendment (No. 1068) of the Sena-
tor from North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN). On
this question, the yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call the
roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-

nounce that the Senator from Florida
(Mr. CHILES), the Senator from Indiana
(Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from Minne-
sota (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. McCLELLAN), the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Mc-
GOVERN), and the Senator from New

Hampshire (Mr McxNrTu), are neces-
sarily absent.

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Florida (Mr.
Cnu.s), the Senator from Minnesota
(Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator
from South Dakota (Mr. McGOVERN),
and the Senator from New Hampshire
(Mr. McINTYRE) would each vote "nay."

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. PAcKwooD)
is necessarily absent.

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
MUNDT) is absent because of illness.

If present and voting, the Senator
from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) would vote
..nay.

The result was announced-yeas 14,
nays 77, as follows:

[No. 116 Leg.]
YEAS--14

Buckley Eastland Hollings
Byrd, Va. Ervin Long
Cannon Fannin Miller
Cooper Goldwater Stennis
Cotton Hansen

NAYS--77
Aiken Yulbright Pearso
Allen - Gtmbrel Pell
Allott Gravel Percy
Anderson Oran Prosani
Baker Gurney Raudolpb
Bayb Harris Ribleof
BeaUl Hart RothBellman HatAel4 aabe
Bennett Inua Sebwegksr

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.- SENATE
Bentsen Hughes Scott
Bible Inouye Smith
Boggs Javite Sparkman
Brock Jordan. N.C. Spong
Brooke Jordan ,Idah@ Stafford
Burdick Kennedy Stevens
Byrd. W. Va. Magnuson Stevenson'-
Case Mansfield Synington
Church Mathias Taft
Cook McGee Talmadge
Cranston Metcalf Thurmond
Curtis Mondale Tower
Dole Montoya Tunney
Dominick Mons Weicker
Eagleton Muskie Williams
Ellender Nelson Young
Fong Pastare

NOT VOTING-4
Chiles Jackson McIntyre
Hartke McClellan Mundt
Humphrey McGovern Packwood

So Mr. ERVIN's UinedldIlt (NO. 1O1)
was rejected.
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Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I call u
my amendment No. 1069 and ask that
be stated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Th
amendment will be stated.

The assistant legislative clerk read th
amendment as follows:

At the end of stetton 1 add the foliowi
sentence: "Th*3 article aball not impair t
validity. however. of any laws of.the Unlt
States or any &Sate which impose upi
fathers.rssponibuity for the support of the
eblldren.".

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I ask f
the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I now yie

to the Senator from New Hampshi
sMr. Corrow) such time as he may nee

Mr. COTTON. I shall only speak for
minutes.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Wou
the dstinguished Senator from Nor
Carolina indicate, as there are sever
Senators in the Chamber at this momez
whether we might expect a vote on t
amendment within the next 30 minute

Mr. ERVIN. The Senator from N
Hampshire would be the better Sena
to inform the Senator from West V
gina on that, as he has the time
speak. I shall only require two or thr
sentences for my statement.

Mr. COTTON. I see no reason why
could not vote within 10 minutes. I shi
not take much time.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Wou
the Senator then agree to a ti
limitation?

Mr. ERVIN. I shall have only two
three sentences to say. It would bei
to the Senator from New Hampshire.

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, this
the only amendment that the Senat
from New Hampshire is really interest
in. It is one which I have always su
ported in the past whenever the qu
tion of a constitutional amendment
the rights of women has been consider

For years. the Senator from N4
Hampshire has frankly informed co
stituents who write to him from time
time that he is perfectly willing th
there shall be written into the Cons
tution of the United States an amen
ment guaranteeing equal rights f
women. But, Mr. President, he has al
said that he will never vote-and th
goes for today-for a constitution

uo of their no chi .
I to adoptionof this bri

sand simple amen . s a op ed
can vote for the constitutional amen
meant. If it is not adopted. I shall be co
pelted to vote against it. If the laws of o
States requiring men to contribute to ti
support of the children they begs
whether legitimate or illegitimate. are
be nullified by the proposed smendmen
it should be known not as the women's
amendment but as the men's lib amens
meant for an amendment which does n4
clearly permit States by their laws I
make men fulfll their responsiblities n
lieves men and takes away the right c
wMme.

But. eve were. it takes away t
rig0s of mail. Ifat e idrea. No on
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in lis senses could look forward to a
p generation in which small children would
it be placed in foster homes or in institu-

tions because we have written into the
e Constitution an amendment that makes

it impossible for the mother to receive
e contributions from the father of he

children in order that she can be with
mg them and they may have the benefit of
he a mother's love and care.
d Mr. President, this amendment is so

on simple and yet so necessary and merely
it provides that-

This article shall not impair the validity.
or however, of any laws at the Unted States or

any State which impose upon fathers re-
sponsibility for the support of their children.

ld Mr. President, the Senator from New
re Hampshire feels strongly on this because
id. he served for 9 years as a county prose-
3 cutting attorney. It is largely a rural

county. The women in that county were
id not the kind of women who cry out-for
th this amendment and whom it'is sup-
ml posed to benefit. They were Miostly like
at, my own mother-country housewives
his and mothers who knew from time to
s? time the pinch of poverty. They were not
ew the socially elite, the highly educa .or
or the politically active.
Ir. Mr. President, in the 9 years I served
to as county attorney, it seemed to me that
ee I spent 25 percent of my time trying to

make the men who had deserted their
we wives with four or five small children,
all contribute to the support of those chil-

dren.
ild That is why, Mr. President, I cannot
me vote for this proposed constitutional

amendment unless it is safeguarded by
or the amendment now offered to it. Mr.
up President, I am now glad to yield to my

good friend from Wyoming.
is Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, I thank
or my distinguished colleague from New
ed . Hampshire for yielding to me at this
ip. time.
s- Mr. President, what the Senator from
on New Hampshire is saying is most impor-
d. tant. The Finance Committee, of which

ew I am a member, has been holding hear-
n- wings on H.R. 1. We have heard tm onby
to from individuals, including county pros
at ecuting attorneys testifying to the effect
ti- that if they were able to go acrossstate
d- lines, if they had the support of State
or departments of public welfare, and the
so support of the Department of Health
at Education, and Welfare, in the opinion
al of one county attorney from the State
t',,r of Arkansas who estimated that he could
he reduce the burden of welfare brought
j about by aid to families with dependen
ef children by as much as 20 percent.
. I I shall certainly support the pendin
d- amendment. It seems ridiculous to m
n- that we should pass a constitutiona
ur amendment which wipes out and obliter
he ates all distinctions between the sexes
et And I say that as one Senator whohas
to cosponsored the amendment and as ons
it who has told the people of the Stat
l' of Wyoming that I would support th

d- amendment. However, that was before
ot listened to sone of the morlearned
o Members of the Senate who had deved
e- mom deeply than I had at that trne into
- the rami catos of the amimet.

Ibis is an amendment which should
be adapted if we are enereed about th

e rights of U em welfare, iwe a se
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cerned about the breaking up of familIs.
and if we are. concerned about the
fathers who do not seek to fulfill their
responsibility but pull out and leave their
wives and their families unattended.

I appreciate very much the very im-
portant observations made by my good
friend, the Senator from New Hamp-
shire. I shall support the amendment.

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I thank

the Senator from Wyoming. 'I yield to
the Senator from Kentucky.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Kentucky is recognized.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I, too,
urge the Senate to support the pending
amendment. I speak as one who served
as county judge and as circuit judge for
9 years.

The problem arises from two situa-.
tions. The problem arises from legitimate
children born in wedlock where, many
times, there is a divorce or separation
and a judgment for alimony and child
support.

I have seen again and again where the
father would fail to meet the orders of

the court and wjuld be hailed into court,

cited for contempt, and placed in jail for

a time. Then he would finally be released
upon hi.agreement to resume the pay-
merto his Infant children. After that
timlie, he would again fail to keep those
promises.

Manytimes a father moves into an-

othernState where our State law could

not reach the father because usually the
Governors of other States would not per-
mit extradition in such cases.

The situation also arises in the case of
Legitimate children, in which the man

is charged with being the father of the
child and is brought into court. The case
is tried, and the jury determines that the
man is the father of the child. The court

orders that he make payments for the

Maintenance of that child. ,As I recall,
that would be until the age of 18 years.

It is against the impulse of a man to
do this unless he is an honorable man.
In most of these cases the burden would
fall upon the mother and eventually
upon the State, as many of the mothers
e n most cases would not be able to main-
tain the child.
. It is a serious question. I believe that
there are thousands-perhaps hundreds

of thousad--of children in our country
today who are in this situation. I noticed
in the newspaper the other day that in

tthe District of Columbia It is believed
t hat this year 50 percent of all children

born in the District of Columbia would
be illegitimate. As I have just noted,

Smost of the times there is not the slight-
e est responsibility on the part of the fa-

ther to provide for the child.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the

Senator from New Hampshire yield for a
question?

e Mr. COTTON. 1 yield to the Senator

e from Rhode Island.
K Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the

Senator point out-because I am very
Interested in the dialog that has tran-
spired on the floor-wherein the equal

rights amendment without this partic-
ular ausedmet would absolve the

e a of children from the responsi-
. tin].I . %.these children. Where
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does the Senator get that? It is common appear to think so, but there are also mittee. I assume so.
law that, if one is decreed to be the many legal authorities of the highest Mr. ERVIN. I do not recall.
father in the case of an illegitimate child, repute that have indicated their fear Mr. PASTORE. At any rate the report
he contribute to the support of that that a bald, all-encompassing constitu- of the committee states that the report of
child. There is nothing in the equal tional amendment would strike down the the Association of the Bar of the City of
rights amendment that denies the right power of the States to place the respon- New York accurately describes the
to impose responsibility upon that parent. sibility of financial support of young amendment's effect in this area.

I did not think that the equal rights children upon the father. The Am ~ebment would bar a state from
amendment has anything at all to do I hope that the Senator from Rhode imposing a greater liabity on one spouse
with the matter at hand. Island is correct in his interpretation, than on the other merely because of se. It

Mr. COTTON. Mr. President, I believe but if he should be wrong and the pres- is clear that the Amendment would not re-

there is grave danger that, if the amend- ent proposed language is not added, the quire both a husband and wife to contribute

ment in its present form becomes a part results would be tragic. identical amounts of moneyto p wmrriag.
of the Constitution, courts would be com- I cannot bear to visualize my country The support obligation of each spouse would
pelled to impose exactly the same obliga- in a situation where children bereft of ample, each spouse's nctio ermsb , fr-
tions for support of minor children upon a father's support and a mother's care rent resourcespand nonmonetary contribu-
the mother and the father. If the father grow up in day care centers or institu- ions to the family welfare.
leaves the jurisdiction, as Ie-.often the tions. I fear that more than anything in Thus, if spouses have equal resources and
case, the whole obligation would fall the world, and I cannot bring myself to earning capacities, each would be equally lia-
upon the mother, for she is accessible vote for a constitutional amendment ble for the support of the other--or In practi-

many times when the father is not. that for lack of safeguarding language cal effect, neither would be required to sup-
This would serve to obliterate the fam- might bring this to pass. port the other. On the other hand where one

ily concept that has always been the cor- Mr. President, I yield the floor. other runs the home, the wage earner would
nerstone of our society-that the father Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I do not have a duty to support the spouse who stays
is principally the breadwinner and the want mty position to be misunderstood. at home in compensation for the performance
mother provides the loving care so neces- I was Governor of my State before I of her or his duties.
sary to infants and young children. Mr. came to the Senate 22 years ago. No one The Senator from North Carolina

President, I am not so much worried worked harder to clear up thesocial wel- says that this gentleman from Yale dis-
about the strain put upon public welfare fare. rolls than I did. I had the director puts this?
referred to by the distinguished Senator of public welfare in my office every other Mr. ERVIN. Yes. He said that the
from Wyoming, but I am concerned that day to make sure that every father was child support sections of criminal non-
mothers should be able to be at home made responsible for supporting his support laws could not be sustained
and that children attain a certain age children. I did not care where the father where only the male is liable for support.
because there is a period to my mind was. I said, "Go and get him, even if it
from which the children will never re- costs twice as much as it would to sup-
cover and their entire lives may be af- port the child, because we have to set an Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, again I
fected by the lack of constant care and example." think this is a legitimate concern, but
supervision of a mother who loves the I am afraid that the Senator is read- I just reemphasize what I said a moment
child. Ing something into this amendment that. ago. I read for the REcoaD and the cos

Mr. PASTORE. Is the Senator actually is not the case. That is what disturbs me. sidraton of those present section 230.5
saying, should the equal rights amend- Mr. ERVIN and Mr. BAYH addressed of the Model Penal Code, which I think
ment pass without this particular ajnend the Chair. suggests the way this particular subject
ment, that where a mother goes before The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- would be handled.
a court for an order for child support, ator from North Carolina has the floor. Mr. ERVIN. Which is not the law any-
the court would beobligated to say, "You. Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I am sorry where in the. United States.
go out and get a job and support the that the distinguished Senator from Mr. BAYH. But it is a well-taken and
child because the Constitution says that Rhode Island was not in the Chamber well-respected dement, I think, and it'
it is your responsibility as much as your this morning when I read into the record can be taken as a point of reference for
husband's responsibility?" Is that what the article from the Yale Law Journal what could be and probably would be the
the Senator is saying? for April 1971. This article was written law of the land If this amndment were

Mr. COTTON. That is almost what I by a constitutional scholar, Prof-. . assed
am saying, but not quite. I am saying Thomas Emerson, of the Yale Law The section entitled "Persistent Non-
that the court would be obligated to School, and by three highly educated ,Thpsrtoressflows
make an order that the mother share young lady lawyers. support reads as follows.
in that support, because they would have It states 'specifically that under the A person commit a mind ai he

to be treated exactly alike. There is also laws in all the States the husbands pre . o s ca r a Wh
grave danger that it will be held that primarily liable fQr the support of their or she knows helsa legally obligd to provide
they would have to be treated exactly wives and children. It stated expressly to a spouse, child, or other dependent.
alike in any order that would Issue. The that where the State law imposed on the Th Is no reason why either spousemother would have to pay half and the husband primary responsibility for sup- should not be responsible for the support
father would have to pay half of the port of the child that that law would be o ld, eenig o which one has
support. unconstitutional under the equal rights of the child,dependearning onawhich. oe

Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, tam in- amendment because it makes a legal dis- hertgcaeIcoul. find,
terested in hearing the position of the tinction between the legal responsibility back again to the best case I could find,
opposition to the amendment. . of the husband and the wife. That is an no longer ago than yesterday morning,

Mr. COTTON. Before I surrender the inescapable conclusion. where a woman making $42,000 was re-
floor, I wish to utter ome final words. It Why in the world they want to rob lit- quired to provide greater support for a
Is because of my own vivid experience te children of the right that they be child than her husband making $1,000.
during 9 years and the evidence I had primarily supported by their fathers -is In most of the eases in the courts to-
of the disposition of men to beget chil- something the Senator from North Caro- day, In accordance with tradition, It
dren and then walk out on their re- lina is incapable of conceiving. be the other way around, and what
sponalbilities that I see danger in a con- Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, will the happen is, It wilmbe found that tan
stitutional amendment that does not Senator yield? is making $42,000, and the is not
make it clear that this is a reservation. Mr. ERVIN. I yield. . making anything In the ayf income,
Perhaps the maadment Is safe without Mr. PAWTORZ. I am looking now at the but is doing all the work t home and
the adoption of this presvision, There are report flied by the committee, page1 7' making it possible for the father to go
distingshed lawyers i'tis body who I sus this amengdma C s" upincon.' out and pursue his profession..

That is the way it Is in most cases to-
day, and no doubt will be tomorrow, and

f} it} [;SE L ,} i f ,f ai1WIN
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It results in the lather being the sole
support of the child because he, through-
out the marriage relationship, Is the one
who has developed the capacity to earn
and provide the children with mainte-
nance.

Mr. PASTORE. That is the situation
now, without the equal rights amend-
ment. But my experience in the courts
has been that when the court, in any
separation or divorce case, states the
amount of alimony to be paid or the
amount to be given to the children, he
usually takes into account what the fi-
nancial status of the woman is as well.
We do not need an equal rights amend-

ment to the Constitution to do that. That
has historically been the case: If the
woman makes twice as much as the man,
and the man is required to contribute to
the support of the children, usually, in
assessing the amount, the judge should
be able not only to take into account the
ability to pay, but also the financial sta-
tus of the woman. That has always been
the case.

I am just wondering if we change that.
If we do not change it, we have no trou-
ble. But the argument has been made
here that we would, and that is the rea-
son we have conducted this little debate,
so we will not have any misunderstand-
lug that this is going to be an escape
hatch for wayward fathers.

Mr. BAYH. Quite the contrary. The
Senator from North Carolina seeks to
change this by suggesting. that this is
not the caws. and that the whole respon-
sibility ought to rest on the fathers. The
Senator from Indiana respectfully dis-
sents from that opinion.

Mr. ERVIN. Well, the Senator from
North Carolina regrets that he was un-
able to make a statement which would
enlightened the Senator from Indiana
as to his position.

The Senator from North Carolina
stated that under the laws of 47 of the
50 States of this Union, the father is pri-
marily responsible for the support of
his children, and that there are only
three States in the Union which have
laws which place an equal obligation to
support on the father and the mother.

If the equal rights amendment is
passed, the laws of 47 States will im-
mediately be stricken down, and there
will be no laws until some subsequent
laws are enacted.

Now, under the present system. if a
prosecuting attorney bringing a crimi-
nal action or a next friend bringing a
civil action proceeds against the father
for the support of a child, all he has to
do is show two things: first, that the de-
fendant is the child's father, and, second.
that the defendant has failed to support
his child. That is all there is to it. Those
are matters which can be litigated very
quickly. This is an extremely important
advantage over what would happen if the
equal rights amendment is passed.

If the equal rights amendment is
passed, the father, who is called on by
the court, by the prosecuting attorney,
or by a next friend to support his child,
can say'

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SE:
I have a defense to this accusation. My

wife is a better worker than I am. My wife
has more property than I have, and my wife
is the one who has to be called upon to
support.

I say that this amendment ought to be
voted for by every Senator who believes
that the Scripture speaks correctly when
it says that it is better that a man should
have great millstone tied about his neck
and should be drowned in the depths of
the sea than to have him wrong a little
child.

I am ready to vote.
Mr. BAYH. I yield back the remainder

of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

on the amendment has been yielded back.
The question is on agreeing to the

amendment of the Senator from North
Carolina. On this question the yeas and
nays have been ordered, and the clerk
will call the roll

The second assistant legislative clerk
called the roll.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
nounce that the Senator from Florida
(Mr. ClaIss), the Senator from Indiana
(Mr. HaaIT), the Senator from Minne-
sota (Mr. HmuwrarY), the Senator from
Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator
from Massachusetts (Mr. Kzwxxoy), the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLL-
LAN), the Senator from South Dakota
(Mr. Mcdovavw), and the Senator from
New Hampshire (Mr. McINTYRz) are
necessarily absent.

I further announce that, If present and
voting the Senator from South Dakota
(Mr. McOov a), the Senator from Mas-
sachusetts (Mr. KENnEDY), the Senator
from Washington (Mr. JAcesoN), the
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. Hums-
mnazY), the Senator from Florida (Mr.
CHInls), and the Senator from New
Hampshire (Mr. MoITerras) would each

vote nay"
Mr. ORIFFIN. I announce that the

Senator from Oregon (Mr. Pacxwooo) is
necessarily absent.

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
Muwnr) is absent because of illness.

The Sennator from Colorado (Mr. Dox-
INICE) is detained on omicial business.

If present and voting, the Senator from
Oregon (Mr. PAcEwoon) would vote
"nay."

The result was announced-yeas 17,
nnys 72, as follows:

)No. 117 Leg.]
TEAS--17

Sennett cotton Hollings
Buckley Eastland Jordan, Idaho
Byrd. va. Irvin Long
Byrd. W. Va. Fannin Pastore
Cannon odwsater Stenis0001eR mensn

NAYS-72
Aken smabrei Pell
Allan ' ravat Percy
Allott Orian ?rewnre
Anderson Gurney Randolph

Debr Brs Riblooff;
Ravh Har Ao
BeaU Hatfeld abs
Bell"n EBrua .Schwekasr
r.- aai 's * sa

Wt rltisp u"s ... ,

r
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Bible nonye Smith
Boggs Javita is rkman
Brock Jordan. N.C. Spong
Brooke Magnuaon Stanord
Burdick Maneiiela Stevens
CAs Mathis a Stevenson
Church McGee Symington
Coaok Metcalf Taft
Cranston Miller Talmadge
Curtis Mondale Thurmond
Dole Montoya Tower
Kagleton Mos Tunney
Z~n1saer Mwskie Weljker
Pong Nelson Wlliams
Fulbright Pearson Young

NOT VOTING--n1
Chiles Jackson McIntyre
Dominick Kennedy Mundt
Hartkq McClellan Packwood
Humphrey McGovern

So Mr. EaviN's amendment (No. 108 9)
was rejected.
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Mr. ERVII fr. President, I call up
my amendment No. 1070 and ask that it
be stated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
SrEvENsoN). The amendment will be
stated.

The assistant legislative clerk read the
amendment as follows:

At the end of section 1 add the following
sentence: "This article shall not impair the
validity, however, of any laws of the United
States or any State which secure privacy to
men or women, or boys or girls."'.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-

ident, will the distinguished Senator
from North Carolina yield for a ques-
tion?

Mr. ERVIN. I am delighted to yield to
the Senator from West Virginia for a
question.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Would the
distinguished Senator from North Caro-
lina be willing to agree to a unanimous
consent agreement cutting the time in
half on amendments? In other words,
reducing the time from 2 hours to 1 hour,
to be equally divided, as in the previous
order?

Mr. ERVIN. That will be entirely satis-
factory to me.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi-
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the
time on any amendment to the pending
measure be limited to one hour to be
equally divided and controlled as here-
tofore agreed upon.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator.
from West Virginia? The Chair hears
none, and it is so ordered.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I thank
the distinguished Senator from North
Carolina.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, there are
statutes on the Federal statute books
and on the statute books of all the States
which secure the right of privacy to men
and women and to boys and girls.

The statute that illustrates statutes of
this character is section No. 95-48 of the
General Statutes of North Carolina
which provides:

I 95-48. Separate toilets requred.-In the
interest of public health and in compliance
with 0. 5. 130-160 and 148-18, adequate.
well-lighted and ventilated toilet facilities
plainly lettered and marked, for each sex
shall be provided and maintained in a sani-
tary condition by all persons and corpora-
tions employing both males and females.
Such toilet facilities shall be separated by
full and substantial walls. (1918, c. 63, s. 1;
C. 8., s. 0569; 1963, c. 1114, 5. 1.)

In addition to that, there are statutes
" which require separate toilet facilities

for boys and girls in public schoolsThere
are statutes that require separate toilet
facilities for men and women in public
buildings and in buildings Med for the

*interstate transportation of psengers.
In addition to that there are statutes to
every State and there are statute. pon
the Federal statute books which require
that men and women prisoners serving
sentences under court crderser be con
fined In sePar'te es and, n
4a separate risns. ""'
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I Virtually, every State in this Union
has laws establishing reformatories for
boys and girls who transgress the laws
of the States. Those laws require that
the reformatories for boys and girls be
separate.

Then there are many statutes which
provide, as In the case of section 148-44
of the General Statutes of North Caro-
lina, that the Department of Prisons.
shall provide quarters for female pris-
oners separate from those of male pris-
oners; and shall provide for separate fa-
cilities for youthful offenders, as re-
quired by sections 15-210 to 15-215.

The question raised by this amend-
ment is what will be the effect of the
Equal Rights amendments on laws which
establish privacy of this nature and
which require that the sexes be separated
in restrooms and reformatories and
prisons. I have read what might be called
the bible of what some people designate
as the women's lib, the Yale Law Jour-
nal article which appeared in the issue
for April 1971.

Here is what It says, summing up Its
comments, reading from page 901 to. 902:

It is Imposible to spell out in dvanoe the
precise boundaries that the courts will even-
tually ix In accomnmodating the Equal Rights
Amendment and the right of privacy. In
general it can be said, however, that the pri-
vacy concept Is appioable primarily in sit-
uations which involve disrobing, sleeping, or
performing personal bodily functions in -the
presence of the other sex. The grat concern
over these matters expressed by opponents
of the Equal Rights Amendment seems not

-only to have been magnified beyond all pro-
portion but to have failed to take into ac-
count the Impact of the young, but fully
recognised. constitutional right of privacy.

. It should be added that the scope of the
right of privacy in this area of equal rights
is dependent upon the current mores of the
community. Existing attitudes toward rela-
tions between the sexes could change over
time-are Indeed now changing-and in that
event the impact of the right -of privacy
would change too.

In other words, the opponents of the
equal rights amendment say that they
cannot spell.out in advance the bound-
aries that the courts will eventually fx
in accommodating the equal rights
amendment to the right of privacy.

They also say that the effect on the
amendment of the right of privacy is not
only uncertain at present, but that It
may fluctuate or change one way or the
other in the future.

That is not the opinion of persons
who are experts in the field of constitu-
tional law and the Interpretation of
statutes.

The distinguished Senator from In-
diana wrote a letter to Fred Buhardt
General Counsel of the Defense Depart-
ment, in which some comment was made
on this point. As the Senator from North
Carolina interprets the letter from the
General Counsel of the Department of
Defense, the General Counsel expressed
the opinion that even though in the mili-
tary It would be possible to arrange sep-
arate failitisfor men and.va..while
they were at some established posts, he
pointed out that under this amendment
the men and woms would be sent Into
c=lbat the perform ezaty Ue same
assei, and fti: delng this, he.painted
es the obvioim:

Even if segregation in living quarters at
facilities were allowed under the amendment,
during combat duty in the field, there are
often, in effect, no facilities at all. The
privacy for both sexes might be impossible
to provide or enforce.

Let us see what the effect of the equal
rights amendment on the right of pri-
vacy of men and women and boys and
girls who are not amliated with the mili-
tary is.

" Profa mor Freund, of the Harvard Law
School, testifd about this matter before
the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1970.
After stating that the amenment would
be absolute, Professor Freund stated that
it would follow that the equal rights
amendment "would require that there be
no segregation of the sexes in prisons,
reform schools, public restrooms, and
other public facilities."

Prof. Philip Kurland, editor of the Su-
prme Court Review and professor of law
at the University of Chicago Law School,
is one of this Nation's greatest constitu-
tional scholars. He testified in response
to questions put to him by me at the
hearings on the equal rights amendment
before the Senate Committee on the Ju-
diciary as flows:

Senator Bar=. -.-.- the law which exists
-in North Caroina and in virtually every
other state of the Union which requires sep-
assts restrnoom for- boys and girls In public
schools would be nullified, would it not?

Professor KvaLAw. That is right. unless
the separate but equal doctrine Is revived.

Senator Exvr. And the laws of the. states
and the regulations of the Poderal govern-
ment which require separate restrooms for
men and women in public buildings would
also be nunlaed, would it not?

Professor KuaLzazrc. My answer would be
the same.

- Many women are compelled by neces-
sity rather thsn by choice to work in
industrial plants. Under the laws of vir-
tually every State in the Union, indus-
trial plants and other facilities are rt-
quired to provide separate restrooms and
separate dressing rooms for wozmexi in
instances wlhre those men -are required
to change thei' wearing apparel.

Yesterday I placed in the Record and
read to the Senate a statement sade by
rmeon, in of mat.ofth rwome of Ameica who beong to the

imiaain w o to te cgul rights
resentatives of these working wonn
gave many reasons why Congreslshould
not submit the equal rights amend Im
to the States and many reasons why the-
States should not ratify such amendment
If Congress should be foolish enough to
submit to them. They gave a one of the
reasons that the equal rights amendment
would destroy rights cause new problems
by destroying laws "that require ret-
rooms and dressing rooms for women
workers.",

I do not care to elaborate this point.
I merely suggest that those Membes of
the Senate who believe that go en
should not have the power to segregate
men and women and boys and girls in
metroome or to ngregate male and fe-
male prlaers in Insatmnsa of corrwo-
tin and pr sogs ought to vote against
My amndUment. But those senators who
believe that the right of privacy of men
and women and boys and girls ought to

Si.l 
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the result was announced--yeas 11,
Is 71, as follows:
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be preserved against obstruction by the Mr. COOK. Mr. President. I have no T
equa rigts mendentough tovoteforobjection.naequa gh amendment ought tO Mr. ERVIN. The distinguished Ben-

Ity iclarastheoator from Kentucky may think this Is
It Isclear as the noonlday sun In a specious, but two of the greatest consti-

colsN a sky eat te only reason tmat tutional lawyers in the United Statesthis Nation has separate restrooms for do not think it is specious. I have read ommen and women and boys and-girls and into the i.Rscon the testimony of Prof. oq
5Srte pr~is for mn and womeni Paul Freund, of the Harvard Law School.
prisoners is sex. COosequently. being a and the testimony of Phil Kurland, pro- ,distinction based on sex the equal rights fessor of law at the University of Chicago Alk
52DUndmet would abolush. the WP Mof Law School. I do not think anything Ae
the 75dUsl OoVOruDSnt and the power could be more plainly dcmonratcd than 
of the 50 States to require separate fa- the fact that the equal rights amend- Bakdllties of this nature for persons of dif- met will prohibit separate restrooms for Bay

mreay yeb tmen and women. now
fi a m dy to yield back the reialnder We have a law passed that says a cer- nen

of my time on the amuidment. -. tain restroom must be mrcked as being
g * * " usable for women and another as being . __

usable for men. Bra
Mr. COOK. Mr. President. this is the The present law provides that a person BW

amendment my staff in reviewing it a- of neither sex can use a restroom marked
fectionately referred to as the "potty for the other sex. That distinction is the 0.
amendment." most obvious distinction based on sex.' Ca

What I do not understand. If the logic The only reason we have separate rest- C
of the Senator from North Carolina is rooms is on account of sex, and the equal ct
correct, is this. He said if I had all of rights amendment will render unconsti- Cra
these constitutional rights up to now as tutional every distinction based on sex z
a man, and a woman has not, that I had and it will clearly render unconstitution- no
the right to go into a lady's restroom. al every Federal and State law requiring Ma
Naut as a matter of fact today if a man separate restrooms for the two sexes and Lk
woes to a lady's restroom he gets arrested. every Federal and State law requiring
We do not have that right. that men and women prisoners be de- c

If the theory of the Senator'is correct tained in different cells or in different 8
that it is as clear as the sun in a cloud- prisons. -Ja
kiss sky with respect to what we are talk- Mr. BATH. Mr. President, ryield back
ing about, it must be a rainy day, such as my time.
today, when we cannot see the sun. It is Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I do the WI
smid I have had these rights all along and same.
we are giving equal rights under the Con- The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
stUtion which, in essence, means we on the amendment has been yielded
have not been doing it up to now. back.

If I had more rights than the feminine The question is on agreeing to the
sex, and my rights were equal with my amendment of the Senator from North
brethren, and equal to the rights of won- Carolina. The yeas and nays have been
en, then I had the right to utilize both of ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
those facilities, but she only had the right The legislative clerk called the roll.
to use one facility. Obviously, this is not Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
the case-- nounce that the Senator from Florida

I get the notion that we are being told (Mr. Cma.s), the Senator from Indiana
there is a statute in every State of the (Mr. Huirxz), the Senator from Minne-
Union, and I expect that we could be told, sota (Mr. Huxrxazr), the Senator from
if time had not expired, that all those Washington (Mr. Jacxsow), the Senator
statutes are going to be eliminated; but, from Arkansas (Mr. MCLeLLAm), the
If I had all those rights and I could go to Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Mo-
both, I would be arrested if I went to the Govzaw), and the Senator from New
other. So I think this is. although I hate Hampshire (Mr. Mclnwrs) are neces-
to use the word, a specious argument. I sarily absent.
do not think It can stand the march of I further announce that, if present
legal opinion. It cannot stand up against and voting, the Senator from Florida
the Oriswold case, because the constitu- (Mr. Cun=s), the Senator from Minne-
tional right of privacy can be used to (Mr. HanpmxY), the Senator from
sanction separate male and female fa- Washington (Mr. Jacxsox), the Senator
cilities for activities which involve dis- from South Dakota (Mr. McOovxiw),
robing, sleeping, and personal bodily and the Senator from New Hampshire
functions. It cannot stand the march of (Mr. McINrvas) would each vote "nay."
logic. I do not think it has anything to do Mr. RIPFIN. I annowsee that the
with the argument of constitutionality Senator from Oregon (Mr. Pscwoos)
and that it would do a great injustice to
the intelligence of the American people if ems r f S D a ut.
the amendment were attached to the The enate from South Dakota Mr.
constitutional amendment, because the M he) is absent became of n .
equal rights amendment does not pro- The S5nr frn Vmt Mr.
hibit the soaration of the sews whe r*roas) is d AMd on dtal tnes.
the ight Of pvacy is Involved. If pi set and Vtain& the lAator

I7tsid beck ms tme. ' from o ega (Mr. Win00ws) ue)MO
Mr. UYDIN. Mr. Pres~dmt, if I ONM W4e "na."

re em ON t tieZshaveysidO4

[N, 115 Lg.1
YEAS-11

Long
Fan a 8tn"a

NAYS-79
ont " *elon
Pulright Pastre

OIe U Psesru

Oravel Per
onmn . ra
Ourasy f*miiolph
Harris Ribooff
Hart Roth
Hat .ld Sarbe

inaugh" nith
Jav t Sp3arkmea
Jordan,... 9m"
Jordan, Idaho Stevens

' Taft

Mae" Tower

milSer Watcker
!Maai Wifilnam
Nontoea . oung

NOT oVoTING-10
Momouan Pa obd
Movern Staftord
McIntyre
Mundt

0 Mr. Eavnx's amendment (No. 1070)
as rejected.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bil
is open to further amendment.

AM1UWDISNT NO. 1ev

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I call up
my amendment No. 1071, and ask for Its
Immediate consideration.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres-
ident, may we have order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will be in order.

The amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
At the end of section 1 add the flowing

sentence:
his article shall not ibpar the validity

however of any laws of the Unted States or
any State which make punishable as crimes
sexual offenses.

Mr. BAYH. Will the Senator request
the yeas and nays?

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I ask for
the yeas and nays on this amendment.

The yeas and the nays were ordered.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. Presidet, virtually

every State in this Union has certain
criminal statutes which prohibit the use
of obscene language to female telephone
operators, or prohibit the use of obscene
language in the presence of women, or
which make it a criminal offense for a
man to seduce an innocent and virtuous
woman under the promise of marriage,
or which make it a crime for a man to
have carnal knowledge of an immature
girl under the age of consent. These laws
will be stricken down by the equal rights
amendment.

There is anther law which we have
known in popular parlance as the Mann
White Slavery Act. This law makes it a
crime for men to transport women in
interstate or foreign commerce for im-
moral purposes or for the purposes of de-
bauchery or for the purposes of prosti-
suvi n. This law will also be stricken down
as unconstitutional by the equal rights ,
amendm.ent._ -. . ._

"S®o...
- Mr. 'President, my amendment is
merely designed to make it certain that
the equal rights amendment will not im-I
pair the validity of any laws of th
United States or of any State which
makes sex offenses punishable as a
crime.

Mr. President, I sincerely trust that
the Senate will adopt this amendment.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield my-
self such time as I may need. I shall be
brief, inasmuch as the distinguished
Senator from North Carolina and I had
a rather detailed discussion about this
matter on yesterday, and anyone who
cares to examine it in further detail will
find my remarks in yesterday's RCORD.

I certainly think that the Senator
from North Carolina has made a sig-
nificant contribution to this debate by
bringing this issue into focus.

None of us who support the equal
rights amendment-perhaps I should not
say none, but at least, including myself,
I should say most of us who are support-
ing the equal rights amendment-have
no desire at all that it have the effect at-
tributed to it by the Senator from North
Carolina.

Perhaps the bet place to start in this
brief rebuttal would be to read from the
committee report which states as a gen-

NGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENA

eral rule particularly relative to the ques-
ticn of rape and statutory rape:

The Amendment will not Invalidate laws
which punish rape, for such laws are designed
to protect women in the way that they are
uniformly distinct from men.

None of the items the Senator from
North Carolina is concerned about would
be stricken by the equal rights amend-
ment. Rather, because of their sexual
bias, in the judgment of the Senator

from Indiana and the majority of the
Judiciary Committee, sich laws will be
sustained. They will not be stricken down
as unconstitutional, because the distinc-
tion between the laws as to their appli-
cation to men and women is not based
simply on their sex, but on their unique
physical characteristics-their distinct
physical differences. Indeed, men and
women do have unique physical char-
acteristics and that is why we need
unique, distinct and different laws relat-
ing to various sex crimes. To determine
whether the law is based on unique phys-
ical characteristics, the Senator from
Indiana suggests that one must look at
both the group protected by the law and
the group which might be' punished.
Again let us use the rape law in ques-
tion. Rape laws, under this analysis, are
perfectly constitutional, for both the
groups which is protected; namely, wom-
en, and the group which can be pun- .
ished; namely, men, have unique physi-
cal characteristics which are directly re-
lated to the crime, to the act for which
an individual is punished.

With respect to statutory rape, the
same analysis can be drawn, I suggest
most respectfully. Only men can physi-
cally commit the crime of statutory rape
and only women can physically be the
victims of the crime.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
TowsR). Who yields time?

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield back
the remainder of my time.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the Sena-
tor from Indiana mentioned the fact
that men and women have unique physi-
cal characteristics which are distinguish-
able from each other. That is true. That
is exactly what makes the distinction
between men and women and makes
them members of different sexes. This
equal rights amendment is designed to
outlaw every law which is based on the
distinction of sex. So, it is impossible to
maintain the position of my good friend,
the Senator from Indiana. The whole
equal rights amendment recognizes that
men are men and women are women, be-
cause they have different unique physical
characteristics which divide them into
two sexes. And manifestly, -a constitu-
tional amendment which says that we
cannot have a law based upon distinc-
tion between sexes would invalidate any
law based upon this distinction.

Mr. President, I am willing to yield
back the remainder of my time.

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I yield my-
self a couple of minutes under the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ROTH). The Senator from Indiana is
recognized.

Mr. BAM Mr. President, the Sena-
tor from Indiana has not contended in.
debate with the Senator from North

rE S ?5/o --.

Carolina throughout these many hours
and many days that men and women did
not lave distinct characteristics that
made them different. It has been quite to
the contrary.

There is no way we can pass a con-
stitutional amendment to change this.-
However, by definition the crime of, let'
us say, rape, can apply to only one group
whp are the victims and one group who
are the perpetrators of this crime. This is

based on the unique physical character-
istics of the sexes.

Thus, in the judgment of the Senator
from Indiana and, indeed, even in the
judgment of the Yale Law Review article
which I quote with some reluctance, be-
cause of the different interpretations the
Senator from North Carolina and I have
put upon it, that is one area in which I
have agreement with the scholars who
wrote that article when they said that
rape laws would continue to be valid
after ratification of the equal rights
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of
the Senator from North Carolina. On this
question the yeas and nays have been
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an-
nounce that the Senator from Florida
(Mr. Cnws), the Senator from Indiana
(Mr. HAXTRE), the Senator from Min-
nesota (Mr. HUrnPREY), the Senator
from Washington -(Mr. JACKsoN), the
Senator from Arkansas (Mr. McCL=L-
Lim), the Senator from South Dakota
(Mr. McGovr), and the Senator from
New Hampshire (Mr. McINTrxz) are
necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Florida (Mr.
Cmn-Ls), the Senator from New Hamp-
shire (Mr. McITras), the Senator from
South Dakota (Mr. McGovRN), the Sen-
ator from Minnesota (Mr. Hu DPHax),
and the Senator from Washington (Mr.
JAcasoN) would each vote "nay."

Mr. GRIWFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. PAcxwoou) is
necessarily absent.

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
MUNDT) is absent because of Illnss.

The Senator from Coloradb (Mr.
ALLOT) and the Senator from Kentucky
(Mr. Coorna) are detained on official
business.

Also, the Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
BAKER) is detained on official business.

If present and voting, the Senator from
Oregon (Mr. PACEWOOD) would vote
"nay,.

The result was announced-yeas 17,
nays 71, as follows:

[No. 119 Leg.]
YEAS-17'.

Bennett Dominick. Holings
Buckley Eastland Long
Byrd, Va. Ervini Miller
Byrd, w. Va. Nannin tennis
CanHon Goldwater Talmadge
Oottoa Hansen

NATS-71
Aiken Pstbuigh Montoy
Allen Oambrsl MossAnderson ''ravel uskie

, Hah .. Grimn Nelson
3"ns Orwn.) Pastore
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Beitmon Harris Pearson
Bentsen Hart Pell
Bible Hatfield Percy
Bovcs Eruaka Prounire
Brcrk Hughes Randolph
Brooke Inouye Riblooff

-furdIck Javits Roth
Case Jordan. N.C. 'Baxbe
Church Jordan. Idaho Schweiker
Cook Kennedy Scott
Cranston Magnuson Bmith
Curtis Mansneld Sparkman,
DoIe Matbias Spong
Eagleton McOee Stafford
Ellender Metcalf Stevens
Fong Mondale Stevenson

*Fmungton Tower Wiluia...
Taft Tunney Young
Thurmond Weicker

NOT VOTING-12
Allot t Harthe McGovern
Baker Humphrey McIntyre
ObUes Jackson Mundt
Cooper MeCleUan Packwood

So Mr ERvIn's amendment (No. 1071)
was rejected..*
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AMENDMENT NO. 472

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the first
of these amendments in amendment No.
472. I wish to modify that amendment
so that it will conform to the amend-
ment I now send to the desk, and I ask
that it be stated as set forth in the
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.

The amendment, as modified, was read
as follows:

Strike out all after the resolving clause
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"ARTICLE-.

"SECTrION 1. Neither the United States nor
any state shall make any legal distinction
between the rights and responsibilities of
male and female persons unless such dis-
tinction is based on physiological or func-
tional differences between them.

"SEC. 2. The Congress shall have the power
to enforce the provions of this article by
appropriate legislation. "

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays on the amendment.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, this

amendment is very simple. It is a substi-
tute for the equal rights amendment. It
would invalidate every Federal and
every State law which makes any dis-
tinction between the legal rights of men
and women unless that distinction is
based upon physiolgical or functional
differences between them.

In other words, I think most of the
laws which now make the distinction be-
tween men and women are based on
physiological and functional differences.
The criminal laws are based on physio-
logical differences, and the laws relating
to labor and the rights of wives, mothers,
and widows are based on functional dif-
ferences between men and women.

I ask the Senate to' repent of the evil
course of conduct it has been following
since these repentant amendments have
been called up by adopting this amend-
ment. The amendment would abolish the
laws on the important relations between
men and women, but still leave Congress
with power to make reasonable cisunc-
tions between them.

I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, once again

we discuss basic philosophical differences.
that exist between the Senator from
Indiana and the Senator from North
Carolina. Suffice it to say that if this
amendment is adopted, we might as well
lock up shop and go home. We would
have destroyed all the efforts we have
been making to try, at long last, to pro-
vide equal opportunity-not special priv-
ilege, but equal opportunity-for women.

Let us be brutally frank as we take a
look at various State laws in the country.
These law were not passed and they are
not administered in a way which admit-
tedly discriminates against women. No
State legislature has courage enough to
pass a bill and say the reason for passage
is that it is trying to deny equal pay for
equal work, or limit the admiaiona of
women to State . university to keep
women out of work by requiring her
to get a court order before she can go
into business. These are specdfc law
which now exist. No. the ream why a

woman must go into court and get a court
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order is that'we are trying to protect her on the a
because of her physiological and func- . The yea

onal differences is what is said by those and the
o pass such laws. That is the basis The Si
ch permits the discrimination to called th

e ist. Mr. B
I know the Senator from North Caro- nounce1

lina does not have that motive in mind, (Mr. C
but that is the impact which the statutes kansas.
that exist in the States of the Union often from Ind
have. ' from W

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, Will the Senator
Senator yield? LAN), th

Mr. BAYH. I yield. (Mr. Mo
Mr. COOK. We have debated this sub- . New Ha

stitute in committee on many occasions. necessary
If this substitute should prevail, we I furth
would have to send the amendment to voting, t
the Senate-House conference where it shire (M
will die. And then we would not have this South I
volume of hearings of 800 pages and the Senator
other volumes of hearings, that go with SON), thi
this, to explain the meaning of the FULBRn
amendment. Is that not true? ida (Mr.

Mr. BAYH. That iscorrect. Mr. G
Mr. COOK. All the work of 49 years Senatorl

would be for naught. Agreeing to such necessari
proposals now would mean that we would The Se
have to introduce the original amend- MUNDT)
ment again next year, and we would The S
start on its 50th year. Is that correct? vENs) is

Mr. BAYH. Yes. If pro
Mr. COOK. As a matter of fact, if this from Ore

is adopted, it would not be up to this "nay."
body's interpretation of whether or not The re
it applies to the laws as passed and for nays 78,a
the purpose for which the substitute is
submitted, but it would be for every State
legislature, for every city council, for Bett
every legislative body, at any level, to Bcke
make a determination of what they Byrd. va.
thought, within their wisdom, was the Eastland
basis for which they could make a dis-
tinction. Is that not true? Aiken

Mr. BAYH. That is accurate. Permit Allen
me to cite two specific examples. A State Allott

.legislature in State X could come to the Bar
conclusion that women generally, as a Bayh
whole, as a group, are not able to defend Benl
themselves against attack at night. Thus, Benteenn
on that basis, the legislature could, un Bible
der the wording of the present amend- BoggBroth
ment, deny women the right of being Brooke
employed at night because of the dis-
tinction that exists between them and Javits

Jordan, N.
. men-Jordan, IM

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the Kennedy
Senator yield?*

Mr. BAY. I yield.Mathias
Mr. COOK. Let me give the Senator Mcc

another example. If a State held that Metcalf
physiologically it was not wrong for a Mnderl
woman to work 40 hours, or even 60 Montoya
hours, or more, and that it was not wrong Moss
for a woman to work overtime, then she
would have that privilege in one State cabes
but might be denied that in another. 'ulbriht

Mr. BAYH. Yes. Hartke
Mr. COOK. Because the concept of the J

distinction could be settled differently in So Mr.
50 different jurisdictions, as far as the as modifl
States are concerned, and all the dis-
tinctions that any legislative body any-
where in the country could make. Is that
correct?

Mr. BATH. That is correct.
I yield back my time.
Mr. RVIN. Mr. Presdent. I yield

back my time.
The FPR3SIDWO OW UICER. Al time
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amendment has been yielded back.
s and nays have been ordered,
clerk will call the roll.
second assistant legislative clerk
e roll.
YRD of West Virginia. I an-
that the Senator from Floridamasrs), the Senator from Ar-
(Mr. FULSIGIrGr), the Senator
ilana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator
ashlngton (Mr. JAsc soi), the
from Arkansas (Mr. McCLSL-
e Senator from South Dakota
Govmn), and the Senator from
mpshire (Mr. McINTYRl) are
Ily absent.
ter anmxmnce that, if present and
he Senator from New Ramp-
r. MclNrrx), the Senator 2um
Dakota (Mr. McGovaxx), the
from Washington (Mr. JAcx-
e Senator from Arkansas (Mr.
c), and the Senator from Flor-
CmHas) would each vote "nay."
RIFFIN. I announce that the
from Oregon (Mr. PAcxwooD) is
ly absent.
senator from South Dakota (Mr.
Is absent because of Illnes.
meator from Alaska (Mr. STr-
detained on official business.
sent and voting, the Senator
gon (Mr. PACXWOOD) would vote

eult was announced-yeas 12,
as follows:

C.

[No. 120 L g.)

YEAS-12
B+rvin Hollings
Fannin Long
Goldwater Stafford
Hansen Stennis

NAYS-78
Burdick Ellender
Byrd. W. Va. Fong
Cannon amnbreu
Cas Gravel
Church Grilmn
Cook Gurney
Cooper Harris
Cotton Hart
Cranston Hatfield
Curtis Hruska
Dole Hughes
Domi tek Hure

fston XIron

Muskie Smith
Nelson Sparkman

a Pastor Spong
Pearson StevensonPell Symngon
Percy Tan
Proamire Talmadge
Randolph Thurmond
Ribicof Tower
Roth Tunney
Sambe Weicker
Schweiker Williams
Scott Young

NOT VOTING--10
McClellan Packwood
McGovern Stevens
McIntyre
Mundt -

EvN's amendment (No. 472)-
led, was rejected."

I 7,77 
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AmirmtP. NT NO. 1044

fir. ERVIN. Mr. President. I call up
nn .''nl1ndment 1044.

T PRESIDING OFFICER. The
alu:ndment will be stated.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
cceded to read the amendment.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imou. ecusent that further reading of
the ,inr!dment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Cb'iection it is so ordered; and. without
objection. the amendment will be printed
in the RECORD.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike out all after -t5M i lving aus'

am uwwt in e hss[ the folowing:

S That the ewo artleea set forth in sections
3 and S of this resolution are proposed in the
alternative as amendments to the Constitu-
tion of the United States. one of which shall
be valid to all intents and purposes as part
of the Constitution it ratified by the legisla-.
tures ul three-fourths of the severalStates

i hanit period of seen years after the date
of their ,dnu.ioll by the Congress to the
States Artoia the ratification of one stich
propced amendment within that period. the
other such proposed amendment shall have
nan Isrt her force or effect.

Sr.c. 2. 'ihe first article of amendment so
prnpo-, l1. tie huh ing:

A,: I C t.l-

- *r..N I. qualityty of rights under the
law smlal nut wticbieel or abridged by the
United S:ate' or o. any State on account of

-'il. iac Cniress shall have the power
to enforce. b appropriate legislation. the
rovi.,ions of t Iis article.

-Src :I. ihis amendment shall take effect
two year., after the date of ratification..

Sr-. 3. The seeonci article of amendment so
proposed is the following:

"AaTcLz--
Srrna I. Eqtality of rights under the

law shaili not be denied or abridged by the
United Stales or by any State on account of
sex. Th provisions of this article shall not
impair the validity, however, of any laws of
the United States or any State which exempt
women from compulsory muiltary service. or
from service in combat units of the Armed
Merces; or extend protections or exemptions
to wives, mothers, or widows; or impose upon
fathers responsibility for the support of chil-
dren: or secure privacy to men or women. or
boys or girls; or make punishable as crimes
rape. seduction or other sexual offenses.

"Sre. 2. The Congres shall have the power
to enforce the provisions of this article by
appropriate legislation.

-*Svc. 3. This amendment shall take effect
two years after the date of ratifiation.".

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, this
amendment is very simple. It is based on
the realization that the people of the
States have an interest in constitutional
amendments just as much as Congress
has.

This amendment provides that two
proposed amendments to the Constitu-
tion shall be submitted to the States in
the alternative, that one of these amend-
ments shall be the equal rights amend-
ment as set forth in Rouse Joint Resolu-
tion 208. and that the second of these
amendments shall embody provisions of
the various separate amendments which
I have heretofore submitted and upon
which votes have heretofore been cast.
In other words. it submits these amend-
ments to the States, In the alternativea to
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allow them to take their choice between

,the two amendments-the equal rights
amendment, as set out in House Joint
Resolution 208, and an amendment em-
bodying the separate amendments I
have heretofore proposed, reading as
follows:

The provisions of this article shall not im-
pair the validity, however, of any laws of
the United States or any State which exempt
women from compulsory military service, or
from service in combat units of the Armed
Forces; or extend protections or exemptions
to wives, mothers. or widows; or impose upon
fathers responsibility for the support of chil-
dren: or secure privacy to men or women, or

" boys or girls; or make punishable as crimes
rape, seduction, or other sexual offenses.

"Se. 2. The Congress shall have the power

to enforce the provisions of this artile by
spgopriate legislation.

"Sac. 3. This amendment shall take effect
two years after the date of ratioation.".

In other words, it just submits two
amendments in the alternative to the
States and allows the States to take their
choice between the two amendments and
to ratify the one of which they may ap-
approve.

I do not recall whether I have asked
for the yeas and nays, but I do so now.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, the Sena-

tor. from North Carolina is one of the
most, If not the most, tenacious, and ded-
icated adversaries one can possibly have
in debating a measure on the floor of
the Senate.

The proposal he asks us to accept now
would permit the various State legisla-
tures to go on a fashing expedition to de-
termine whether they thought the equal
rights amendment as embodied in the
pending order of business was their pref-
erence or the so-called equal rights
amendment as embodied in the amend-
ment of the Senator from North Caro-
lina was their preference.

In my judgment, in the constitutional
amendment process, Congress has to
stand up and be counted. In this day and
age particularly, let us not waffe. We are
either for this amendment, the equal
rights amendment, which has been the
product of study and deliberation for 50
rears, or we are against it. If we do not
think it is good, let us not send it out to
the State legislatures and shift the buck
onto them. Let us make that determina-
tion for ourselves.

I should add that we have had five
rolicall votes today and two og three yes-
terday, and each of the individual parts
that is now embodied in the whole by the
amendment of the Senator from North
Carolina already has been decided; and
the Senate. by a 70-some vote to a hand-
ful has voted "no" on each of the parts.
I respectfully suggest that the whole is no
moreaccteM. .

Mr. COOL.Mr. President, wfll the
Sator yield for a questn?

Mr. BAYH. I yield.
Mr.- CO8 Would this not, In effect

ay that the States coud not exercise
responsbIlIty toward acquig a can.
aitutaiali amendment in tis field be
cause particular States could decide to
accept first article and reject the
seconded and the est Stat could
accept second article and reec tUNtfirt

E45-3
one? In fact, we would have to have a
tabulator, when we got all through, tofind out where we stood, to be sure of
coming to a conclusion, because part of
it could be accepted and part rejected.
Or would we have to see all 50 legisla--tures get together and see which one
they were going to accept and which
one to reject?

Mr. ERVIN. Only 38.
Mr. COOK. It would be difficult toget

even 38 out of such a conglomeraion as
we have in front of us today.

N that not correct?
Mr. BAYH. The Senator from Indiana

said earlier that the best way to defeat
the equal rights amendment was to di-
vide our shots and then let each State
legislator go back to his constituency and
say, "I voted for the equal rights amend-
ment when it was in my legislature."
But you would never get three-quarters
in agreement on anything. Just as Mem-
bers of this body would like to add a
word or a sentence, we are never going
to get two-thirds in agreement until we
recognize that this is as good a measure
as we can have.

Let us vote this matter down so that
we can, In short order, send to the State
legislatures the one measure on which
there is great support in the Senate and
in the House and throughout the coun-
try.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Before we come to
final passage, this may be a good time to
put a query to the Senator from Indiana
or any other Senator who can answer it.

Some concern has been expressed in
my State and the other States that have
had community property laws for a long
time. I recall that last year or the year
before, we had a long colloquy on the
floor, the Senator from Indiana and I, as
to how the amendment might affect the
comnity property law system which Is
in effect in some States of the Union. It
is a law which, I am sure, both men and
women in my State would not like to see
jeopardized or in any way to be modified
or watered down. The community prop-
erty laws offer great protection for wom-
en in many cases, particularly in cases
of divorce suits and estates. I do not think
there would be any sentiment for this
amendment in my State legislature If It
touched the traditional community prop-
erty laws which are based on the old
Spanish laws which have been in exist-
ence in my State ever since it was a ter-
ritory. So I wonder whether the Senator
from Indiana could briefly comment on
that.

Mr. BAYH. That is a good point raised
by the Senator from Washington. The

.equal rights amendment will in no way
affect the disposition of community prop-
erty under a community property law
settlement. The State of Washington and
particularly the State of Texas would not -
be affected at all because both the Stateat Washington and more recently the
State of Tes hasve changed the provi-
sions which existed in a handful of States
whch would permit, er an equal dvi-
ion, the husband to certain sole man-
agerial capacity in those few-

. Mr. MAGNUSON. That ned to be the
law in the State of Washington.

Mr. BATH. Yes- but It is not now.
r. MAGNUSON. It Is not now.
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Mr. BAYH. Texas recently revisea ,

. statute; so that the equal rights amend-
ment will not affect the community prop-
erty law one iota as written) in the State
of Washington.

Mr. MAGNUSON. My last question-
and I shall be brief-is, when we come
to the question of estates, basically the
community property law is a matter of a
50-percent automatic division in a comr-
munity estate which is set aside if the
wife is the survivor. That is not nece.
sarily true the other way. She can v
her separate property, but U
been some decisions that have
in our State that if the husband
sole survivor, he may not be able I
her 50 percent. How would thi,-
estates? Leave the law as it is?

Mr. BAYH. The equal rights
ment would leave the statute as I
But the courts could not give
widow rights in the estate of her
which it would-not give a widow
estate of his wife.

Mr. MAGNUSON. As to the
Mr. BAYH. Yes--equal disp
Mr. MAGNUSON. That has ti

crystal clear when it gets out
community property States.

Mr. BAYS. I appreciate th
from Washington bringing th
our attention.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President.
make one or two observation;
point. The community rope
allow the husband to be the
of the property and to contro
erty, so that the equal rigid'
ment would invalidate the
property law in every State
husband is allowed to mane
the property. There is no qu
that. It depends on what
particular State is on that
community property law
validated by the equal
ment because it wouk
against women by giving
agement and control of cof
erty.

The PRESIDING OP
ROTH). All time on this an'
now been yielded back.

The question is on agre
(No. 1044) of
'tor from Nor4
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SON), the Senator from Michigan (Mr.
HART), and the Senator from Florida

Mr. CHILES) would each vote "nay."
' GRIFFIN. I announce that the
ftor from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) is
sarily absent.

Senator from South Dakota (Mr.ar) is absent because of illness.
-resent and voting, the Senator from
-rn- (Mr. PACKwooD).- would vote

ie result was announced-yeas 9,
82, as follows:

[No. 121 Leg.i
YEAS-

Bennett Ervin Hollings
Byrd. Va. Fannin Long
Zastland Hansen Stennis

NAYS-62
Aiken Fong Pastore
Allen Fulbright Pearson
Allott Gambrell Pell
Anderson Goldwater Percy
Baker Gravel Proxmire
Payb Grimn Randolph
Bell Gurney Ribicoff
Bellmon Harris Roth
Bentsen Hatfield Sasbe
Bible Hruska Bchwelker
Boggs Hughes Scott
Brock Humphrey Smith
Brooke Inouye Sparkman
Buckley Javits Spong
Burdick Jordan, N.C. Stafford
Byrd, W. Va. Jordan, Idaho Stevens
Cannon Kennedy Stevenson
Case - Magnuson Symington
Church Mansfield Taft
Cook Mathias Talmadge
Cooper McGee Thurmond
Cotton Metcalf Tower
Cranston Miller Tunney
Curtis Mondale Weicker
Dole " Montoya Williams
Dominick Moss Young
Eagleton Musk'e
Elender Nelson

NOT VOTING-9.
Chiles Jackson McIntyre
Hart McClellan . Mundt
Hartke McGovern Packwood

80 Mr. ivu 's amendment (No. 1044)
was rejected.

o"n the yeas andi i
o e and the clerk will call

clerk called the roll.
West Virginia. I an-

1 -eSenator from Florida(Mr. CanJxs),Mr.CH.) , 64nator from Michi-gan (Mr. H uS tn0

diana (Mr. Hsz)
Washington (Cdr. aAC ...s z h
from Ar.: a
kenator $iR$ kt ~.M
Oovuaw), R4d
Hampshire (Mr. ,ame nee-
sarly absent.

I further announce tht. if pzmsntand voting, the B tr
shire (Mr. MciNTu), the Senator from
South Dakota (Mr. Mcaovsa), the
Senator from Washington (Mr. Jacx-
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Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I ask unan

mous consent that excerpts from th
majority report of the Senate Judicia
Committee, explaining in significant d
tal some of the issues which have bee
discussed here today be printed in t
RcoRD, so that the State lglalatu i
of the 50 States may have the benst
that information.

There being no objection, the excerp
were ordered to be printed In the Rzcos
as follows:
(Ercerpts from the majority report of .

Committee on the Judiciary on the E
Rights Amendment-submitted ,by N
Bavuj

OraTsa-i
The proposed Equal Rights Amendma

reads as folows:
Resolved by the Senate and House of Re

resentattpes of the United States of Amer
in Congress assembled (two-thirds of a
House concurring therein), That the follow
Ing article is proposed as an amendment
the Constitution of the United States, whi
shall be .valid to all intents and purposes
part of the Constitution when ratiied1
the legislatures of three-fourths of the s
eral States within seven years from the da
of its submission by the Congress:

errorsws 1. Equality of rights under t
law shall not be denied or abridged by t
United States or by any State on account
asea

"aSc. 2. The Congress shall have the pow
to enforce, by appropriate legislation, t
provisions of this article.

"sac. 3. This amendment shall take effs
two years after the date of ratifiation."

The history of the proposal, the need f
an Equal Rights Amendment, and the effs
of the Amendment are discussed in detail
later section. of this Report. The basic pr
ciple on which the Amendment rests may
stated shortly: tauetshould not be a factor
determljna,,ts legal rights of men or

fen. The Amendment thus recognisse t
fundamental dignity and individuality
each-human being. The Amendment will s
feet only governmental action; the priva
actions and the private relatonshipe of mi
and women are unafeoted. And the Aara
mest only requires equal treatment of in
viduals; it dos not require any State or t
federal government to establish quotes
men or women in, for example, admisio
State supported schools.

Both mayor political parties have repeat
ly supported this proosl In there' usties
party patforms. It has received the ds

ment of Presidents senhowr, Kend
Johnson and Nion. Both the CItans' A
viaory Council on the Status of Wmat
created by President Knnedy, and the Pre
dent-a Task Pe on Womn's Rights as
Responsibilities, created by President Nieo
have reoomm.edd in strongest terms e
proval of the Ame.tdmen-At least eev
states (California, acticut, Dlawar
Porida, Louisiana, Maryland. M nes
Nebraska, New York, North Dakota, Penney
vania) have taken eai action in sippo
of the amendment. The Boos Of sepe
antetives on October 12. 1971 approved 0
Amandmet 8l4 to 3. And .He. 8. whkc
is identical to NJ. Ea. !0.I e s e
by -oe half the easre

Moreover, an impsed 0i " a5
tiem have reiei N their .pp4t d
equal Rights h AftwWaa L.iestess as
the Silowieg:

AnWA-l A--s - ats $ nness Of a
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American Association of Women moans ann
l-- Counselors. *
ie American Association of Women Ministers.
ry American Civil Liberties Union.
e. American Pederation of Soroptimist Clubs.
!n American Home economica Associaton

bh American Jewish Congress.
American Medical Women's Assoaticn.

S American Newspaper Guild.
Pf Amercan Nurses Aoa stion-

Amrican Society of Microiology.
ts Anarican Society of Women Accountants.
t, Aeroan Society of Women Crtifed Pub-

,lic Accountants.
American Worm n aio and Televson.
Assciation of American Women Dentits.

r.i B'nat B'rith Wmn.
I'.r Church Women United.

Common Can-.
Council for Christian Social Action, United

"t Church of Christ.
Council for Women's Rights,

p-. ENaunecel Task Forcs on Women and Re-
U igion ,(Cathoic Caucus).

eh Peraly Employed Wnn.
W. Gedleral Federation ot Women's Club-
to fnteooegate Association of Women Stu-
ch deatl
as ~ Internai l Ao5atin Of aHuman Rights
by Agencies.
v- International Brotherhood at Painters and
te Allied Trades.

Internatinal Brotherhood of Tamsters.
International Union of United Automobile,

Aerospace A Agricultural Implement Work-
he ass UAW.
he Interstate Association of Comms ions on
of the Status of Women.

Ladles Auzillary Of Veterans Of Foreign
er Ware.
he League of American Working Women.

national Association of Colored Women..t National Association of Negro Business and
Profestsonal Women's Clubs.

or National Association of Railway Business
at Women.
In National Association of Women lawyers.
I- National Coalition of American Nuns.
be National Education Association.
in National Federation of Business and Pro-
of fesional Women's Clubs.
he Nati'nal Organition for Women.
of National Welfare Bights Organistion
if- National Woman's Party.
it National Women's Political Caucus.
an Pira arl Womn's Conference.
A- St. Joan's Alliance of Catholic Women.
ii- Uniterlan Universalist Women's edera-
he lion.
Of United Automobile Wrkers.
mO United Methodist Ohurh-Wmen's Di-

4- Wa 's nb quty Action Lespth
a W rn's InaiimtLauepsef o Pes
e- end resdom.-
7, Wc'sina Joint Legislative Comritte ftr
d- Jkla-Alg te.a
" Wasn United.
5-
ad ' Finally, a number of distinguished oonsti-

n. tutiunal scholars have testihed in support of
p- the Equal Rights Amendment, Including
an Professor Norman Dormey of New York Uni-
F' verity, Professor Tha s L smeson, Lines
a. Protesr of Law at Yale Law School, and Leo
1- Kauowits, Potessor of law at the Univesity
ri of New Mee M orseovr, the Asmcinaon of
e- the Emar Of te Oty of New Yot, through its

S amdttUee on Civil Rights and Upepi1 Con-
h mieem on am and lw has urged "adoption
al d the tquMl igtsjm Amtnde" as the

be Means of f tq b ualit 1beI
a t.he law." And -10 Ama ma A.sMSiml
be resytiy sdep $si a imnnema -w " p.
m pars e ei* re d pmM o ee a40y 0%

and srges a tO"l i 3at, pM .
Is d ran e-3--sna sto se ena, 1

-sai.

~f * March 22, 1972 -
an sum, the Committee was impressed with

the broad base of political, public and schol-
arly opinion in favor of the Equal Rights
Amendment, and recommends that it be
approved.

I. LZOJBLATIrV x mroT
Proposed constitutional amendment pro-

viding for equal rights for men and women
have been introduced in nearly every Con-
gress since 1923, shortly after the ratification
of the 19th Amendment extended the right to
vote to women. Resolutions were reported
favorably by the Subcommittee on Constitu-
tional Amendments in the 88th, 89th and
90th Congresses, as well as a number of ear-

lier Congresses. Resolutions were reported
favorably by the Committee on the Judiciary
in the 80th, 81st, 82nd, 83rd, 84th. 86th, 87th
and 88th Congresses.

In the 81st Congress, and again in the 83rd
Congress, resolutions passed the Senate with
a floor amendment. This floor amendment

provided that the Amendment "hall not be
construed to impair any rights, benefits or ex-
emptions now or hereafter conferred by law
upon members of the female sex." In both
instances, the House of Representatives failed
to act. The same floor amendment was added
to an equal rights resolution during Senate
consideration in the 88th Oongrees. The pro-
ponents of the amendment objected to this
addition because it diluted the equality of
rights and responsibilities among men and
women, which is the Amendment's goal. Ac-
cordingly, the resolution's principle sponsors
moved to recommit It to the Judiciary Com-
mittee, and that motion was passed.

On May 5, 6, and 7, 1970, the Subcommit-
tee on Constitutional Amendments held hear-
ings on the Equal Rights Amendment. It re-
ceived testimony from 42 witnesses, received
75 addItional insertions of material, and com-
piled a hearing record of almost 800 pages.
The Equal Rights Amendment, Hearings Be-
fore the Senate Sucommittee on Oontitu-
tional Amendments, 91st Cong., 2d Ses.
(1970). The Subcommittee met and reported

the Amendment to the full Committee on
August 10, 1970. Soon thereafter the full
Committee held a further series of hearings
on the Amendment, on September 9, 10, 11.
and 15. 1970. It listened to 25 witnesses and
compiled a 430 page record of hearings. Equal
Rights 1970, Hearings Before the Senate Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2d Sees.
(1970).

In the meantime, the House of Represen-
tatives voted to discharge its Judiciary Oom-
mittee from further consideration of the
Equal Rights Amendment and, on August 10,
1970, by a vote of 350 to 15, approved the
Amendment (H.J. Res. 264).

The House-passed joint resolution was not
referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee
but was placed directly on the Calendar
pursuant to the request of the Senate lead-
ership. H.J. Res. 264 became the pending
Senate business on October 6, 1970. After
several days of debate, on October 13, 1970,
the Senate adopted by a vote of 36 yeas to
83 nays Amendment No. 1049, which added
a semand sentence to the first section of the

joint resolution, as follows: "This article
shall not Impair, however, the validity -,)f
any law of the United States which ex-
empts women from compulsory military
service." Amendment 1049 also imposed a
seven-year time limit on the ratification
process and made the joint resolution affec-
tive two yeare-instead of one yar-ef1Ir
cmaaiatlon. Thereafter, the Senate also
adopted, $0 yeas to 20 nays, Amedmenlt No.
1048, whIch added to the pending joint wes-
elution a maonud section propeetug an ad-
4aai eoeautaioal a mmnat relating
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to prayers in public buildings. After further
debate the Senate laid aside the joint res-
olution. as amended, on November 1b. 1970.
and proceeded to the consideration of other
business. No further action was taken in the
91st Congress.

In the 92d Congress, Subcommittee No. 4
of the House Judiciary Committee held hear-
ings on H.J. Res. 208-which is identical to
S.J. Res. 8 and 9 in the 92d Congress-on
March 24, 25, and 31, and April 1. 2, and 5.
1971, hearing testimony from 35 witnesses.
Equal Rghts for Men and Women; Hearings
Before Subcommittee No. 4 of the House
Judiciary Committee, 92d Cong., let Seas.
(1971). On April 29, 1971 the Subcommittee
by a voice vote ordered the measure reported
to the House Judiciary Committee. The full
Committee amended the joint resolution on
June 22. 1971 by a vote of 19 to 18 by adding
a section which provided that the Amend-
ment would "not imair the validity of any
law of the United States which exempts
a person from compulsory military service
or any other law of the United States or
any State which reasonably promotes the
health and safety of the people." It then,
by vote of 38 to 2, ordered the joint res-
olution reorted favorably. The Committee
Report. H.R. Rep. 92-259, was filed on July
14, 1971. Separate views were fled by 14
Representatives; Minority views were filed
by 3.d

On October 12. 1971 the House rejected
by vote of 104 to 254 the Committee amend-
ment to H. J. Res. 208. After further debate,
it approved the resolution in its original form
by vote of 354 to 23. (117 Cong. Rec. H. 992
(Daily ed. Oct. 12,.1971)).

In the Seate, the Subcommittee on Con-
stitutional Amendments met on November
22. 1971, and adopted by vote of 6 to 4 a
motion to substitute the following language
for sections 1 and 2 of S.J. Res. 8, and S.J.
Res. 9, and H.J. Res. 208:

"SECTION 1. Neither the United States nor
any State shall make any legal distinction,
between the rights and responsibilities of
male and female persons unless such dis-
tinction is based on physiological or func-
tional differences between them.

Sc. 2 The Congress shall have the power
to enforce the provisions of this article by
appropriate legislation."

The subcommittee then voted unanimous-
ly to report all three joint resolutions, as
amended, to the full Judiciary Committee.

By vote of 15 to 1 on February 29, 1972, the
Senate Judiciary Committee ordered B.J. Ra.
8. S.J. Res. 9 and H.J. Res. 206 reported favor-
ably to the floor unamended. Prior to order-
ing the Equal Rights Amendment reported
favorably and unamended, the Committee
took the following actions:

(1) Rejected by roll call vote of 1 to 15 a
motion to substitute for sections 1 and 2
of the Equal Rights Amendment the lan-
guage (printed above) recommended by the
Subcommittee on Constitutional Amend-
ments (see Part IV, in/ra);

(2) Rejected by voice vote a motion to
add the following language to section 1 of
the Equal Rights Amendment: "The provi-
sions of this article shall not impair the
validity, however, of any laws of the United
States or any State which exempt women
from compulsory military service, or from
service in combat units of the Armed Forces;
or extend protections or exemptions to wives,mothers, or widows; or impose upon fathersresponsibility for the support of children; orsecure privacy to men or women, or boys orgirls; or make punishable as crimes, rape.seduction, or other sexual afenss, (se art

IV, tftfa):
(8) Rejected by voice vote a motion to a

the following language to setl I of theAusl Rights Amndanent: "Nothing con.
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tained in this artice shall be construed to
deprive the United States and the several
States of the legislative power to extend to
female persons any right or protection sanc-
tioned by the fifth or fourteenth articles of
amendment";

(4) 'Rejected by roll call vote of 2 to 14 a
motion to add the following language to sec-
tion 1 of the Equal Rights Amendment:
"This article shall not impair the validity of
any law of the United States which exempts
women from compulsory military service or
service in combat units of the Armed Forces",
(see Part III (B), infra);

(8) Rejected by roll call vote of 3 to 18 a
motion to add the following language to sec-
tion 1 of the Equal Rights Amendment:
"This article shall not impair the validity of
any law of the United States which exempts

Swomen from compulsory military service,"
(see Part 111(B), in/re);

(6) Rejected by voice vote a motion to add
the following language to section 1 of the
Equal Rights Amendment: "No Federal law
shall prohibit an institution of higher edu-
cation from enrolling only male or female
students or students of both sexes. If any
such institution of higher education enrolls
both male and female students, such insti-
tution shall not be allowed to accept only a
certain percentage of individuals pf either
sex," (see Part IMI(E), In/ra).
U. THE Na nO THE E QAL GHT5 AM -

MENT

A. Dscrimination against women
While there has been some progress to-

ward the goal of equal rights and responsi-
bilities for men and women in recent years,
there is overwhelming evidence tiat persist-
ent patterns of sex discrimination permeate
our social, cultural and economic life. The
magnitude of sex discrimination in the coun-
try today can be gauged by the simple and
eloquent statement of Congresswoman Shir-
ley Chsholm when she testified before the
Subcommittee on Constitutional Amend-
ments in May 1970: "I have been far oftener
discriminated against because I am a woman
than because I am black." -
. Some legislative progress has been made

toward equal rights, but not enough to wipe
out all discrimination against women in
State and Federal law. Congress approved
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which prohibits sex discrimination in em-
ployment unless sex is a "bona fide occupa-
tional qualification." And Congress approved
the Equal Pay Act which assures that many
persons who do equal work receive equal pay
regardless of sex. But these laws fail to reach
discrimination in many areas, allow for sub-
Stantial exemptions in some cases, and have
often been implemented too slowly.
'-T'he Supreme Court has been slow to move
too: recently, for the first time, it did in-
validate a state law which discriminated
against women, but it did so in a way which
left the burden of proof on each woman
plaintiff to show that the law is unreason-
able. The Court has consistently refused to
apply the Fourteenth Amendment to dis-
crimination based on sex with the same vigor
it applies the Amendment to distinctions
based on race.

In the States, progress has been mixed.
Some States have made diligent efforts to re-
vise outmoded and discriminatory laws, and
three States-Illinois, Pennsylvania and Vir-
ginia-have recently approved State consti-
tutional provisions banning sex discrimina-

tion. But in other States, there has been no
progress at all.

On the whole, sex discrimination is stil
much more the rule than the exception.
Much of this discrImination is drectiy at-
tributablo to governmental action both in
maintaining archaic discr nminatory laws and
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in perpetuating discriminatry practices in
employment, education and other areas. The
social and economic cost to our society, as
well as the individual psychological impact
of sex discrimination, are immeasurable. That
a majority of our population should be sub-
jected to the indignities and limitations of
second class citizenship is a fundamental
affront to personal human liberty.

Specific examples of sex discrimination are
legion, and have been brought to the atten-
tion of Congress many times, through hear-
ings on the Equal Rights Amendment and
on other legislation (for example. Discrimi-
nation Against Women, Hearings Before the
Special Subcommittee on Education of the
House Committee on Education and Labor,
91st Cong., 3d Sess. (1970)). In assessing
the need for the Equal Rights Amendment,
it is useful to review a few of the best known
and most far reaching cases of invidious sex
discrimination.
1. Criminal Liability and Civil Responsibility

Diicult as it is to believe, the record shows
that women are sometimes denied even the
basic rights and responsibilities of citizenship
in the United States today. Until 1966, for
example, three States exuded women from
juries altogether. And today there is still at
least one State which requires women, but
not men, to register specially to be eligible
to serve on juries.

There is also invidiouadiscrimination
against women in the criminal laws of some
states. One State has a statute allowing
women to be jailed for three years for
habitual drunkenness, while a man can re-
ceive only 80 days for the same offense. In
two States, the defense of "passion killing" is
allowed to the wronged husband, but not to
the deceived wife. And in another State,
female juvenile offenders can be declared
"persona in need of supervision" for non-
criminal acts until they are 18, while males
are covered by the statute only until age 16.

2. Education
. Governmental action also contributes sig-

nificantly to sex discrimination in educa-
tion. Approximately 75 percent of the college
students in the country attend publicly sup-
ported institutions. These collges and uni-
versities have a crucial role in determining
employment opportunities for women by pro-
viding access to professional training and
careers. Yet widespread patterns of sex dis-
crimination are found in the admissions poli-
cies and hiring practices of institutions of
learning throughout the country. As an in-
dependent report prepared for the Depart-
ment of Health. Education and Welfare this
year stated: "Discrimination against wom-
en, in contrast to that against minorities, is
still overt and socially acceptable within the
academic community."

Discrimination in admission to college is
widespread. In 1968, only 18 per cent of the
men entering public. four-year colleges had a
high school grade average of B+ or better.
But 41 per cent of the freshman women had
attained such grades. In 1989 one State uni-
versity published an admissions brochure
which stated that "admission of women on
the freshman level will be restricted to those
who are especially well qualified." Another
State university admitted women only for
summer school sessions, and never to the
regular academic curriculum, unless they are
related to employees or students and wish
to pursue a course of study otherwise un-
available. In .1970, the percentage of the
female population enrolled in college was
markedly lower than the percentage of the
male population. Over 40 percent of the

males between the ages of 18 and 21. and over
20 percent of the males between 23 and 24
were enrolled in college. But the comparable
igurer for females were 29 percent and 9 per-
cent respectively.
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Dscrimination Innamison to graduate

schools is. if anything. even more widespread,
despite the fact that women's undergraduate
grade point averages are higher than men's.
Testimony before the House Special Subcom-
mittee on Education in 1970 revealed, for
example., that the number of women apply-
ing for admission to U.S. medical schools
increased by more than 300 percent between
1929-0 and 1965-6 (while male applia-
tions increased by only 29 percent). The
percentage of women applicants who were
accepted actually declined during the same
period. And while women received 66 percent
of the Bachelors degrees awarded in all ields
in 196S-49, women received only 37 percent
of the Masters degrees, only 13 percent of the
Doctorates, and only 4 percent of the profes-
sonal degrees.
. Discrimination against women does not

and with admission; it pervades every level
of the teaching profession. While 75 percent
of the teachers in public elementary and
secondary schools are women, only 22 percent
of the elementary school principals and only
4 percent of the high school principals are
women. At the college level, statistics show
that while almost half of the male teachers
become full professors only 10 percent of the
female teachers are granted that status. And
according to a recent survey of 36 prominent
law schools, to take a final example, only
2.1 percent of the faculty members are wom-
en, and a quarter of those are classified as
Librarians.

3. Business and labor
The business and labor laws of some States

discriminate invidiously against women.
Some States place special restrictions on the
right of married women, but not married
men, to contract or to establish independent
businesses or to become a guarantor or a
surety. Perhaps even more astounding. the
Committee discovered at the hearings in
1970 that twenty-six States then had laws
or regulations which prohibited the employ-
ment of adult women in specified occupa-
tions or industries which weje open to adult
men.

Most States have enacted so-called "pro-
tective" labor legislation in one form or an-
other. Many of these laws are not protective
at all, but rather are restrictive, and have
been shown to have a discriminatory impact
when applied only to women. For example, a
law which limits the working hours of wom-
en but not of men makes it more dimcult for
women to obtain work they desre and for
which they are qualifed, or to become super-
visors. State laws which limit the amount of
weight a women can life or carry arbitrarily
keep all women from certain desirable or
high-paying jobs, although many if not most
women are fully capable of performing the
tasks required. Speaking of such restrictive
laws as a whole, the Equal Employment Op-
portunities Commission states In Its guide-
lines on sex discrimination:

"'The Commission believes that (state laws
which restrict or limit the employment or
conditions of employment of females al-
though originally promulgated for the pur-
pows of protecting females, have ceased to
be relevant to our technology or to the ex-
panding role of the female worker in our
economy. The Commison be found that
such laws and regulations do not take Into
account the capacities. prefieneadabil-
ities of individual females and tend to di-
criminate rather than proteato"

Partially because of niese laws, and al
bemuse of other sorts of as diceuml iaU
working women a e a peat g sa
in ee private seter. The an asty I-
e sfr Was s nly Apsst of tat

earn by am- in rsent e S Ms
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between male and female median incomes
has been widening. In 1969. les than 5 per-
cent of all fulltime female workers earned
over $10,000 per year. compared with 35 per-
cent of all male workers. At the other end
of the scale, 14.4 percent of women, but only
5.7 percent of men, earned less than $3.000.
Indeed, sex discrimination is so pervasive
that women with four years of college edu-
cation made only slightly more than men
with an eighth grade education. And while
women account for more than 40 percent of

all white collar jobs, they hold only one In
ten managerial positons and one in seven
professional jobs.

Sex dIscrimination is clearly present even
in government employment, which In total
accounts for more than 20 percent of the
labor force. For example. although women
constituted 34 percent of all full-time white
collar Federal Civil Service Emp)y ea in
1967, they filled more than 62 percent of the
four lowest grades and only 2.5 percent or
less of the four highest grades. And sex
discrimination in government has an effect
even greater than the numbers Involved, for
private employers often look to government
as a model for employment practices.

3. Inadequacy of legislative or judicial relief

It is sometimes argued that all of the dis-
criminatory laws and practices which exist
could be eliminated without a constitutional
amendment. If the Supreme Court were to
hold that discrimination based on sex, like
discrimination based on race, is inherently
"suspect" and cannot be justified in the ab-
sence of a "compelling and overriding state
Interest", then part of the reason for the
Amendment would disappear. But the Court
has persistently refused so to hold. Indeed,
the Court has upheld many laws which
plainly discriminate against women.

Its first significant case involving sex dis-
crimination was Bradwell v. Ilinois, 83 U.S.

130 (1872). in which the Court upheld the
refusal of the Supreme Court of Illinois to
allow women to practice law. The Court re-
lied on the Privileges and Immunities
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and
not the Equal Protection or Due Process
Clauses, to uphold the law. Two years later,
the Court held that the Fourteenth Amend-
ment did not confer on women citizens the
right to vote, in Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S.
162 (1874). a position which stood until rati-
fication of the Suffrage Amendment in 1920.

Later, the Court began to apply a stand-
ard of "reasonableness" to laws which dis-
criminated on the basis of sex. This test
was employed to uphold against constitu-
tional attack labor laws which appeared to.-
have little if any reasonable justification.
A good example is the case of Gosart v.
Cleary, 335 U.S. 464 (1948), in which the
Court upheld a Michigan statute prohibit-
ing all females-other than the wives and
daughters of male licensees-from being 11-
censed as bartenders. The Court in Goesart
assumed that such patently discriminatory
legislation could be sustained if it were
"reasonably" related to the State's objective
in making such a classification. The Court
did not even explore the possibility that a
more rigorous constitutional standard should
be applied.

More recently, in Hoyt v. Florida, 386 U.S.
57 (19W7). the Court upheld a Florida stat-
uteproviding that no female would be
called for jury service unless she had regis-
tered to be placed on the jury list. The
Court found that such discrmination was
permissible under the Pburteent Amend-
ment, mines .t was soaM e 'tr a state.
acting in pursuit of the general welfare to
enelude that a we a. di. be relieved
fres the elis duty t3j7 iervies eares
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she bers1f determines that suchre
consistent with her own special respo-
bilties.'

Last year the Supreme Court for the first

time struck down a law which discriminated

against women. In Reed v. Reed,
U.S. 40 U..L.W. 4013. (1971. the
Court invalidated a State law which ar-

bitrarily favored men over women as ad-
ministrators of estates. But the Court did

.0t overrule such cases as Goesart and Hoyt,
and it did not hold that sex discrimination
is "suspect" under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. Instead, the Court left the burden
on every woman plaintiff to prove that gov-
ernmental action perpetuating sex discrim-
ination is "unreasonable." And that is a dif-
ficult burden to carry, indeed. As the As-
sociation of the Bar of the City of New
York pointed out in its recent report "[the

1971 Reed case indicated no substantial
change in judicial attitude." Passage of the
Equal Rights Amendment will make it clear
that the burden is not on each woman
plaintiff to-show sex discrimination is "un-
reasonable"; the Amendment will, instead,
assure all men and women the right to be
free from discrimination based on sex.

Of course, it would theoretically be pos-
sible for Congress and each State to revise
their laws and eliminate those which discri-
minate against women. But without the im-
petus of the'Equal Rights Amendment, that
process would be far too haphazard and
much too slow to be acceptable. We cannot
afford to wait any longer for Congress and
each of the 50 State legislatures to find the
time to debate and revise their laws. As in
other areas where the Constitution has been
amended, there is an imperative for immedi-
ate action. The Nation has waited too long
already-it has been 4 years since the Equal
Rights Amendment was first introduced. Only
a constitutional amendment can provide the
legal and practical basis for the necessary
changes.

- Finally, we cannot overtook the immense
symbolic importance of the Equal Rights
Amendment. The women of our country must
have tangible evidence of our commitment to
guarantee equal treatment under law. An
amendment to the Constitution has great
moral and persuasive value. Every citizen re-
cognises the importance of a constitutional
amendment, for the Constitution declares the
most basic policies of our Nation as well as
the supreme law of the land.

The Committee concludes that because of
the pervasive legal sex discrimination which
now exists, and because of the inedaquacy of
legislative and judicial remedies, there is a
clear and undeniable need for the Equal
Rights Amendment.
= rS wrsrcr or 'T T sENZ ,AL 5m1rs aMsrN-

A. General principles

The general principles on which the Equal
Rights Amendment rests are simple and well-
understood. Essentially, the Amendment re-
quires that the federal government and all
state and local governments treat each per-
son, male and female, as an individual.

It does not require that any level of gov-
ernment establish quotas for men or for
women in any of its activities; rather, it sim-
ply prohibits discrimination on the basis of
a person's sex. The Amendment applies only
to governmental action; it does not affect pri-
vate action or the purely social relationships
between men and woen

The Separate Views atOofgressman Ed-
wards and 18 other nemoers ot the House
Judiciary COnmittee In the House port on
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March 22, 1972 co
"The basic premise of House Joint Resolu-

tion 208 in its original form is a simple one.
As stated by Professor Thomas Emerson of
Yale University, one of the Nation's foremost
authorities on constitutional law, the original
text is based on the fundamental proposition
that sex should not be a factor in determin-
ing the legal -rights of women or of men.

"The existence of a characteristic found
more often in one sex than the other does
not justify legal} treatment of all members of
that sex different from all members of the
other sex. The same is true of the functions
performed by individuals. The circumstance,
that in our present society members-of one
sex are more likely to be engaged in a par-
ticular type of activity than members of the
other sex, does not authorize the Govern-
ment to fix legal rights or obligations on the
basis of membership in one sex. The law may
operate by grouing individuals in terms of
existing characteristics or functions, but not
through a vast over-classification by sex.

"The main reason underlying the basic
concept of the original text derives from
both theoretical and practical considera-
tions. The equal rights amendment (HJ.
Res. 208) embodies a moral value judgment
that a legal right or obligation should not de-
pend upon sex but uon other factors-fac-
tors which are common to both sexes. This
judgment is'rooted in the basic concern of
society with the individual, and with the
right of each individual to develop his own
potentiality.

"The legal princicie underlying the equal
rights amendment (H.J. Hes. 200) is that the
law must deal with the individual attributes
of the particular person and not with stereo-
types of over-classification based on sex. How-
ever, the original resolution does not require
that women must be treated in all respects
the same as men. "Equality" does not mean
"sameness." As a result, the original resolu-
tion would not prohibit reasonable classin-
cations based on characteristics that are
unique to one sex. For examnie a law pro-
viding for payment of the medical costs of
child bearing could only auply to women. In
contrast, if a particular characteristic is
found among members of both sexes, then
under the proposed amendment it is not the
sex factor but the individual factor which
should be determinative.

"Just as the principle of equality does rnot
mean that the sexes must be regarded -as
identical, so too it does, not prohibit the
States from requiring a reasonable separa-
tion of persons of different sexes under some
circumstances. In this regard, two collateral
legal principles are especially significant. One
principle involves the traditional power of
the State to regulate cohabitation and sexual
activity by unmarried persons. This principle
would permit the State to require segregation
of the sexes for these regulatory purposes
with respect to such facilities as sleeping
quarters at coeducational colleges, prison
ddrmitories, and military barracks.

"Another collateral legal principle knows
from the constitutional right of privacy es-
tablished by the Suoreme Court in Griswold
v. Connecticut, 881 U.S. 479 (190). This right
would likewise permit a separation of the
sexes with respect to such places as public
toilets, as well as sleeping quarters of public
institutions.

"With respect to other constitutional con-
siderations, it should be noted that (N.J.
Res. 208) would apply only to governmental
action, and not to private or indvidual a.
tion. In this regard, as wel as in some of
its other features, (M.n. Bs. 906)' is similar
to these provisions of the lath Amnament
which are directed aa arsial, ethnic, and
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religious discrimination. Thus, In interpret-
ing (H.J. Res. 208) the courts would have
available a substantial body of case law
which could be used as a guide when rle-
vant. At the same time much as the struggle
of women for equality is comparable to that
of racial, ethnic, and religious minorities,
;here are some differences which the courts
.'uld also take into account in appropriate

.ses."
Because substantial controversy has arisen

over the imact of the Equal Rights Amend-
me.nt in a few specific areas, it is appropriate
to 'uggest the likely application of these gen-
eral pis.4'iciples in such areas.

B. Military service
It seems clear that the Equal Rights

mendment will require that women be al-
lowed to volunteer for military service on
the same basis as men; that is, women who
are physically and otherwise qualified under
neutral standards could not be prohibited
from joining the service solely on the basis
of their sex. This result is highly desirable
for today women are often arbitrarily barred
from military service and from the benefits
which flow from it: for example, educational
benefits of the 0.1. bill; medical care in the
service and through Veterans Hosnitals; job
preferences in government and out; and the
training, maturity and leadership provided
by service in the military itself.

It seems likely as well that the ERA will
require Congress to treat men and women
equally with respect to the draft. This means
that, if there is a draft at all, both' men and
women who meet the physical and other re-
quirements, and who are not exempt or de-
ferred by law, will be subject to conscrip-
tion. Once in the service, women, like men,
would be assigned to various duties by their
commanders, depending on their qualifica-
tions and the service's needs.

Of course, the ERA will not require that all
women serve in the military any more than
all men are now required to serve. Those
women who are physically or mentally un-
qualified, or who are consciencious objectors,
or who are exempt because of their respon-
sibilities (e.g., certain public officials; or
those with dependents) will not have to
serve, just as men who are unqualified or
exempt do not serve today. Thus the fear that
mothers will be conscripted from their chil-
dren into military service if the Equal Rights
Amendment is ratified is totally and com-
pletely unfounded. Congress will retain ample
power to create legitimate sex-neutral exemp-
tions from compulsory service. For example,
Congress might well decide to exempt all
parents of children under 18 from the draft.

Our understanding of the effect of the
Equal Rights Amendment comports with that
of the House. The members of the House
Judiciary Committee, quoting from the Re-
port of the Senate Judiciary Committee on
the Equal Rights Amendment in 1964, said:

"It could be expected that women will
be equally subject to military conscription
and they have demonstrated that they can
perform admirably in many capacities in the
Armed Forces. But the government would ndt
require that women serve where they are not
fitted just as men [are not required to serve
where not fitted."

Or, as Congresswoman Martha Orlifiths,
the primary sponsor of B.J. Res. 206, said on
the floor:

"The draft is equal. That is the thing that
Is equal. But once you are in the Army you
are put where the Army tell you where you
are going to go."

Congreuman Edwards, who had chaired
the House Subcommittee Hearings on the
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Equal Rights Amendment, put it this way:

"Women in the military could be assigned
to serve wherever their skills or talents were
applicable and needed, in the discretion of
the command, as men are at present."

Furthermore, our .understanding comports
with that of the witnesses at the hearings
and other interested parties. See, for example,
the testimony of Professor Norman Doren
of New York University Law School in Equal
Rights for Men and Women 1971, Hearing
Before Subcommittee No. 4 of the House
Judiciary Committee, 92d Cong., lstr ess.
162-164 (1971); Report of the President's

" Task Force on W.xnen's Rights anc& Respon-
sibilities, A Matter of Simple Justice (April,
1970) (the Equal Rights Amendment "would
impose on women an obligation for military
service"); National Association of Women
Lawyers, Letter to Hon. Emanuel Celler (April
27, 1971) (females "would be. .. subject to
the draft on the same basis as young men"

and "women in the military would receive
the same benefits and veterans' preferences,
employment, education skills learned in the
service").

One question often raised is whether men
and women can serve together efficiently in
the Armed Services. Perhaps the best anr
is that they are doing so now without ap.,
ent difficulty. The experience of other coun-
tries supports this conclusion. In Israel,
women are required to serve in the. Defnse
Forces just as men. They are not, however,
assigned to combat posts, nor are they re-
quired to engage in physical combat. Rather,
they perform critical noncombatant tasks in
the clerical, communication, electronics and
nursing fields. Separate and independent
facilities are maintained for woman soldiers,
Under these crculnatances, no significant
difficulties have arisen from having men and
women serve together.

0. Labor legislation
A number of States have laws which

restrict or limit the occupations or condi-
tions of employment of female, but not of
males. These laws are often called "protec-
tive", but in practice many of them diserim-
inate against women by making it difficult
and sometimes impossible for a fully quali-
fied woman to obtain certain jobs, often
highly desirable ones. Because of Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 164, which pro-
hibits sex discrimination in employment in
certain instances where sex is not a "bona
fide occupational qualification", these laws
are not nearly as great a barrier -to fair em-
ployment for women as they once were,
Nevertheless, some States retain their laws.

Most of the so-called "protective" laws
were paied to protect women from exploita-
Uton in another era, and they represented
hard won progr s. But today, some are
merely restrictive, and because they apply
only to women confer no real benefit. For
example, some States have laws which abso-
lutely prohibit women, whether qualified or
not, from certain jobs--jobs which are open
to men. Other States have weight lifting
laws applicable only to women which effec-
tively deny fully qualified women certain
jobs. Still others have laws limiting the hours
women may work-and these sometimes pre-
vent women from gaining promotions to
supervisory positions. As the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission has found,
such laws "do not take into account the ca-
pefties preferenos, and abilities of indi-
vidual finales and tend to discriminate
rather than protect,"

Rati0ation of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment will result in equa treatment for men

x . i : f
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and women with respect to the labor laws of
the States. a in other legal matters. This
will mean that such restrictive discrimina-
tory labor laws sa those which bar women
entirely from certain occupations will be in-
valid. But those laws which confer a real
benefit. which offer real protection, will, it is
expected, be extended to protect both men
and woman. Examples of laws which may be
expanded include laws providing for rest
periods or minimum wage benets or health
and safety protections. Men are no some-
times denied the very real benefits these laws
offer. As Profes or le Kanowits pointed out
to your Committee at ite Hearings in Sp-
temnber 1970: "Tbe fears of some opponents
of the (Equal Rights) Amendment that its
adoption would nullify laws that prsntly
protect women only are thus unfounded-
sinoe the equality of treatment required by
the (Ajmendment can be achieved by e-t.
tending the benets of thoma laws to men
rather than by removing th afor women."
The Association of the Bar of the City of New
York pointed out in dlscuwing laws rlquir-
ing rest periods for women only, that they
"may be extended to both sexes without bur-
den or disruption."

D. Expenseion ersus nut$cation of uncon-
stitutional statutes

The question of whether laws found un-
constitutional under the Equal Rights
Amendment will be struck down or extended
to cover both men and women, is a question
which extends beyond the area of labor leg-
islation. Of course. the legislatures of the
several States will have the primary responal-
buity for revising those laws which conflict
with the Equal Rights Amendment. Indeed.
the purpose of delaying the effective date of
the Equal Rights Amendment for two years
after rattcation is to allow legislatures--
particularly those which meet only in al-
ternate years-and agencies an opportunity
to review and revise their laws and regula-
tions. As stated above, the Committee ex-
pects that any labor law, or other legislation.
which is truly protective wili be extended
to include both sexes. while laws which are
restrictive will become null and void.

In those situations where a court finds a
State or federal law in conflict with the
Equal Rights Amendment.. the legal in-
firmity will be cured either by expanding
the law to include both sexes or nullifying
it entirely. As discussed above, it is expected
that those laws which are discriminatory
and restrictive will be stricken entirely as
the court did in McCrimmon v. Daley, 2 FEP
Cases 971 (ND. flu. March 31. 1970) which
involved a law banning women from a cer-
tain occupation. On the other hand. it is
expected that those laws which provide a
meaningful protection would be expanded
to include both men and women, as for ex-
ample minimum wage lawssee Potlatch
Forests, Inc. v. Hays, 318 F. Supp. 1368 (ED.
Ark. 1970). or laws requiring rest periods.
cf. Equal Employment Opportunities Com-
mission Case No. 6-8-654 (June 23, 199),
1 CCH Employ. Prac. Guide 8021.

There can be no question that the courts.
upon holding a statute unconstitutional, can
expand the scope of the statute if nommaary
to cure its legal infirmity. As Mr. Justice
Hartan said. concurring in Welsh v. United
States, 396 U.S. 333. 361 (1970) (fdoote
omitted) :

"W hat a statute is defective became of
underlanlusion there exist two rmsdisl al-
ternatties: a court may either declare it a
nullity and eader that its benefta not es.
tend to the cas that the legislator Ia-
teodad to beneat. or it MW eat tde ase-

ege of the tsa to in de t wrWho
ars agreed by mcison." isle !ber .
Oklehomesas tet. Wilsese, 816 U.S. as., 54
(1942): Iocs Des-Moas Nil. Sak v. an.-
Mnt.t a UA no, 8478 (111): 5.eiosat5e
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In the Law-Equal Protection 82 Bar. L. Rev.
1065. 1184-37 (1969).

The Supreme Court has applied this prin-
ciple in many cases. In 1880, for example, the
Court extended a State statute limiting jury
service to "electors" to include blacks en-
franchised by the 14th and 15th Amend-
ments rather than striking the law down.
Neal v. Delaware, 103 U.S. 370 (1880). In
Swet v. Painter, 339 U.S. 637 (1950), and
McLaurn v. Oklahoma State Regents, 839
U.S. 637 (1950) the Court held that State
laws restricting access to State institutions
of higher education on the basis of zace wee
unconstitutional: it epanded the laws so
that- black students had equal access. And
in Levypv. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68 (1968). the
Court extended to illegitimate children the
right, restricted by a State statute to legiti-
mate children, to recover wrongful death
benefts. See generally Doreen, The Necessity
of a Constitutional Amendment in Equal
Rights for Women: A Symposium on the
Proposed Constitutional Amendment. 6 Harv.
Civ. Rts.-Civ. Lib. L. Rev316 (1971).

As previously stated. courts have had a
great deal of experience in dealing with laws
which discriminate on the basis of sex, for
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 pro-
hibits employment discrimination on the
basis of sex unless sex is a "bona side occu-
pational qualification". Under that Federal
statute a State overtime wage law was ex-
tended to include men, Potlatch Forests, Inc.
v. Hays, 318 Supp. 1368 (ED. Ark. 1970) as
were weghtllfting limitations. Doe v. Col-
gate-Palmolive Co., 416 F. 2d 711 (7th Cir
1909). On the other hand, State laws ban-
ning women- from an occupation, have been
struck down, McCrimmon v. Daley, 2 PEP
Cases 971 (N.D., Il. March 31, 1970), on re-
mand from 418 F. 2nd 366 (7th Cr. 1969).
See generally Developments In the Law-
Employment Discrimination and Title VII
of the Cto Rights Act of 1964, 84 Har. L.
Rev. 1100, 1188-1190. 1194-1195 (1971).
S. Criminal law, education and family law

The general principles discussed above will
govern the application of the Equal Rights
Amendment to all fields of law. With respect
to criminal law, for example, the Amend-
ment will prohibit a State from providing for
different punishments for men and women
who commit the same crime, cf. Common-
wealth v. Daniel. 430 Pa. 642, 243,,243A. 2d
400(1968). But the Amendment will not in-
validate laws which punish rape, for such
laws are designed to protect women in a way
that they are uniformly distinct from men.

With respect to education, the Equal
Rights Amendment will require that State
supported schools at all levels eliminate laws
or regulations or offcial practices which ex-
clude women or limit their numbers. The
Amendment would not require quotas for
men and women, nor would it require that
schools accurately reflect the sex distribution
in the population: rather admission would
turn on the basis of ability or other relevant
characteristics, and not on the basis of sex.
A similar result may be expected with respect
to the distribution of scholarship funds.
State schools and colleges currently limited
to one sex would have to allow both sexes to
attend. Employment and promotion in pub-
lic schools would, as In the case of other
governmental action, have to be free from
sex discrimination.

It should also be noted with rsspet to
education that the inandment would not
require that dormitories or bathrooms be
shased by Men and worn. As plaed
above. the Asesnanwet does not prohibit the
seartoo of the m V wone the right of
privacy is inivolved. As the Am*aitin atf0e
Has of the Cty of Nw Tm pointed salt in
ts sport, *"(tebe'-t-ljmlh= hit of pet-

easy eeld be msed toeM spn mats
and le faciitiss far Sct3s w ah mb-
soalve dimblag. asepeag 11 P 1'bedgy
temiiss."
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The Equal Rights Amendment may also

have an effect on those State laws affecting
domestic relations. In this area, as elsewhere,
the Amendment will prohibit discrimination
based on sex. This will mean that State do-

mestic relations laws will have to be based
on individual circumstances and needs, and
not on sexual stereotypes. The report of the
Association of the Bar of the City of New
York accurately describes the Amendment's
effect in this area:

"The Amendment would bar a state from
imposing a greater liability on one spouse
than on the other merely because of sex. It-is
clear that the Amendment would not require
both a husband and wife to contribute iden-
tical amounts of money to a marriage. The
support obligation of each spouse would be

defined in functional terms based, for exam-
ple, on each spouse's earning power. current
resources and nonmonetary contributions to
the family welfare.

"Thus, if spouses have equal resources and
earning capacities, each would be equally lia-
ble for the support of the other-or In prac-

tical effect, neither would be required to sup-
port the other. On the other hand where one
spouse is the primary wage earner and the
other runs the home, the wage earner would
have a duty to support the spouse who stays

at home in compensation for the performance
of her or his duties.

"Although courts still probably would be
reluctant to interfere in the allocation of
support between husband and wife in an on-
going marriage, upon the dissolution of mar-
riage, both husbands and wives would be en-
titled to fairer treatment on the basis of in-
dividual circumstances rather than sex. Thus
alimony laws could be drafted to take into
consideration the spouse who had been out
of the labor market for a period of years In
order to make a non-compensated contribu-
tion to the family In the form of domestic
tasks and/or child care."

As Professor Norman Dorsen pointed out
to the Committee:

"The National Conference of Commission-
ers on Uniform State Laws recently adopted
a Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act which
takes an approach similar to that contem-
plated by the Equal Rights Amendment. It
provides for alimony or maintenance for
either spouse, and child support by either or
both spouses, by defining all duties neutrally
in terms of functions and needs of the people
involved, rather than in terms of their sex.
The action by the Commissioners, a respected
and prudent body, deserves special considera-
tion."

In sum, there is no reason to fear that the
Equal Rights Amendment will have undesira-
ble effects on the rights of men and women
under Stats domestic relations laws.

I
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Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask
imous consent to have printed i

" REcORD the minority views express
me in respect to the committee rep

There being no objection, the ml
views were ordered to be printed
RxcoRD. as follows:

MiNoarrT Visws or Ma. EavN
Is the Equal Rights Amendment to

Tonkin Gulf Resolution of the Ameri
- ial structure?-Dr. Jonathan H. Pincu

fessor of Neurology. Yale Medioal Scho
I. nrrToZD Vo N

To abolish unreasonable and unfa
criminations against women is a wort
No one believes more strongly than I th
criminatons which society makes
women in certain areas of life ought
abolished and they ought ,to be abolis
law in every case where they are res

law.
To stop discriminations against

we are considering Constitutional a
ments which would abolish all legal d
tons between men and women. Th
the question to be resolved by the 8e
that: Should all laws which treat m
women differently be abolished 'nd

the Federal government and the t
latures be forbidden by the Constitu
pass any such legislation in the futu

Before we abolish all legal differei
the treatment of men and women to
the admittedly unfair discriminations
do exist against women, 'I believe t
should consider the following questiA

1. What is the character of the unfi
criminations which society makes
women?

2. Does it require an amendment
Constitution of the United States to
date them?

3. I so, would the Equal Rights A
ment constitute an effective means
end? In other words, would the Wu
areas in which the Congress does no
want to act?

It is the better part of wisdom to
nize that discriminations not created
cannot be abolished by law. They a
abolished by changed attitudes in the
which imposes them.
u. DO woxN sW.LT water ' ri EQuAL

One of the recurring myths that su
the equal rights for women amend
the allegation that all women are
amendment. This is not so.

The only detailed poll that has bee:
on women's feelings on the equal
question was done by Elmo Roper
tember 1971. It is interesting to comp
feelings of women on specific subjec
what the sponsors of the equal rights
meant, including Congresswoman Griff
dicate will be the effect of the amend

a. In Elmo Roper's poll, 77 percent
American women disagree "that
should have equal treatment regard
draft." Yet, there is no doubt that a
interpreting the amendment believe

* will cause women to be drafted and'
in combat. A Yale Law Journal article
the amendment sponsors, incudin
gresewoman Orifiths, have lauded as 
ifig how the amendment will work a
sage says, "the amendment permits

* caption for the military .. . Wamn w
in all kind of .units, and they will
gible for combat duty."

b. In Umo Boper' pel, per
American women disagree that "a wite
be the bradwne it better w e earn
husband." Tt, the supporters et the
ment in the Tale fasm Jesal my tI
equal rights am s t ied bar
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uinan- from Imposing greater liability for support on

n the a husband than on a wife merely because of
n~d by his sex . . . child support sections of the
ed by criminal nonsupport laws could not be sus-
)ort. tamed where only the male is liable for
nority support."
in the c. In the Elmo Roper poll, 69 percent of

American women disagree that "a divorced
woman should pay alimony if she has money
and her husband hasn't." Yet, the supporters

be the the amendment say in the Yale Laso
can so- Journal that "the equal rights amendment

, ro- would not require that alimony be abolished
01" but only that It be available equally to hus-

bands and wives."
ir die- In Interpreting these figures, it is impor-
ty oa, tant to remember that these large percent-
y de.' ages of American women do not want the
against very things the ERA proposes. The primary

to be sponsors of the ERA, Including Congress-
had by woman Griffiths. maintain that: A wife
ted by should have the legal responsibility for fam-

ily support If she is the better wage earner;
women the alimony laws should apply equally to
emend- men and women with the result that a di-
istine- vorced woman should pay if she has the
erefor, money; the draft laws should apply equally
nate Is to men and women with the result that wo-
en and men will serveIn combat.
should So what we have with the equal rights
e legis- amendment is a proposition that will destroy
tion to all legal distinctions between men and wo-
re? men and the majority of men do not want
aces in this and the majority of womn do not want

reach this.
which um. unv m sEoLaOsrEN emIaTnm -r I

hat we From the Information given me by many
ins: advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment
air dIs- and from my study of the discriminate is
against which society makes against women, I em

convinced that most of the unfair discrimi-to the nations against them arise out of the differ-
invall- ent treatment given men and women in the

employment sphere. No one can gainsay the
Amend- fact that women suffer many dicrimina-
to that tons in this sphere, both in respect to the
A reach compensation they receive and the promo-
t really tional opportunities available to them. Some

of these discrimination arise out of law and
recog- - others arise out of an absence of law.
by law When I sought to ascertain from them the

Hust be specific laws of which they complain, the
society advocates of the Equal Rights Amendment

have cited certain state statutes, such assmu0Ts these which impose weighlfting restrictions
on women, or bar women from operating sa-

rround loons, or acting as berbnders, or engaging
went is in professional wrestling. Like them, I think
for' the these laws ought to be abolished. I respect-

fully submit, however; that resorting to an
n taken am ent to the Constitution to effet thi

rights purpose is about as wise as using an senate
In Sep- bomb to exterminate a few mice.
are the hat me point out that Congress and the

ts with Executive Branch have done much in recent
amend- years to abolish discriminations of this char-
ths. in- acter Insofar as they can be abolished at the
ment. Federal level.
t of the a. Under the Equal Pay Act of 19 (29
women USC 206) Congress made it oblgatory for

ing the employers to pay men and women engaged
lu those In interstate commerce or in the production
that It of goods for interstate commerce equal pay

to serve for equal work, irrespective of the number
e whilch .i of persons they employ.
g Con- b. Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
miplain- of 1964 (42 UBC 2000) Congress decreed that
ter pas- there can be no discrimination whatever
no ex- against wmen in employment in industries

Ill serve employing 1 -r more persons, whoe buh
be el- ness affects Interstate commerce, except in

those iama = wheresenia sa bona Ad ca
eant of patiei qualilation rauoably aa.arry
should to the normal operation of the enter Is.

ac than Just recently, the Coupsess basBatly e-
amend- tended the powes of the qual Mf5llymmt
at "the Opportunity Oneson to eafoere wMu'a
a "" smploaat ights by allowing the 0e0
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to seek enforcement orders from the Federal
District Court.

c. The President and virtually all of the
departments and agencies of the Federal
government have issued orders prohibiting
discrimination against women in Federal em-
ployment, and have provided for affirmative
action in the hiring and promotion of women.

Moreover, State Legislatures have adopted
many enlightened statutes in recent years
prohibiting dIscriminatIon against women in
employment.

If women es not enjoying the full benefit
of this Federal and state legislation and these
executive orders of the Federal eovrwment,
it is due to a defect in enforcement rather
than a want of fair laws and regulations.
Since the ERA is not self-enforcing, this de-
feet in enforcement will survive the passage
of the amendment, and women will still have
to bring suits to enforce their rights in the
employment sphere with no more remedies
than they presently enjoy.
Iv. a ras. irs awmewvsx arr uauc1ma

SCAU e OF TX t4l AsM1DNrT
A good case can be made for the proposi-

tion that it is not necamary to report to a
Constitutional amnendment to abolish state
laws which make unfair discriminations be-
tween men and women in employment or
any other sphere of life. This argument ets
upon the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment which prohibits
states from treaing dterntly prsons a
Ilarly situated. and is now being Interpreed
by the courts to invalidate state laws which
single out aamn for d= wtet trmatmnt
not based on .me reasonable a lion.

To be sur, the Equal Protection Clause
may not satisfy the extreme demands of a
few advocates of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment who would convert men and women
into' beings not only equal but alike, and
grant them identical rights and impose upon
them identical duties in all the relationships
and undertakings of life.

It cannot be gainsid, however, that the
Equal Protection Clause, properly interpret-ed. nullifies every state law lacking a ra-
tional basis which seeks to make rights and
responsibilities turn upon sax.

My view is shared by legal sclolsrs. Thair
views on this subject are succinctly exprwed
by Bernard Schwart in his remcit omn-
mentary on the Constitution of the Unted
States which declares "that a law based upon
sexual laselacation will normally be deemed
inherently unreasonable unless it is intend-
ed for the protection of the female sex."

The best eample of the Supreme Court's
willingness to uwe the 14th Amendment to
strike down laws which discriminate against
women, thus rendering the ERA unnecessary,
is the case of Reed v. Reed.

The Reed case
On November A2, 1971, the Supreme Court,

In a unanimous decision, gave a srong in-
dication that they would find all unreason-
able sex-based elassifiations to be In viola-
tion of the equal protection clause of the
14th Amendment,

In the case of Reed v. Reed, 40 L.W. 4013
(1971), the Cort found unconstitutional
an Idaho statute requiring preference of
mile relatives over female relatives for ap-
pointment as administrators of. an Intes-
tate's estate. The Court applied the con-
vetoa tes of reaonablene and foundan "etat.s preerence established in fa-

.or of males" The. Court continued by say-
lg"By peswldlng diamilas treat for

men end women who are thus similarly situ-
ped. the challen Sec tion violates the

A Ne York ?sses editorial on Novemberm , e us gthe dcslon to mean
that:
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"The effect of this ruling is to place the

fate of various sexually discriminatory laws
on a case-by-case basis. Tis is a slower but
preferable way to correct the evils of discrim-
ination than the passage of the proposed
equal rights amendment."

Professor Paul Freund of the Harvard Law
School has the same view. He stated in a
recent letter to me on the significance of the
Reed case:'

"In view of the Reed decision, however. I
believe more strongly than ever that the sub-
ject should be left to be worked out under
the equal protection clause, as are other
questions of group classifcation. The equal
protection guarantee, together with the am-
ple legislative powers of Congress. Is the best
avenue to achieve meaningful equality of the
sexes under law. This approach is greatly to
be preferred to one that would force all the
manifold legal relationships to men and
women. from coverage under selective service
to the obligation of family support, into a
mold of mechanical unity."

Professor Phil Kurkand of the Chicago Law
School and Editor of the Supreme Court Re-
view also wrote to me concerning the signifi-
cance of the Reed case. Professor Kurkland is
convinced that the Reed case will pave the
way for action by the courts and the legisla-
tures to rectify many of the admittedly un-
fair discrimination which confront women.
but without the dangers resulting from an
absolute Constitutional amendment. Pro-
fessor Kurkland said:

"But I am of the view that a sound pro-
gram of legislative reforms would do more,
especially under the mandate now received
from the Supreme Court in Reed v. Reed, to
eliminate more of the grievances that women
have against their roles frequently imposed
on them in our society. Legislation can get
at specific problems in a way that no con-
stituational provision can."

I believe the Reed case indicates that the
Supreme Court will act under the 14th
Amendment to strike all discriminations of
which women now complain and, therefore,
I believe the Reed case renders the ERiA un-
neceary.

v. aucxrr Dvs.oraxyrrs IN Tv L1w

I firmly believe that recent case law illus-
trates very dramatically a statement made
by Professor Freund last year. He said:

"It seems to me. incidentally, if the energy
and dedication that have gone into the move-
ment for the equal rights amendment over
the vast 40-odd years had been devoted to

the selection and the sponsorship of test
cases with respect to some of the unjust
State laws that we have heard about this
morning, a great deal more accomplishment
could be showo.with respect to the advance-
ment of equal rights than we can boast of
today."

Proponents of the equal rights amendment
have frequently cited what they believe to
be hesitance on the part of courts to deal
with inequalities facing women. The Supreme
Court particularly has received criticism on
this score.

Yet this term the Supreme Court has heard
several cases relating to sex discrimination.
On October 19. 1971, the Court heard oral
argument In a case challenging a provision
of the Illinois Juvenile Court Act which re-
gards unwed mothers as parents but does
not consider unwed fathers as parents for
the purpose of deciding who shall have cus-
tody of illegitimate children. ia re Stanley,

16 N.E. 9d 614 (It. 197), est. granted, No.
'014. In upholding this provision the II-

.' sa Supreme Court held that this is nota
de 'ial of equal protection because the dis-
til etion between the class of mothers and
the class of fathers "Is rationally 0ted to
the ourpoes at the JuvenileOodrt Act" (pre-
'umbly to protect the best it rests of the
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children). A case heard by the C9urt on
December 7, 1971. involves the holding of the
Louisiana Supreme Court that the absence
of women on general venire lists for grand
jury duty is not cause for quashing an in-
dictment. State v. Alexander, 233 So. 2d 891
(La. 1970), cert. granted. No. 70-5026.

In a case already decided this term, the
Supreme Court unanimously struck down
an Idaho statute which required preference
of male relatives over female relatives as ad-
ministrators of intestates' estates. Reed v.
Reed, 40 L.W. 4013 (November 22, 1971). I
have discussed this case earlier at length.
Chief Justice Burger, writing for the Court,
quoted from Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia,
-153 US. 412, 415 (120), to the effect that
a classification "must be reasonable, not arbi-
trary, and must rest upon some ground of
difference having a fair and substantial rela-
tion to the object of the legislation, so that
all persons similar circumstanced shall be
treated alike." Reed, slip opinion, p. 5.

Last term the Court reached a decision in a
landmark case arising under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1984. In the first sex dis-
crimination case arising under Title VII to
reach the Supreme Court, a Court of Appeals
decision permitting a corporation to distin-
guish between women with pre-school age
children and men 'with pre-school age chil-
dren in hiring was reversed. Phillips v. Mar-
tin Marietta Corp., 400 U.S. 542 (1971). The
Supreme Court remanded tihe case for an evi-
dentiary hearing in the District Court as to
whether the family obligations of women
with pre-school age children are so relevant
to job performance that hiring or other em-
ployment distinctions based on the fact of a
woman having pre-school age children ae
justifiable as a bona fide occupational quali-
fication.

I think it is very obvious that the Supreme
Court is not ignoring the issue of discrimi-
nation against women. Certainly the lower
courts are tackling the question and usually
deciding in favor of women's equality. Many
suoceseful employment discrimination suits
have been brought under Title VII. For ex-
ample, numerous state labor laws have been
held invalid as being in conflict with Title
VII's mandate for equal employment oppor-
tunity. A federal district court has held a Cal-
ifornia statute prohibiting female employ-
ees from lifting objects weighing 50 pounds
or more to be in conflict with Title VII
and, therefore, void. Local 246, Utility Work-
ers Union of America, AFL-CIO v. Southern
California Edison Co., 320 F. Supp. 1262 (CD.
Calif. 1970). In an earlier decision, a Cali-
fornia statute regulating hours and condi-
tions of employment for women was struck
down as being in convict with Title VII.
Rosenfeld v. Southern Pac. Co., 293 F. Supp.
1219 (C.D. Calif. 1968). Illinois hours limita-
tions for working women have fallen. Cater-
pillar Tractor Co. v. Grabiec, 317 F. Supp.
1304 (S.D. fIl. 170). Ohio legislation re-
stricting female employment in workshops
and factories and prohibiting female em-
ployees from lifting anything weighing more
than 25 pounds has also been held invalid.
Ridinger v. General Motors Corp., 325 F.
8upp. 1089 (S.D. Ohio 1971); Jones Metal
Products Co. v. Walker, 25 Ohio App. 2d 141
(1970).

In addition, certain policies relating to the
employment of women have been held to vio-
late Title VII. Recently the Supreme Court
declined to review a Seventh Circuit deci-
sion holding that a retirement plan which
requires female employees to retire, at 62,
but does not require men to retire until 6
is sex diserimnaion in violation of Title VII.
Drewrys Limited U.S.., IUe. v. Bertmes,
444 F. 2d 1166 (1971), rev. denied 40 L.W.
3212 (November 9, 1971). The Court else de-
clined to review a Fifth Cireuit ruling that
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an airline company's refusal to hire males as
flight cabin attendants is sex discrimination
in violation of Title VII. Pan American World
Airways, Inc. v. Diaz, 442 F. 2d 385 (1971),
rev. denied 40 L.W. 3212 (November 9, 1971).
In two other cases employers' policies of re-
fusing to hire women for jobs requiring the
lifting of weights over a certain amount have
been held invalid under Title VII. Weeks v.
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
408 F. 2d 228 (th Cir. 1969); Bowe v. Col-
gate-Palmolive Co., 416 F. 2d 711 (7th Cir.
1989). An airline's no-marriage rule for
stewardesses have been held to constitute sex
discrimination under Title VII. Sprogis v.
United Air 'Lines, Inc., 444 F. 2d 1194 (7th

.Cir. 1971).
Other employment cases favorable to

women have been brought under the Equal
Pay Act. For example, payment of men at a
higher rate than women for the same job has
been held to violate the Equal Pay Act.
Schultz v. Wheaton Glass Co., 421 F. 2d 259
(3rd Cir. 1970).

Women have also made gains in other areas
of sex discrimination. Many of the long-
accepted prohibitions and segregatons are
being removed. An example is state laws pro-
hibiting female bartenders, which have been
struck down in New Jersey and California.
Paterson Tavern and Grill Owners Assn., Inc.
v. Borough of Hawthorne, 108 N.J. Super. 433
(1970); Sal'er Inn, Inc. v. Kirby, 485 F. 2d
529 (1971). In another case a federal district
court in New York held that the refusal of
an ale house to serve women violated the
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Seidenberg v. McSorleys' Old
Ale House, Inc., 317 F. Supp. 593 (1970).

Other suits challenging the treatment of
women on -equal protection grounds have
also been successful. A Pennsylvania statute
providing for longer prison terms for women
than for men committing the same crimes
was held to violate equal protection. Com-
monwealth v. Daniel, 430 A. 2d 400 (1968).
(See also, U.S. ex rel, Robinson v. York, 281
F. Supp. 8 (D. Conn. 1968), in which a fed-
eral court struck down a similar Connecti-
cut statute.) A school board regulation re-
quiring women teachers to take a leave of
absence at the end of the fifth month of
pregnancy has been held to violate equal
protection.

Cohen v. Chesterfield County School Board,
326 F. Supp. 1159 (E.D. Va. 1971). In Kirstein
v. Rectors and Visitors of the University of
Virginia, 309 F. Supp. 184 (E.D.'Va. 1970), a
three-judge federal court held that the de-
nial to women of education equal to that
offered men at the University of Virginia at
Charlottesville violated equal protection. The
court approved a plan setting quotas for the
admission of women.

The Justice Department has taken action
'o aid women in fighting discrimination. In
sn important suit against Libbey-Owens-
Ford, the Attorney General won a decree
giving women opportunity to achieve pro-
motions and advancement on the same basis
as male employees.

These events are not typical of a society"
which does not care to eliminate discrimina-
tion. Nor are they characteristic of a judicial
system determined to maintain the status
quo.

Vi. Now wou Vm xaT a Ax IMPEN 'raPRr
If the Equal Rights for Women amend-

ment is approved, I believe that the Supreme -
Court will reach the conclusion that the
ERA annuls every existing Federal and state
law making any distinction between men
and women however reasonable such dist'lnc-
tion might be in particular cases, and forever
robs the Conpess and the legislatures of
the fifty states of the Constitutional power
to enact any such laws at any time in the
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future. I am not alone in entertaining this
fear.

When the so called Equal Rights Amend-
ment was under consideration in 1953, Ros-
coe Pound of the Harvard Lsw School and
other outstanding scholars joined one of
America's greatest legal scholars, Paul A.
Freund of the Harvard Law School, in a
statement opposing the Equal Rights
Amendment upon the ground that they
feared that this devastating interpretation
might be placed upon it if it should be
adopted. This statement made these indis-
putable observations:

"If anything about this proposed amend-
ment is clear, it is that it would transform
every provision of law concerning women
into a constitutional issue to be ultimately
resolved by the Supreme Court of the United
States. Every statutory and common law pro-
vision dealing with the manifold relation
of women in society would be forced to run
the gauntlet of attack on constitutional
grounds. The range of such potential liti-
gation is too great to be readily foreseen, but
it would certainly embrace such divErse le-
gal provisions as those relating to a widow's -
allowance, the obligation of family support
and grounds for divorce, the age of majority
and the right of annulment of marriages,
and the maximum hours of labor for women
in protected industries.

"Not only is the range of the amendment
of indefinite extent, but, even more impor-
tant, the fate of all this varied legislation
would be left highly uncertain in the face of
judicial review. Presumably, the amendment
would set up a constitutional yardstick of
absolute equality between men and women
in all legal relationships. A more flexible
view, permitting reasonable differentiation,
can hardly be regarded as the object of the
proposal, since the Fourteenth Amendment
has long provided that no state shall deny
to any person the equal protection of the
laws, and that Amendment permits reason-
able classifications while prohibiting arbi-
trary legal discrimination. If it were intended
to give the-courts the authority to pass upon
the propriety of distinctions, benefits and
duties as between men and women, no new
guidance is given to the courts, and this
entire subject, one of unusual complexity
would be left '-to the unpredictable judg-
ments of courts in the form of constitution
decisions.

"Such decisions could not be changed by
act of the legislature. Such a responsibility
upon the courts would be doubtless as un-
welcome to them as it would be inappro-
priate. As has been stated, however, the pro-
posal evidently contemplates no flexibility
in construction but rather a rule of rigid
equality. This branch of the dilemma is as
repelling as the other."

After analyzing in some detail the laws
whose validity might be jeopardized by the
Equal Rights Amendment, the statement
concluded with these observations:

"The basic fallacy in the proposed amend-
ment is that it attempts to deal with com-
plmated and highly concrete poblems aris-
ing out of a diversity of human r lationahips
in terms of a single and simple abstraction.
This abstraction is undoubtedly a worthy
iasal for mobilizing legislative forces in order
to remedy particular deafciencies in the law.
But as a constitutional standard, it is hope-
lessly inept. That the popose4 equal rights
amendment would open up an era of regret.
table consequences for the legal status of
women in this Country Is highly probable.
That is would open up a period of extreme
ofusion ia onatitutiomal law is a oer-
tanty,

Appearing before the Senate Judioary
omiitt beerl ap in I sptember. 1970,
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was obvious that Professor Freund has the
same view today of the proposed amendment.
In a colloquy with me, Professor Freund had
the following to say:

Senator EavN. I also interpret your state-
ment and what you have said to indicate a
conviction on your part that there is grave
danger that the courts will interpet the
House-passed equal rights amendment, if it
is ratified by the requisite number of states,
as depriving Congress of the powers it now
has under the equal protection clause to
adopt legislation which is for the benefit of
women?

Mr. Faxuwn. Yes. I think that is quite right
because there must be intended some more
absolute standard of equality than the equal
protection clause embodies. That would be
the point of the amendment.

Senator Eavxn. And if the Huse-paesed
equal rights amendment were ratified by the
states, thus made a part of the Constitution,
it is susceptible of interpretation that it
would require the courts to strike down all
legal distinctions made between men and
women, no matter how reasonable and neces-
sary those distinctions might be?

Mr. FXZUND. That is my underwtsnding of
what the language as well as the purpose of
the sponsors is today.

Professor Philip Kurland of the Chicago
Law School also arrived at the same conclu-
sion as Professor Freund. He said:

Professor KuaweD. I would think that the
amendment as it is now simply provides that
classification by sex by any governmental
action is invalid.

Senator Ezvyx. In other words your inter-
pretation of the amendment as presently
phrased'is that it would be probably inter-
preted to eliminate sex as a basic for olasi-
ication in legislation?

Professor Ku WtaIn. If I were charged with
the interpretation of the language, that
would be the conclusion that I would reach.

Senator ESvr. If that interpretation would
be correct, the law which existsain North
Carolina and virtually every other state of
the Union which requires separate restroomns
for boys and girls in public schools would be
nullined, would it not?

Professor KuvaLan. That is right, unless the
separate but equal doctrine is revived.

Perhaps one of the best guides to a general
interpretation of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment can be found is the Yale Law Journal
article of April., 1971. That article has been

.called a "masterly piece of scholarship" by
Senator Bayh and has been cited by Con-
gresswoman Oriffths, the primary sponsor of
the ERA in the House of Representatives, to
"help you understand the purposes and ef-
fects of the ERA . . ." The Yale Law Journal
gives us the following guidelines for the gen-
eral interpretation of the ERA:

1. "The basic principle of the Equal Rights
Amendment is that sex is not a permis-
sible factor in determining the legal rights
of women, or of men. This means that the
treatment of any person by the law may not

be based upon the circumstance that such
person is of one sex or the other." (p. 889)

. the principle of the Amendment must
be applied comprehensively and without ex-
ceptions." (p. 890)

2. "Only an unequivocal ban against tak-
ing sex into account supplies a rule ade-
quate to achieve the objectives of the Amend-
ment." (p. 892)".. prohibition against the
use of sex as a basis for differential treat-
ment applies to all areas of legal rights." (p.
691) ". . . Prom this analysis it follows that
the constitutional mandate must be ab-
solute." (p.892)

3. "Our legal structure will continue to
support and command an inferior status for
women so long as it permits any differentia-
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tion in legal treatment on the basis of sex."
(p. 873)."... Equality of rights meant that

sex is not afactor." (p. 892)
VU. SPECIFIC AREAS AFTCTED DY THE EQUAL

RIGHTS AMENDMENT

Time and space preclude me from an at-
tempt to picture in detail the consttutioial
and legal chaos which would prevail in our
country if the Supreme Court should feel
Itself compelled to place upon the Equal
Rights Amendment the devastating inter-
pretation feared by these legal scholars.

For this reason, I must content myself
with merely suggesting some of the terri-
fying consequences of such an interpretation.

While the amendment would affect all
areas of our society, I will mention only a
few of the specific areas including: the mili-
tary, the criminal law, privacy, domestic re-
lations, and protective labor legislation.

vII. LuLrrARY

The impact of the ERA on the military will
be massive.

The Congress and the legislatures of the
various states have enacted certain laws based
upon the conviction that the physiological
and functional differences between men and
women make it advisable to exempt or ex-
clude women from certain arduous and haz-
ardous activities in order to protect their
health and safety.

Among Federal laws of this nature are the
Selective Service Act, which confnes com-
pulsory military service to men; the acts
of Congress governing the voluntary enlist-
ments in the armed forces of the nation
which restrict the right to enlist for combat
service to men; and the acts establishing
and governing the various service academies
which provide for the admission and train-
ing of men only, There is no question that
these laws will be abolished. As Professor
Paul Freund of the Harvard Law School
said, "And so women must be admitted to
West Point on a parity with men; women
must be conscripted for military service
equally With men . . ." Professor Phil Kurk-
land of the Chicago Law School agrees.,

The position of the Justice Department
and the Defense Department is that women
will be subject to the draft. In a letter to
Senator Bayh dated February 24, 1972, the
General Counsel for the Defense Department,
J. Fred Buzhardt, dealt with some of the
problems which would be caused by the ERA
in the military. Mr. Buzhardt said:

"Further, there is the possibility that as-
signing men and women together in the
field in direct combat roles might adversely
affect the efficiency and discipline of our
forces.

"On the other hand, if women were not
assigned to duty in the field, overseas, or. on
board ships. but were entering the armed
forces in large numbers, this might result in
a disproportionate number of men serving
more time in the field and on board ship
because of a reduced number of positions
available for their reassignment.

"If this amendment allowed no discrimi-
nation on the basis of sex even for the sake
of privacy, we believe that the resulting shar-
ing of facilities and living quarters would
be contrary to prevailing American stand-
ards.

"Even if segregation of living quarters and
facilities were allowed under the amend-
ment, during combat duty in the field there
are often, in effect, no facilities at all, and
privacy for both sexes might be impossible
to provide or enforce."

In a letter to Senator Ervin, Deputy As-
sistant Secretary of Defense Don R. Brazier
said that Defense had not made any esti-
mates of costs on changing the military to
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conform rith the Equal Rights Amendment.
Pur hrmor' Mr. Brazier said:

"The Department has not made such esti-
mates and without specific programs for such
'equai oerice, it Is impossble to make any
estimate. One of the major areas that would
contribute to increased costs would be sepa-
rate facilities, both in terms of living quar-
ters, as well as working facilities in areas
where women are not currently stationed.

"Until a definitive plan is developed indi-
cating where and under what circumstances
women would serve in isolated areas, with
combatant forces, aboard ships, etc., it is not
possible to make a definitive estimate of
costs. If extensive addition facilities or
modfications to current facilities were re-
quired, the costs could be coniderable."

A very complete analysis of the ERA's
effect on the military was compiled in the
Yale Lawe Journal in April 1971. The signifi-
cance of this article that Congresswoman
Oriffiths has said that the article ". . . will
help you understand the purposes and effects
of the Equa Rights Amendment" and Sena-
tor Bayh has called It a "masterly piece of
scholarship." Thus, the supporters of the
amendment feel that it will have the follow-
ing effect on the military and I agree with
them. No clearer or more unique history of
legislative intent can be presented of the
amendment and the military because both
the opponents and the proponents agree on
the amendment's effect in this area.

Signifcant excerpts from the Yale Law
Journal which is supported by the amend-
ment's proponents are as follows:

1. "The Equal Rights Amendment will
have a substantial and pervasive impact upon
military practices and institutions. As now
formulated, the Amendment permits no ex-
cepuons for the military." (p. 909)

2 "Women will serve In all kinds of units,
and they will be eligible for combat duty.
The double standard for treatment of sexual
activity of men and women will be prohib- .
lid". (. 976)

3. "Nether the right to privacy nor any
unique physical characteristic justifies dif-
ferent treatment of the sexes with respect to
voluntary or involuntary service, and preg-
nency justifies only slightly different condi-
tions of service for women." (p. 909)

4. "Such obvious differential treatment for
women as exemption from the draft, exclu-
sion from the service academies, and more re-
strictive standards for enlistment will have
to be brought into conformity with the
Amendment's basic prohibition of sex dis-

crimnination." (p. 96)
5. "These changes will require a radical

restructuring of the military's views of wom-
en" (p. 909)

8. "The Equal Rights Amendment will
greatly hasten this process and will require
the military to see women as It ses men."

.p 970)
7. "A woman will registerfor the draft at

the age of eighteen, as a man now does." (p.
971)

8. "Under the Equal Rights Amendment,
all standards applied through (intelligence
tests and physical examinations) will have to
be neutral as between the sexes." (p. 971)

9. "The military will clearly have sufficient
time during the period after ratification to
make the minor adaptations, such as the ex-
panson of gynecological services, necesary
to camp with the statute." (p. 971)

10. "F1rst, height standards will have to be
revised from the dual system which now ex-

ii.-'.me he-ght-wwigh etlauin e farLie ssMe will have to bea di*e" (p.v3)
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12. Deferment policy "could provide that
one, but not both; of the parents would be
deferred. For example, whichever parent was
called first might be eligible for service; the
remaining parent, male or female would be
deferred." (p. 973)

13. "If the rules continue to require dis-
charge of women with dependent children,
then men in a similar situation will also have
to be discharged . . . The nondiscrimina-
tory alternative is to allow both men and
women with children to remain in the service
and to take their dependents on assignments
in noncombat zones, as men are now permit-
ted to do." (p. 975)

14. "Distinctions between single and mar-
ried women who become pregnant will be per-
missible only if the same distinction is drawn
between single and married men who father
children." (p. 975)

15. "Thus, if unmarried women are dis-
charged for pregnancy, men shown to be
fathers of children born out of wedlock would
also be discharged. Even in this form such
a rule would be suspect under the Amend-
ment, becaas It would.probably be enforced
rpore frequently against women. A court will
therefore be likely to strike down the rule
despite the neutrality in its terms, because
of Its differential impact." (p. 975)

16. "Under the Equal Rights Amendment
the WAC would be abolished." (p. 976)

17. "Women are physically as able as men
to perform many jobs classified as combat
duty, such as piloting an airplane or engaging
in naval operations . . . there is no reason
to prevent 'women from doing these jobs
in combat zones." (p. 977)

18. "No one would suggest that ... women
who serve can avoid the possibility of physi-
cal harm and assault. But It is important
to remember that all combat is dangerous,
degrading and dehumanizing." (p. 977)

19. "Male offcers are provided a depen-
dents' allowance based on their grade and
the number of dependents . . ." The Equal
Rights Amendment will recognize "the hus-
band of a female officer . . .as a dependent."
(p.978)

20. "Athletic facilities will also have to
be made available to women personnel."
(p. 978)

U. caMI.AL Law

Because of different physical characteris-
tics, and health considerations, and other
reasons, legislatures have adopted some
criminal laws which apply to only one sex
or the other or treat men and women dif-
ferently in some degree. Because the Equal
Rights Amendment will forbid any legal
distinctions between men and women, all
existing and future criminal laws of this
nature would be nullified.

As in several areas, a good review of the
types of laws that will be changed by the
ERA was discussed in the April 1971 issue
of the Yale Law Journal. This article has
been cited with approval by the proponents
of the ERA and the statements which I have
exerpted should constitute a good example
of what we could expect after. passage of
the act in the area of criminal law. The ea-
cerpts from the Yale Law Journal are 'as
follows:

1.' -"ourts faced with criminal laws which
do not apply equally to men and women
would be likely to Invalidate the laws rester
that extending or rewriting the to apply to
women and meneIl2ke." (p. 96)

2. "Cowrie will not likely invaldate asd-
omy or adultery laws that sentei an dis-
eriminatory provisols.etastead Of Yientg
the ens.t.tutioma pre bie. by at..ding
th. to ..-ar sm.and w.r.. awh.,
(p m)
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3. "Seduction laws, statutory rape laws,
laws prohibiting obscene language in the
presence of women, prostitution and 'man-
feet danger' laws . . . The Equal Rights
Amendment would not permit such laws,
which base their sex discriminatory classi-
fication on social sterotypes." (p. 954)

4. "The statutory rape laws, which punish
men for having sexual intercourse with any
woman under an age specified by law . . .
suffer from a double defect under the Equal
Rights Amendment." (p. 957)

5 "To be sure, the singling out of women
probably reflects sociological reality... Like-
wise, in this society, the bad reputation and
illegitimate child which can result from an
improvident sexual liaison may be far more
ruinous to a young woman's psychological
health than similar conduct is to a young
man's. But the Equal Rights Amendment
forbids finding legislative justification in
the sexual double standard ... " (p. 958)

6. "Adultery laws alto contain sex dis-
criminatory provisions which would be im-
permissible under the Equal Rights Amend-
ment." (p. 961)

7. "Courts may be expected to hold that
laws which confine liability for prostitution
to women only are invalid under the Equal
Rights Amendment." (p. 963)

8. "Just as the Equal Rights Amendment
would invalidate prostitution laws which
apply to women only, so the ERA would
require invalidation ,of laws specially de-
signed to protect women from being forced
into prostitution." (p. 964)

9. "A court would probably resolve doubts
about congressional intent by striking down
the (Federal White Slave Traffic-Mann
Act)." (p. 965)

X. DoMsTC axaTIONs LAWS
The common law and statutory law of the

various states recognize the reality that many
women are homemakers and mothers, and
by reason of the duties imposed upon them
in these capacities, are largely precluded
from pursuing gainful occupations or mak-
ing any provision for their financial security
during their declining years. To enable
women to do these things and thereby make
the existence and development of the race
possible, these state laws impose upon hus-
bands the primary responsibility to provide
homes and livelihoods for their wives and
children, and make them criminally respon-
sible to society and civilly responsible to
their wives if they fail to perform this pri-
mary. responsibility. Moreover, these state
laws secure to wives dower and other rights
in the property left by their husbands in the
event their husbands predecease them in
order that they may have some means of
support in their declining years.

If the Equal Rights Amendment should be
interpreted by the Supreme Court to forbid
any legal distinctions between men and
women, it would nullify all existing -and all
future laws of this kind.

As with the military, a good analysis of
what the amendment will accomplish in the
area of domestic relations was set out in
the Yale Law Journal which has been fully
endorsed by Congresswoman Martha Grifmths
and other proponents of the ERA. As I have
stated earlier, no clearer legislative intent
can be presented because I agree with the
amendment's proponent that the ERA will
have the following effects,

Bignifleant excrpts from the Yale Law
Journa .which is supported by the, pro-
pasentsof the =M in the area of domestic
smlatstoa are oa follows:

1. '%Us ae ightie. Amendment, con-
tinning this tiend. would prohibit dictating
ditfewat roles for ma and women within
the yo nthe ras of their[sx." (p. 93)
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2. "Thus, common law and statutory rules

requiring name change for the married
women would become legal nullites."
(p. 940)

3. "These states could conform to. the

Equal Rights Amendment by requiring
couples to pick the same last name, but
allowing selection of the name of eithe'
spouse, or of a third name satisfactory to
both." (p. 940)

4. "The Amendment would also prohibit
the states from requiring that a child's last
name be the same as his or her father's, or
from requiring that a child's last name be
the same as his or her mother's." (p. 941)

5. "In ninety per cent of custody cases the
mother is awarded the custody. The Equal
Rights Amendment would prohibit both stat-
utory and common law presumptions about
which parent was the proper guardian based
on the sex of the parent." (p. 953) -

6. "physical capacity to bear children
can no longer justify a different statutory
marriage age for men and women." (p. 939)

7. "mere estimates of emotional prepared-
ness founded on impressions about the 'nor-
mal' adolescent boy and girl are based on the
kind of averaging which the Equal Rights
Amendment forbids." (p. 939)

8. "The Equal Rights Amendment would
not permit a legal requirement, or even a
legal presumption, that a woman takes her
husband's name at the time of marriage."
(p. 940)

9. "a court would do away with the rule
that refusal to accompany or follow a hus-
band to a new domicile amounts to desertion
or abandonment." (p. 942)

10. "A husband would no longer have
grounds for divorce in a wife's unjustifiable
refusal to follow him to a new home." (p.
942)

11. "the traditional rule is that the domicile
of legitimate children is the same as their
father's. .. The Equal Rights Amendment
would not permit this result." (p. 942)

12. "In all states husbands are primarily
liable for the support of their wives and
children ... the child support sections of the
criminal nonsupport laws ... could not be
sustained where only the male Is liable for
support." (p. 944 and 945)

13. "The Equal Rights Amendment would.
bar a state from imposing greater liability
for support on a .husband than on a wife
merely because of his sex." (p. 945)

14. "Two different systems have been
adopted in the United States for distributing
property rights within a family-the com-
munity property system and the common law
system... As both systems currently oper-
ate, they contain sex discriminatory aspects
which would be changed under the Equal
Rights Amendment." (p.94)

15. "Under the Equal Rights Amendment,
laws which ... favor the husband as manager
(of community property) in any way, would
not be valid." (p. 947)

10. "All states except North Dakota and
South Dakota give women a nonbarrable
share in her husband's estate, but a num-
ber of states fail to give the husband a cor-
responding legal claim in his wife's estate..-.
the discriminatory laws would either be in-
validated or exened." (p. 948)

17. "a court could invalidate (many
grounds for divore) without doing any
serious harm to the emvrall structure of the
states' divorce laws . .. Th are pregnancy
by a man other than' husband at time of
marriage, aupprt, acahaolb of hus-
band, wife's unhase bahavi. husband's
vagrancy, wife's refusal to mow with hus-
band without reasonabeeases, wife a pro-
titute before amariage, AMdu s by hus.
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band to wife's person, and willful neglect by
husband." (p. 950)

18. "Like the duty of support during mar-
riage and the obligation to pay alimony in
the case of separation or divorce, nonsupport
would have to be 'eliminated as a ground for
divorce against husbands only .. ." (p. 951)
- 19. "The laws that grant a husband a di-

vorce because at the time of marriage he
'i not. know his wife was pregnant by an-
other man would be subject to strict scru-
tiny under the unique physical character-
istics tests." (p. 951)

20. "The Equal Rights Amendment would
not require that alimony be abolished but
wily that It be available equally to husbands
and wives." (p.952)

21. the laws could provide support pay-
ments for a parent with custody of a young
child who stays at home to care for that
child so long as there was no legal presump-
tion that the parent granted custody should
be the either." (p. 952)

22. The ERA could require "for mainte-
nance to be paid from one spouse to the
other if the spouse seeking maintenance
lacks suffcient property to provide for his
reasonable needs and is unable to support
himself through appropriate employment."
(p. 962)

XI. PascTrv- LADOS LaOsILATION
Many states and the Federal government

have enacted labor legislation which pro-
tects women from certain forced activities.
These protections were not always easy to
develop. Ae Margaret Mead noted anthro-
pologist, said to a AFL-CIO meeting in
March. 1971, "In the beginning of mining
there were women down those mines end
children ... .we got the women and children
out of the mines you know." Dr. Med thn
goes on to say. "I've been against the equalrights amendment always."

The largest labor organisaton in the coun-
try, the AFL-CIO has recommended that
Congress not peas the Equal RightsAmend-
ment for the same reason that Margaret
Mead opposed It: The adverse effect the
amendment will have on bard-won protec-
tive legislation for women.

In Its Reodtution No. 122, the AFL-CIO
states:

"We continue opposition to the so-called
equal rights amendment as an unneyso
addition to the onstituton, ultimately
more harmful than helpful to the legal rights
of women."

Prior to the adoption of the resolution,
the executive council of the AFL-CIO, in a
report to its convention, said:

"We have opposed the equal rights amend-
ment to the Constitution because of its po-
tentially destructive impact on State labor
legislation for women workers.. .xper-
en2e. to date, shows that 'equality' has been
used to remove labor law protections for
women, rather than to extend them or adapt
them to man. The proposed equal rights
amendment would render all protective labor
laws for women workers unconstitutional
well as any other laws treating the sexes dif-
ferentiy. Such laws, for example. include mar-riage laws which place primary responibility
for family support on husbands and fathers."

A librarian at the University of California
Library. Mrs. Laurel Burley, has written on
the dratcomaeqteno which would realt
to the protective labor laws far woeni If the
ERA paweehose upper-class, wll-eduated

wa n who are Pushing so hard fir this
at Bu rsbould ponder bi Budeye
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'enacted by the States to protect working
women from exploitative employers . .. Pro-
$ective legislation not only sets maximum
hours and minimum wages standards, but
also mandates such provisions as rest areas,.
toilet facilities, and elevators, adequate light-
ing and ventilation. rest and meal breaks
(including the right to eat one's meal away
from the immedato work area), adequate
drinking water (important for women and
children who are farmnwrkers), and protec-
tive garments and uniforms."

Mrs. Burley feels that some of the results
of court action under Ttle VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act are indicative of the changes
which will be brought about the extreme
because of the Equal Rights Amndment. On
this point, she states:

"Some idea of what might be expected were
the ERA to pass can already be seen in the
use being made of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act. In late 1969 Fbreboard Corpora-
tion in Antioch. California began to force
women to work 16 hours a day and to lift
backbreaking weights. Pacific Telephone in
1970 began ignoring state protective legisla-
tion relating to minimum hours. In fall 1970
Oregon took away the right of women to have
two ten-minute rest breaks in an eight-hour
day; and another large California corpora-
tion, Crown Zellerbach, began denying meal
breaks to both men and women working in
the Antioch plant. In summer 1971 a U.S.
Court of Appeals struck out the sections of
the California Labor Code regulating maxi-
mum weight lifting and the eight-hour day,
48-hour week for women. All these actions
were justified on the basis that Title VII
and EEOC guidelines superseded state protec-
tive legislation. Such instances are mounting
at an incredible rate. On the basis of Title
VII, 17 states have either totally or substan-
tially annulled or repealed protective legis-
lation covering women. The EA as i stands
will add the finishing touch.

As in other areas, I believe the Yale Law
Journal article which has been adopted by
Congresswoman Griffths as "explaining the
ERA" should be read to determine its effects
on labor legislation. Excerpts from the article
state that:

. 1. "Under the Equal Rights Amendment,
courts are thus not likely to find any jus-
tification for the continuance of laws which
exclude women from certain occupations."
(p. 929)

2. "Laws which require employers to im-
pose leave on pregnant employees for a spec-
ied period before and after childbirth,

without providing job security or retention
of accrued benefits, such -"a seniority
credits... would fall.' (p. 929) Te article
cites as an example which will be struck
down in every state, a school board regulation
imposing maternity leave at lat fourmonths prior to the expected birth of her
child." (p. 931)

3. "There is little reason to doubt, there-
fore, that courts will invalidate weightlifting
regulations for women under the Equal
Rights Amendment." (p. 935)4. "This result (to invalidate maximum
hours which apply only to women) wouldalso be predicted from principles of statutory
construction under the Equal Rights Amend-ment." (p. 936)

5. "The courts are likely to... equalizingboth sexes under the Equal Rights Amend-ment by invalidating (a law protecting wom-en tren coerced overtime) ." (p. 936)6. "Laws which restrict or regulate work-
i g conditions would probably be inval-.dated." -(p.936)

xxi. MzsCaLaNroV
Because of the broad nature of the ERA,there is really no way to tell just how afar
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it will reach. As Proessor Paul rreund of the
Harvard Law School said. "The range of po-
tential litigation is too great to be readily
Ioreseen . " Therefore. I believe It would be
profitable to mention just several random
examples which were brought out in the April
1971 Yale Law Journal. As I have mentioned.
before, the Yale Law Journal is unique be-
cause it provides a very minimum level of
change which the ERA will bring about. This
Is true because of the strong support of the
article by Congresswoman Oriffiths and other
supporters of the ERA. Under miscellaneous
examples. the article mentions:

1. "the government cannot rely upon the
administrative technique of grouping or av-
eraging where the classifcation is by sex,...
whatever the price in effciency, the classi-
ecation must be made on some other bqal."
(p.91)
2. "It is obvious that the marginal rela-

tionship of the unique physical characteris-
tics of pregnancy to the problem of absentee-
ism would require invalidation ... of a gov-
ernment regulation to reduce absenteeism
by barring women from certain jobs.

3. Men will get extensive leave for child
rearing because "if only women can get ex-
tensive leave for child rearing it becomes
economically impossible for men to stay at
home to car for children while their wives
work." (p. 897)

4. "A rule allowing sick leave only to
mothers when a memmber of their house-
hold is sick is a prohibted anx classication."
(p. 898)

5. "a law might prohibit adults with pri-
mary responsibility for child care from work-
ing in managerial jobs, on the grounds that
the function of caring for children was in-
consistent with ubstantlal occupational re-
sponsibility. Such a law or government regu-
lation would constitute a serious evasion of
the Equal Rights Amendment." (p. 898)

6. "Protection against indirect, covert or
unconscious sex discrimination is essential
to supplement the absolute ban on explicit
sex classifcation of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment." (p.900)

7. "Thus the courts have power to grant
affirmative relief in framing decrees in par-
ticular cases ... such decrees could provide
remedies for past denial of equal rights
which take into account sex factors and give
special treatment to the group discriminated
against." (p. 904)

8. "affrmative action may appear, paradoxi-
cally, to conflict with the absolute nature of
the Equal Rights Amendment. But where
damage has been done by a violator who acts
on the basis of a forbidden characteristic,
the enforcing authorities may also be com-
pelled to take the same characteristic into
account in order to undo what has been
done." (p.904)

9. "There is no doubt that the Equal
Rights Amendment would eliminate differ-
entiation on account of a in the public
schools and public university systems." (p.
906)

10. "It would seem clear that the basic
principles of state action would, as a general
proposition, require that the state eliminate'
male domination from the educational sys-
tem." (p.907)

11. "states which grant jury service ex-
emptions to women with children will either
extend the exemption to men with children
or abolish the exemption altogether." (p.
920)

Ir. anr To Psrv C
I believe that the absolute nature of the

Equal Rights Amendment will, without a
doubt, cause all laws and state-eanetioned
practices which in any way differentiate be"
tween men and women to be had ulconsti-
tutional. Thus, all laws which separate men
and women.,such aYseparate ahools, est-
rooms, dormitories, prisons. and others will
be stricken. Alse - and won will be
thrown tagether with no arparaties am the
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grounds of sex in the military.

The proponents of the ERA mention that
the Constitutional right to privacy will pro-
tect and keep separate items such as public
restrooms; however.'this assertion overlooks
the basic fact of constitutional law construc-
tion: The most recent constitutional amend-
ment takes precedence over all other sections
of the Constitution with which it is incon-
sistent. Thus, if the ERA is to be construed
absolutely, as its proponents say, then there
can be no exception for elements of publically
imposed sexual segregation on the basis of
privacy between men and women.

Even assuming the very unlikely result that
privacy will allow segregation of the sexes
in places like the military. Fred Buhardt,
General Counsel of the Defense Departsnent.,
mentioned the physical impossibility of pro-
viding this always in the military. Mr. Bus-
hardt eaid:

"Even if segregation of living quarters and
facilities were allowed under the amendment,
during combat duty in the feld there are
often, in effect, no facilities at all, and pri-
vacy for both sexes might be impossible to
provide or enforce."

Professor Paul Freund of the Harvard Law
School testified about this matter before the
Senate Judiciary Committee in 1970. After
stating that the amendment would be abso-
lute, Professor Freund said that it would
follow that the ERA "would require that
there be no- segregation of the sexes in
prison, reform schools, public restrooms, and
other public facilities."

Professor Phil Kurland, Editor of the Su-
preme Court Review and a Professor of Law
at the University of Chicago Law School
stated before the Judiciary Committee:

Senator Eavux. The law which exists in
North Carolina and in virtually every other
state of the Union which requires separate
restroonms for b s and girls in public schools
would be nullified, would it not?

Professor Kuaaurn. That is right, unless
the separate but equal doctrine is revived.

Senator Sevxr. And the laws of the states
and the regulations of the Federal govern-
ment which require separate restrooms for
men and women in public buildings would
also be nullified, would it not?

Professor KEaLAxN. My answer would be
the same.

As Professors Freund and Kurland indi-
cate there Is no qualification of the ERA for
the privacy of women just as there will be
none for the draft or protective labor laws.

A few examples in our society where the
privacy aspect of the relationship between
men and women would be changed are:

1. Police practices by which a search in-
volving the removal of clothing will be able
to be performed by members of either sex
without regard to the sex of the one to be
searched.'

. Segregation by sex in sleeping quarters
of prisons or similar public institutions would
be outlawed.

3. Segregation by sex of living conditions
in the armed forces would be outlawed. This
includes close quarter living in combat sones
and foxholes

4. Segregation by sex in hospitals would be
outlawed.

5. Physical exams in the armed forces will
have to be carried out on a sex neutral basis.

There are, of course, numerous other ex-
amples which flow from the absolute nature
of the Equal Rights for Women amendment,
arv. TQ mamcar, rrsc or m qXau uors

AlmaDIuT ON TsA o ax soxa, 5Tav-
Toas
in the hearings before the Senate Judi-

ecary Committee last year. Professor Paul
Preund of the narvard saw School testified
that:

"indeed, if thWtlaw must beassundlsrml-
nating eonosening sex as it is toward rce, it
would folow that laws outlawing wedlock
between members ft theas seas swoud be
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as invalid as laws forbidding miscegenation.
Whether the proponents of the amendment
shrink from these implications is not clear."

Like Professor Freund. it is not clear to me
either if the proponents of the amendment
shrink from these implications. This matter
illustrates as well as any the radical depar-
tures from our present system that the ERA
will bring about in our society. Speaking in
opposition to the ERA. Professor James White
of the Michigan Law School also mentioned
certain bizarre results which would flow
from passage of the ERA. Professor White
"Id:

"With the exception of finois and per-
haps a few other states, there are laws on
the books which make it a crime to engage in
certain kinds of homosexual activity. First
of all,.I suppose the amendment would bring
in question all thatlaw . .. I think the ques-
tion is. Is this the way we should do away

with it or should we allow the states to
control this themselves?"

Professor White continued that there
would certainly be litigation on the sexual
requirements of the marriage ceremony and
that "conceivably a court would find that
the State had to authorize marriage and
recognise marital legal rights between mem-
bers of the same sex." At that point in the
testimony, ,Professor White's comments cen-
tered on the effect on the community prop
erty laws of homosexual marriages. I won-
dered about the effect on adoption proce-
dures.

Professor of Neurology at the Yale Medical
School, Dr. Jonathan H. Pin js .has asked
the following question: "Is th Equal Rights
Amendment to be the Tonkin Gulf Resolu-
tion of the American social structure?" In a
statement in opposition to the ERA, Dr.
Pincus goes on to answer his question in the
afsrmative, and in his discussion he sheds
some real light on the radical changes which
will be made In our. social structure.

At the present time In all states husbands
are primarily liable for the support of their
wives and children but, as Representative
Oriffiths' approved article in the Yale Law

Journal states, "The ERA would bar a state
from Imposing greater liability for support
on a husband than on a wife merely because
of his sex" Dr Pincus is very concerned
about the effects of this removal of a hus-
band's responsibility, Dr, Pincus said:

"It seems to me that the removal of legal
responsibility from a man for supporting a
family, giving the family a name and pro-
tecting his daughters from the sort of
influences the US. Army might have in store
for them before marriage is likely to have
some effect on the manner in which men
relate to their wives and children and vice
versa; those traditional ties will be weak-
ened."

Dr. Pincus feels that "a solid happy family
life Is the foundation of mental health and
happiness," and as to the effect of the ERA
on this family life, he goes on to state:

"I would predict that the Equal Rights
amendment and many of the other goals of
Its proponents will bring social disruption,
unhappiness and increasing rates of divorce
and desertion. Weakening of family ties may
also lead to increased rates of alcoholism,
suicide and, possibly, sexual deviation."

Whether or not one agrees with the pre-
dictions of Dr. Pincus, I believe he ls~asking
very genuine questions which should be dis-
cussed before the Cnstitution Is amended.
Before we begin tinkering with the very
subtle mechanisms of family relationships
and social responsibilities, should we not
consider that we might in.fact be passing a
Thakia Gulf Resat&tion of the American
social Seructure?

* 52 5 5 5*S

Wile I believe test any unfair discrimina-
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women should be abolished by law, I have "rimes have changed in such a way that it
the abiding conviction that the law should may well be possible for the generation of

a make such distinctions between them as are women now coming to maturity, who had a.ll
reasonably necessary for the protection of the opportunities for eduation afforded to
women and the existence and development their male peers and who had an expectation
of the race. of opportunities to put education to the same

I share completely this recent observation use as their male peers. to succeed in a com-
by Mr. Bernard Swarts: "Use of the law in petitive society in which all differences In
an attempt to conjure away all the differ- legal rights between men and women were
enoes which do exist between the sexes is wiped out. There remains a very large part
both an Insult to the law Itmeif and a comn- of the female population on whom the im-

lete disregard of fact." position of such a constitutional standard
The late Justce Feix Fran further, in an would be disastrous. There is no doubt that

eloquent statement in the News Repubic society permitted these women to come to
magazine many years ago put it a iieprep t maturity not as competitors with males but

F anfuter s a rather as the bearers and raisers of their
way. Justice Fraregrmt: children and the keepers of their homes.

"Only hose who are ignorant of the nature There are a multitude of women who still
of law and of its enforcement and regardless find fulfillment in this role. In the eyes of
of the intricacies of American constitutional some, this may be unfortunate, but it is true.
law, or indifferent to the exciting aspects of It can boast no label of equality now to treat
woman's industrial life, will have the naivete the older generations as if they were their
or the recklessness to sum up woman's whle own children or grandchildren. Certainly the
position in a meaningless and mischievous desire to open opportunities to some need
phrase about "equal rights'." not be bought at the price of removal of

Let us consider for a moment whether legal Pr'sC o froVz Others."
there be a rational basis for reasonable die-
tinctions between men and women In any
of the relationships or undertakings of life * * * *

When He created them, God made physio-
logical and functional differences between nu e E.sa 'rO emm
men and women. These differences confer
upon men a greater capacity to perform 'Ibis brig us to the question whether
arduous and hazardous physical tasks. ome o5r5W lold onser4thee a to
wise people even profess the belief that there Sm at5s et 'a Cointitutlonal snoendeit
may be psychological differences between to deal wth the matter, and whether stuh
men and women. amndment abmsld permit Congres and the

To say these things is not to imply that dots acting within their respective jurie-
either sex Is superior to the other. It is sim- d dos to make reasonable ditinaotios be-
ply to state the all important truth that men twen the gisbt and responsibilities of men
and women complement each other in the and women In appropriate ares of life.
relationships and undertakings on which the I honestly believe that the equal proteo-
existence and development of the race de-. tion Ouse, Properly interpreted, Is suacient
pend. to abolish all nmair legal sUnirmnat

The physiological and functional differ- made against women by state law.
shoes between men and women empower De p te this belief. I Intend to offer an
men to beget and women to bear children,. amendment to the M.A which would prevent
who enter life in a state of utter helplessness oonstitutIonal chaos. The amendment to the
and Ignorance. and who must receive nuture, Awhich I plan to offer on the Mr of the
care, and training at the hands of adults 8an515 ihanei iows:
throughout their early years if they and the "le provisions of this article sha not
race are to survive, and if they are to grow s -the adity, however, of any lawe of
mentally and spiritually. Prom time- whereof the Unbted States or any Stte whit exmpt
the memory of mankind runneth not to the woman fn compulsory mintay service, or
contrary, custom and law have Imposed upon f s On btUnits of a1 Armed
men the primary responsibility for providing omS; or etand protections or exemptions
a habitation and livelihood for their wives to wives, moers, or widows; or impose upon
and children to enable elr wives to make fathers rnspoihity for the support Of thil-
the habitations homes, and to furnish mn or enur privacy to men or women, or
nature, care, and training to their children boys or gilis; r make punishable as crimes
during their early yen's. mP5e, sedueon, or other sexual offmes."

In this respect, custom and law reflect the
wisdom embodied in the ancient Yiddish
proverb that God could not be everywhere,
so he made mothers. The physiological and
functional differences between men and
women constitute the most important real-
ity. Without them human life could not
exist.

For this reason, any country which ignores
these differences when it fashions its insti-
tutions and makes its laws is woefully lack-
ing In rationality.

Our country has not thus far committed
this grievous error. As a consequence, it has
established by law the institutions of mar-
riage, the home, and the family, and has
adopted some laws making some rational
distinctions -between the respective rights
and responsibilities of men and women to
make 'these institutions contribute to the
ezisthen and advanament of the ras.

It may be that times are changing and
mesn and more women will leave the hms
to ecnmpete in the besenas and professional

eonmunity. HboweverI would like to call the
Senate's attention to the navrb of- Pro-
fosser Phil KWSIand dt $hs UniverIty of
Cleaolseaw Sool em tibe s5nt , se am:
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Th'a re t tnt li tpl1stlve cek called The PREsMING OFFICER (Mr.theMVi.. Ron). Before announcing the result, theMr. A3'fL AND. Mr. Pani 't, on this Chair would like to remind the occupantsi&it r-wlution. I have a ir withthO of the galleriee that no demonstrationsS nator frztn Arkinas s (Mr. MOCLULAN) are permitted under the rules of the Ben-and the Snator from Florida (Mr. ate. The Chair respectfully requests thatC.i,,h). If they were present and vot- te galleries comply with that request.ing. they would vote "yea." If I were per-

mittd to vote. I would vote "nay" I On this vote the yeas are 84, the nays
the ore rithold my vote. are 8. Two-thirds of the Senators present
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- having voted in the armatlv., the joint

nounce that the Senator from Florida resolution is passed.
(Mr. CrLitcS). the Senator from Wash- (Demonstrations is the aflertea.l
ington (Mr. JAcxSo), the Senator from
Arkansas 'Mr. MCCLELLAzr), the Senator
from South Dakota (Mr. Mc~ovERN),
and the Senator from New Hampshire
(Mr. McINTYRe) are necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from New
Hampshire (Mr. McIwnrys), the Senator
from South Dakota (Mr. McOovgaN),
and the Senator from Washington (Mr.
JAcxsoI) would each vote "yea."

Mr.- ORt3"ITrN. I announce that the
Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACXWOOD)
is necessarily absent.

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
MUNDT) is absent because of illness.

If present and voting, the Senator
from Oregon (Mr. PACxwooD) would
vote 'yea."

The yeas and nays resulted-yeas 84,
nays 8. as follows:

I o. 12 Leg.]
YKA--144

Aiken Pulbrlght Muakie
Allen Gnmbrell Nelson
Allott Gravel Pastore
Anc''r.'n CriSfna Pearson
Baker ('urn'y PellBavh Harris PercyBeall Hart Provnire
Bellm'n . Hartke Eandolph
Beni yen natfteld Ribloof
Bible Hollings Roth
Buis fruska Saxbe
Brock Hughes Schweker
Brooke R'utphrey Scott
Burdlek Inouye Smith
Byrd. Va. Javits Sparkman
Byrd. W. Va. Jordan. N.C. Spong
Cannon Jordan. Idaho Stafford
Case Kennedy - Stevens
Church Long Stevenson
Cook Magnuson Symington
Cooper Manseeld Taft
Cranston Mathlas Talmadge
Curtis McGee Thurmond
Dale Metcalf Tower
Dominick Miller Tunney
Eagleton Mondale Weicker
Ellender Montoya Williams
Fong Moss Young

NAYS-s
Bennett Ervin Hansen
Buckley Fannin Stennis
Cotton Goldwater

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR. AS
PREVIOUSIff RECORDD-1

Eastland, against.

NOT VOTING-7
Chiles McGovern Packwood
Jackson McIntyre
McClellan Mundt

March 22, 1972
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October 12, 1971 CONGRE

FINAL VOTE IN THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES I

ON THE PROPOSED ERA

The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
Comnittee rises.

Arcordingly the Committee rose; andthe Speaker having assumed the chair,
Mr. BOLLING, Chairman of the Commit-
tee of the Whole House on the State ofthe Union, reported that that Commit-
tee having had under consideration theJoint resolution (H.J. Res, 208) propos-
ing an amendment to the Constitutionof the United States relative to equalrights for men and women, pursuant toHouse Resolution 548, he reported the.ioint resolution back to the House.

The SPEAKER. Under the rule, theprevious question is Ordered.
The question is on the engrossment

and third readir4t of the joint resolution.
The joint resolution was ordered to beengrossed and read a third time, andwas read the third time.

MOTION To ECoMMIT oFFEazo by
Ml. HUTCHINSOq

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr. Speaker, I" offer a motion to recommit.The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman op-
posed to the joint resolution?

Mr. HUTCHINSON. I am, Mr.Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will reportthe 'notion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows :
Mr. HurcHNsor moves to recommit thejoint resolution (H.J. Res. 208) to the Com-

nruuec on the Judiciary.

The SPEAKER. Without objection,the previous question is ordered on the I'notion to recommit.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the- notion to recommit..4
The motion to recommit was rejected. 4The SPEAKER. The question is onthe passag of, thj oint resolution.

Mr. E )W of California. Mr.Speaker, on that I demand the yeasand nays."
The yeas and nays were ordered.c
The question was taken; and there'

as follywas 354, nays 24, not voting ,

Abbitt

Addabbo
Alexander
Ailderson,
Calln,

Alideron
A Tenn.
Andrew, Ala
An'uAnde. Oak,

Archer
Ashley
Aspia
BauM'.
baker
aPe I

(Roll No. 294j
YEAS-54

Begich Brinkley
Belcher Brooks
Bell Broomfield
Bennett Brot an
Bergland Browi, Mich.
Betta Brown, OhioBevll Bryhill, N.C.Biaggi Broyhiul, Va.Biester Buchanan
Dingtam Burke, Fla.Blackburw Burke, Mass.Blanton Burleson, Ter.Blatnik Burlisos, Me,
Do~gg Burton
Boland Byrne, Pe.,

Ding Byron
Bow Cabell
a ra"tr

Braso vap

SSIONAL RECORD -HOUSE
Carey, N.Y.
Carney
Carter~Casey. Tex.
Cederberg
Chamberlain
Chisholm
Clawson, De
Clay
Cleveland
Collins. Ill.
Collins, Tex.
Conable
Conte
Conyers
Corman
Cotter
Coughlin
Crane

.Culver
Daniel, Va.
Daniels, N.J.
Danielson
Davis, Oa.
Davis, B.C.
Delaney
Dellenback
Dellums
Denholm

DentDevine
Dickinson
Diggs
Donohue
Dow
Dowdy
Downing
Drinan

Duncandui Pont
Dwyer
Eckhardt
Edwards, Ala.
Edwards, Call
Eilberg
Each
Eshleman
Evans, Colo.
Evins, Tenn.
Fascell

Findley
FishFisher
Flood
Flowers
Foley
Ford,

William D.
Forsythe
Fountain
Fraser
Frelinghuysen
Frenzel
Frey
Fulton, Tenn.
Puqua
Galinanakls
Gallagher
Garmats
Gaydos
Gibbons
Goldwater
Gonzale
Doodling
Grasso
Dray
Dreen, Pa.

Iriffths

roesrover
Jude
[agan
[aley
[all
[amilton
Canlrner-
schmidt.

[anley
[anna
[ansen, Wash.
Carrngton
iarsha
arvey
astings
athaway
ays
echler, W. Va.
eckler, Mass,
wndoot
idersas.prksMass.

C
C

H
H
H

H
H
H

H

H
H
H
H
H
H

H

H
H

Hicks, Wash.
Hogan
HolitieldHorton
Hosmer

U Howard
Hull

l Hungate
Hunt
Ichord
Jacobs
Jarman
Johnson, Calif.
Johnson, Pa.
Jones, Ala.
Jones, N.C.
Jones, Tenn.
KarthKastenmeler
Kaen
Keating
Keith
Kemp
King
Kluczynski
Koch
Kuykendail
Kyl
Kyros

Landrum ]Latta
Lennon 1
Lent
Link
Long. Md.
Lujan
McClory
McCloskey I
McCollister
McCormack I
McDade f
McDonald. I

Mich. f
f. McEwen I

McFall f
McKevitt E
McKinney E
McMillan I
Madden I
Mahon E
Mann E
Martin I8
Mathias, Calif.
Maths, Ga. 8
Matsunaga
Mayne s
Mazzoli 8
Meeds
Melcher 8
Metcalfe 8
Michel 8

4 Mikva& 8
Miller, Ohio T
Mills, Ark. T
Mills, Md. T
Minish T
Mink T
Minshall T
Mitchell T
Mizell T
Monagan IT
Montgomery U
Moorhead U

Morse V
Mosher V
Moss V
Murphy, Il. vMurphy, N.Y. W
Myers WCatcher W
Nelsen W
Nichols W
NixW
Obey w
O'Hara W
O'Konski W
O'Neill W
Pasaman
Patman W
Patten w
Pepper W
Perks W
Pettis WPeyser: W
Pickle W
Pike Ya
Podell Ya
Pot To
Powef t

Preyer. N.C. E
Price. Ill, Ew

Price, Tex.
Pryor. Ark.
Pucinaki
Purcell
Quie
Quillen
Railaback
Randall
Rangel
Rees
Reid, N.Y.
Reuss
Rhodes
Riegle
Roberts
Robinson, Va.
Robison, N.Y.
RodinoRoe
Rogers
Roncallo
Rooney, N.Y.
Rosenthal
Rostenkowski
Roush
RoyRoybal
Ruppe
Ruth
RyanSt Oermain
Sarbaness
Satterfield

Scherle
Scheuer
Schneebel
Scott
Sebelius

SeiberlingShipley
Shoup
Bikes
Sisk
Skubits
Slack
Smith, Calif.
Smith, Iowa
Smith, N.Y.
Snyder
Springer
Staggers
tanton.,J. William
tanton,
James V.

teed
Steele
tephens
tokes
tratton
itubblefield
ymington
ralcott
'aylor
cague, Calif.
eague, Tex.
erry

'hompeon, Ga.
homnpson, N.J.
homson, Wis.
lernan
Jdall
llnan
,an l erUlnander Jagt
anik
eysey

igoritoraldle
ampler
rare2halen

halleyhite
hitehuret
idnall
'Illamsilson.
Charles N.
inn
out
right
yatt
ydler
ylle
yman
ites
tron
un . Tl

TeL

Abernethy
Ashbrook
Byrnes, Wis.
Celler
Chappell
Colmer
Dennis
Dorn

Abourezk
Anderson, Ill.
Arends
Aspinall
Baring
Bray
Clancy
Clark
Clausen.

Don H.
Collier
Davis. Wis.
de la Garza
Derwinski
Dingell

DulakiEdmondson
Edwards, La.
Erlenborn

So (two-thirds having voted in favor
thereof) the joint resolution was passed.

The Clerk announced the following
pairs:

On this vote:
Mr. Gerald R. Ford and Mr. Mailliard for,

with Mr. Erlenborn against.
Mr. Hillis and Mr. Arends for, with Mr.

Landgrebe against.

Until further notice:
Mrs. Green of Oregon with Mr. Anderson of

Illinois.Mr. Aspinall with Mr. Lloyd.
Mr. Leggett with Schwengel.
Mr. Waggonner with Mr. Spence.
Mr. de la Garza with Mr. Thone.
Mr. Mollohan with Mr. Derwinski.
Mr. Edmondson with Mr. Bray.
Mr. Macdonald of Massachusetts with Mr.

Gubser.
Mr. Rooney of Pennsylvania with Mr. Mc.

Clure.
Mr. Dulaki with Mr. Pirnie.
Mr. Dingell with Mr. Clancy.
Mr. Baring with Mr. Halpern.
Mr. Abourezk with Mr. Shriver.
Mr. Hebert with Mr. Collier.
Mr. Hawkins with Mr. Bob Wilson.
Mr. Miller of California with Mr. Pelly.
Mr. Otaimo with Mr. Young.
Mr. Gettys with Mr. Davis of Wisconsin.
Mr. Clark with Mr. Don H. Clausen.
Mr. Stuckey with Mr. Steiger of Wisconsin.
Mr. Runnels with Mr. Kee.
The result of the vote was announced

as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the

table.

35813
NAYS-24

Flynt Rousselut
Hutchinson Sandman
Jonas Saylor
McCulloch Schmitz
McKay , iger. Ariz.
Nedzi ,T ..a an
Poage Wi tien
Rarick Wiggins

NOT VOTING-51
Ford, Gerald R. Miller. Calif.
Gettys ' ; Mollohan

Olaimo Pelly
Oreen, Oreg Pirnie
Oubser Rooney. Pa.
Halpern Runnels
Hansen. Idaho Schwengel
Hawkins Shriver
H)bert Spence
Hills ' teiger, Wis.
Kee Stuckey -
Landgrebe Thone
Leggett Waggonner
Lloyd Wilson, Bob
Long. La. Young, Fla,

McClureMacdonald,
Maas,

Mailliard
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